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AVIATION IS CURRENTLY IN A STRONG POSITION.  
Air travel and air cargo markets are growing well above 
their 20-year average growth rates. The whole supply chain 
is benefiting from the strength of consumer spending on 
air transport. Airlines have been generating returns for 
investors above their cost of capital for the past three years, 
manufacturers have multiyear order backlogs. But how long 
will the good times last? 

The answer depends partly on what happens to the economic 
cycle. This article is about the link between the success of 
aviation and the economic cycle. Certainly, the air travel cycle 
is closely linked to the economic cycle as Table 1 shows.

The growth of incomes and trade are the key drivers of leisure 
and business travel, and GDP growth is a reasonably good 
proxy for those drivers. Over the past decade air travel has 
grown or shrunk roughly twice as fast as the global economy, 
which is in line with what we have seen in past decades. The 
economic cycle is the most important but not the only driver. 
Price matters too. The sharp fall in air fares, particularly inflation 
adjusted fares, since late 2014 added 2% points to the growth 
in global RPKs (revenue passenger kilometres flown).

Price stimulus for air travel is now reversing, following the 
recent upward trend in fuel prices and the upward pressures 
on other costs such as labour. The last point in Table 1 shows 
that we expect the ending of that price stimulus will lead 

to air travel growth returning to its 
usual relationship with economic 
growth in 2018. At 6% that growth 
will still be above the 5.5% average 
of the past 20 years.

Continued strong growth in air 
travel markets in 2017, albeit a bit 
weaker than in 2016, is driven by 
widespread expectations that the 
global economic cycle will be at 
least as strong in 2018 as it was in 
2016. A good guide to the short-
term impetus behind the economic 
cycle are measures of confidence in 
business and the consumer sector.
  
Since a mid-cycle low point in 
early 2016 the confidence of 
business and consumers have risen 

THE OUTLOOK FOR AVIATION 
AND THE ECONOMIC CYCLE    
BY BRIAN PEARCE, INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION 

Table 1: Global GDP and RPK growth

Continued strong growth in air travel markets in 2017 is driven by widespread 
expectations that the global economic cycle will be as strong in 2018 as it was in 2016. 
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to high levels, which has been instrumental in propelling 
an acceleration in global economic growth. This surge 
in confidence surprised many, particularly following the 
political shocks in 2016, and the more general increase in 
geopolitical risk. Central bank policy has been exceptionally 
loose since the global financial crisis and, in the US, has 
been tightening during the past year. However, fiscal 
policy has been loosening. Austerity policies in developed 
economies ended by 2015 and China embarked on a 
significant stimulus. Whatever the origins of this late-cycle 

economic upturn it has been very 
positive for aviation and looks likely 
to continue through 2018.

In response to the strong 
economic and traffic cycle, airlines 
have expanded their services, but 
at a slower pace. As well as a rise in 
frequencies, there has been a large 
expansion of new destinations 
and new city-pair connections in 
recent years, partly driven by GDP 
growth in catchment areas but also 
by the change in the economics of 
serving thinner markets brought 
about by the longer ranges of 
new narrowbody aircraft models. 
But airlines are very focused 
nowadays on getting more out of 
their invested capital. As a result, 

the increased demand of the past one to two years has 
been partly met by higher load factors and higher aircraft 
utilisation. By the end of 2016, passenger load factors had 
risen to a new record high. 

The approach airlines are now taking to managing their 
assets is key to the improvement in profitability and returns 
to investors over the past three years. Return on capital and 
capital productivity are the main focus. Airlines are increasingly 
sweating their assets through seat densification and adding 

ancillary revenue streams, through 
unbundling tickets and introducing 
new service offers. Revenues 
generated from each dollar of 
invested capital have been trending 
upwards since the global financial 
crisis as a result. Joint ventures on 
international markets have been 
focused on getting economies 
of scale and scope from joining 
networks together. Passengers 
get more online connections 
to more destinations and more 
convenient frequencies. Smartly 
merged networks generate denser 
passenger flows. The result is the 
rise in aircraft utilisation and the 
record load factors we have seen.
 
What matters for airline profitability 
and returns to investors is the gap 
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Table 2: Business and consumer confidence

Table 3: Breakeven and achieved weight load factors

between load factors and breakeven. There is little gain to 
be had by achieving high load factors by discounting tickets 
below average unit costs. There is always that temptation. 
Once the season’s scheduled are announced a significant 
proportion of an airline’s costs are fixed, and once an empty 
seat or cargo hold has flown that is it. 

The fall in jet fuel prices brought break-even load factors 
down substantially in 2015 and the impact of fuel hedging 
extended that decline into 2016. But note the gap began 

to widen after the global financial 
crisis. The structural changes to 
industry and product structure 
triggered by the GFC shock 
started to improve profitability 
and returns to capital, before the 
fall in fuel costs. That suggests at 
least part of the improved financial 
performance will be sustained, 
even in the face of high costs. And 
costs are rising now. 

Fuel prices have been trending 
upwards for the past two years 
and labour costs are on the rise, 
as labour markets tighten. Yields 
have started to rise but unit 
costs are expected to grow at a 
slightly faster pace. As a result, we 

would expect breakeven load factors to rise for a second 
successive year in 2018. But the load factor achieved by 
airlines is also expected to rise in 2018. The gap will narrow, 
but not by much.

Returns on invested capital in airlines will fall a little in 2017, 
as breakeven rises relative to what airlines can achieve on 
load factors. But we are forecasting another good year for 
airline investors, with an average 9.4% return on invested 
capital after 9.6% in 2016. With an estimated weighted 

average cost of capital – what 
investors could earn on assets 
with a similar risk profile – of 7.4% 
in 2017 that implies a fourth 
successive year of value creation 
for airline investors.
 
So, what could go wrong with this 
benign outlook? Clearly issues to 
watch are how airlines deal with 
capacity and how regulators deal 
with further consolidation. But for 
the purposes of this article I am 
going to focus on demand side 
risk, the economic cycle. Could that 
end abruptly?

Cycles in air travel in post WW2 
years have typically lasted 8-11 
years, measured from peak to 
peak. This year will be the 10th 

THE OUTLOOK FOR AVIATION AND THE ECONOMIC CYCLE
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Table 5: Global passenger kilometres flown (RPKs)
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year after the last peak in 2008, so it is not surprising that 
many are looking for signs that this cycle is nearing its end.

But there is not guaranteed regularity about the timing 
of cycles. The reality of economic forecasting is an almost 
complete failure to predict turning points. Alarmingly the 
record shows that mainstream economic forecasts continue 
to predict expansion, even when a recession has started 
to happen, the depth of the downturn is typically under-
estimated, and then the strength of the upturn is also 
typically under-estimated. But then look at what ended the 
post-WW2 cycles in Table 5: the emergence of inflation, the 
late-1970s oil crisis, the Gulf war, the bursting of the dotcom 
bubble and then 9-11, the global financial crisis. Arguably 
none of these could have been predicted and some are 
what Donald Rumsfeld would call ‘unknown unknowns’.

So, our expectation that the outlook for aviation in 2018 
will be another year of above-trend expansion, and value 
creation for investors and others, is based on positive 
current trends and benign views about the known 
unknowns, such as oil prices. Unknown unknowns are, well, 
unknown. We know the industry is vulnerable to shocks, but 
we cannot predict when they will happen.

But there some known unknowns to worry about. One is 
that the high level of debt in the non-bank private sector 
is a potential threat to continued growth. High levels of 
private sector debt in the developed economies prior to the 
global financial crisis accentuated the economic recession 
triggered by the collapse of major financial institutions. 

Households and companies 
tried to deleverage, in response 
to the fall in the value of assets 
relative to debt, and the fall in 
expected incomes. But because 
governments were pursuing 
‘austerity’ fiscal policies, trying 
themselves to reduce borrowing, 
the fall in everyone’s spending 
made the ability to generate 
sufficient income to reduce debt 
was very limited. Meanwhile, 
emerging economies like China 
have spent the past decade 
pursuing debt-financed growth 
and substantially raising debt to 
GDP ratios.

Debt in itself is no problem if it 
is matched by assets, and if debt 

servicing costs are affordable. Arguably both of those debt 
drivers have been inflated by central bank policy since 
the GFC. Policy interest rates have been close to zero for a 
number of years and the policy of ‘quantitative easing’ (QE) 
has led to central banks buying trillions of dollars worth 
of financial assets. And both these policies are starting 
to be reversed. The interest rates cycle is turning up and 
central banks are looking at ways of reversing QE. With 
modest CPI inflation there are good reasons for thinking 
the rise of interest rates and debt servicing costs will be 
slow and limited. Central banks are also aware of the risks 
to asset prices of reversing QE, and so there are also good 
reasons for thinking any reversal will be slow and cautious. 
Nonetheless, accidents do happen!

Table 6: Outstanding debt held by non-financial private sector, % GDP

THE START OF ANOTHER YEAR provides an opportunity to 
reflect on the past 12 months and suggest some themes for 
consideration in the year ahead. 

Looking back over the 50 years since the Concorde was 
rolled-out, a good deal has changed, but the steady 
advance of technology means that new models and 
variants continue to see the light of day. 2017 saw the first 
deliveries of the B737-8MAX and the A321neo, although 
not the A350-1000, plus first flights for the A330neo, B787-
10, A319neo, B737-MAX9, E195-E2 and C919. Boeing 
announced the B737-MAX10 and continues to evaluate the 
potential for a new middle-market aircraft for the mid-2020s. 

Fifty years ago, global passenger traffic was passing the 300 
million mark. In 2017, over four billion passengers travelled 
on 36.8 million flights connecting 20,000 city pairs. And 
despite a rocky few years, a third of global trade by value 
still moves by air.

Strong fundamentals
The industry heads into 2018 in rude health – according to 
IATA, global passenger traffic will have increased by 7.5% in 
2017, a fraction faster than in 2016, with a still solid 6% increase 
forecast for this year.  A 9% increase in freight traffic in 2017 has 
underpinned the long-delayed recovery in the cargo market.

A billion passengers have been added to the global airline 
networks in the past five years. Much of this new volume is 
tourism driven. IATA reports an almost 6% rise in tourism 
expenditure in 2017 and expects this to top 9% in 2018. 
Clearly, with global GDP growth averaging little more than 
3%, the growth multiple is still well above the long-run 

average, confirming that other factors now have a significant 
influence on passenger demand.

Ticket price will clearly be high on the list of influencers and 
is benefiting as the market continues to experience relatively 
low and stable fuel prices. The impact of fuel has moderated 
from being 35% of total airline operating costs coming out 
of the last downturn to less than 20%, although we should 
not lose sight of the fact that, whilst the price of a barrel of 
WTI oil has increased by a modest 6% since the start of the 
year, the high:low range was almost 35% and volatility here 
presents a challenge for non-hedged airlines when setting 
fares for future travel. 

Two other factors are having an even greater influence on 
demand. This first of these is the sharply rising availability of 
affordable seats through the rapid growth of LCCs, especially 
in emerging domestic and regional markets, bringing air 
travel within reach of ever growing sections of the population. 
The second factor is these populations themselves and 
their demographics, where increasing economic wealth 
is expanding the so-called middle classes, many of them 
in the millennial age bracket and increasingly looking for 
“experiences” as they spend their discretionary income. 

INTO THE GREAT WIDE OPEN:  
2018 INDUSTRY REVIEW  
BY DICK FORSBERG, AVOLON

Table 1: Average 20-year growth rates

GDP 2.9%

RPKs 5.4%

ASKs 5.2%

Cargo Traffic 3.9%

Fleet Size 3.6%

Fuel Burn per ASK -1.4%

Boeing announced the B737-MAX10 and continues to evaluate 
the potential for a new middle-market aircraft for the mid-2020s.
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average, confirming that other factors now have a significant 
influence on passenger demand.

Ticket price will clearly be high on the list of influencers and 
is benefiting as the market continues to experience relatively 
low and stable fuel prices. The impact of fuel has moderated 
from being 35% of total airline operating costs coming out 
of the last downturn to less than 20%, although we should 
not lose sight of the fact that, whilst the price of a barrel of 
WTI oil has increased by a modest 6% since the start of the 
year, the high:low range was almost 35% and volatility here 
presents a challenge for non-hedged airlines when setting 
fares for future travel. 

Two other factors are having an even greater influence on 
demand. This first of these is the sharply rising availability of 
affordable seats through the rapid growth of LCCs, especially 
in emerging domestic and regional markets, bringing air 
travel within reach of ever growing sections of the population. 
The second factor is these populations themselves and 
their demographics, where increasing economic wealth 
is expanding the so-called middle classes, many of them 
in the millennial age bracket and increasingly looking for 
“experiences” as they spend their discretionary income. 
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Table 1: Average 20-year growth rates

GDP 2.9%

RPKs 5.4%

ASKs 5.2%

Cargo Traffic 3.9%

Fleet Size 3.6%

Fuel Burn per ASK -1.4%

Boeing announced the B737-MAX10 and continues to evaluate 
the potential for a new middle-market aircraft for the mid-2020s.
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The geographic characteristics of many of these emerging 
markets, such as China, India, Indonesia and the Philippines, 
further increase the attraction of air travel over surface 
transport, which is often slow, irregular and in many cases 
not much cheaper than an air fare.

We are finally seeing a meaningful recovery in the air freight 
market, with IATA reporting 10.6% year-on-year growth for 
2017. This takes the overall traffic increase since the start 
of the global financial crisis to 26%, a 2.3% average growth 
rate which conceals absolute declines in four out of the past 
10 years. Nevertheless, the number of western jet freighters 
in storage has fallen by 15% over the past year and is 50% 
below the level seen five years ago. 

Despite the steady rise in aircraft deliveries, capacity is still 
increasing more slowly than traffic and load factors continue 
to rise, with average passenger seat utilisation above 81% 
for 2017 and peaking at a remarkable 84.5% during the 
months of July and August. 

All of these positive indicators have contributed to another 
stellar year of global airline profitability, with IATA estimating 
US$34.5bn of net profit, close to the levels of 2015 and 
2016, and with a forecast step up to US$38bn in 2018. These 
levels represent an average net margin of 4.6% and a ROIC 

approaching 10%; however, this result must be caveated by 
the fact that almost half of the profit is still earned by North 
American carriers and that, apart from Europe, margins in other 
regions are below - in some cases well below - the average. 

Industry cycles
The question of the timing of the next cycle downturn 
remains a hot topic across the industry, along with a broader 
debate as to whether there is still a cycle to worry about. 
Avolon remains firmly convinced that the industry remains 
cyclical, despite the growing influence of non-GDP factors 
on growth rates. The current economic cycle has now lasted 
over eight years, two years more than the average of all post 
war recessions. However, time-based representations of 
world growth cycles are an over-simplification for a complex 
system such as the global economy. 

Lower growth rates in this economic cycle imply that 
“economic slack” is being absorbed more slowly relative to 
previous cycles, suggesting that this cycle has some way to 
go, with remaining lifespan measured in years, not quarters.

From a lessor’s perspective, the economic growth cycle 
does not have a significant bearing on aircraft leasing 
so long as lessors can continue to fund their capital 
commitments. Due to the long-term nature of lease 
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contracts, which extend beyond the normal business cycle, 
lessors are insulated from periods of low growth. The past 
12 months have underscored the availability of funding to 
the lessor community, with record number of new aircraft 
being financed through this channel.

The OEMs
Preliminary figures for 2017 suggest that total commercial 
jet deliveries will be at or slightly above the 2016 total 
as the underlying upward trend in aircraft production 
rates was masked by GTF engine issues on the A320neo 
programme and by supply-chain problems on the A350. 
Improvements are expected for both in 2018, although a full 
return to normal may take most of the year. On the A320neo 
programme, Pratt & Whitney have lost their first mover 
market share advantage and, although the LEAP engines 
have not had a flawless service entry, Pratt face a tough fight 
to move the market split back close to 50/50. 

Unofficial data for orders placed during 2017 indicate an 
increase of around 10%, to approximately 2,300. Within the 
total, mainstream single aisle types netted 20% more orders, 
whilst widebody orders declined by 20%. Amongst the 
latter, the A380 programme looks increasingly under threat, 
with no orders in 2017 and a diminishing backlog that has 
already forced a production rate cut to less than one per 
month in 2019, with potential to go lower still. 

The headline stories for 2018, however, will continue to 
feature the middle-market segment and the CSeries. The 
former may or may not result in a launch announcement 
from Boeing, but both OEMs will be exploring potential 
new or existing solutions to fill the gap in the market – 
whatever that is determined to be. The future of the Airbus-
Bombardier alliance to re-boot the CSeries programme and 
save it from what is widely seen as sour American grapes will 
be determined during 2018 in a combination of regulatory 
and legal processes that began with International Trade 
Commission hearings in the week before Christmas. 

What would have been a prediction that Boeing and 
Embraer would also seek closer ties has been overtaken 
by a formal announcement of discussions; however, it is 
unlikely that either Bombardier or Embraer will be totally 
subsumed by the larger OEMs. 

With senior management changes at both Airbus and Boeing, 
the world is watching to see how the new teams position 
their businesses and product lines for future competitive 
advantage. Arguably, Airbus faces the greater challenge with 
more widespread changes at the top of the organisation and, 
specifically a new hand shaping sales strategy after almost a 
quarter of a century, with the choice of Eric Schultz to replace 
John Leahy suggesting that closer relationships could be 
forged with engine OEMs. 
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Financing trends
As the demand for delivery financing continues to rise, 
approaching US$140bn in 2018, liquidity remains plentiful, 
diversified and generally well-priced, all of which is 
supporting a number of emerging lessors on their path to 
reaching a critical mass. 

Access to secured bank lending is still a mainstay of delivery 
financing, but alternative debt capital markets products are 
increasingly making their mark. ABS issuance exceeded 
US$6.6bn in 2017, financing 331 aircraft and 56 engines in 
12 transactions. The capital markets also closed more than 
US$2bn in lessor private placements during the year, with 
new investors continuing to be attracted to the sector. 

Lessors are unlikely to face a liquidity shortage in 2018, 
although economic deployment of capital will remain 
challenging for some. However, as interest rates continue their 
gradual rise, it will become increasingly difficult to sustain the 
sportier SLB terms that have been reported and that segment 
of the leasing market will, in time, revert to more measured 
activity. Expect also to see a further increase in the levels of 
assets under management for third-party investors.

Fearless forecast
Looking out over the next 12 months, then, a number of 
predictions can be made with a reasonably high degree of 
confidence:
•   Passenger traffic growth will continue to perform 

measurably above trend, led by emerging markets 
•   OEM deliveries will get back on track and continue to 

increase in number and value
•   Lessors will remain the largest funding channel, although 

SLBs will remain largely the domain of emerging, or 
recently emerged, players

•   Liquidity from private and fixed income investors will 
continue to increase, with Asian capital playing a growing 
role

•   Further modest increases in interest rates will have little 
immediate impact on aircraft supply and demand.

About the author:
Dick Forsberg has over 45 years’ aviation industry experience, 
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arrangers and capital providers in the disciplines of business 
strategy, industry analysis and forecasting, asset valuation, 
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Marketing from the UK Institute of Marketing is a member of 
the Royal Aeronautical Society and also a Board Director of 
ISTAT (The International Society of Transport Aircraft Trading).

The A380 programme looks increasingly under threat 
with no orders in 2017 and a diminishing backlog.

IN SIMPLE TERMS, enhanced equipment trust certificates 
(EETCs) are corporate debt securities, typically issued by 
airlines. EETCs are secured on the aircraft operated by 
the airlines, and are structured through special purpose 
companies (SPVs) created specifically to own the aircraft and 
“enhanced” by elements such as debt tranching, availability 
of liquidity facilities and over-collateralisation. 

The airline is the “deemed issuer” of Pass-Through 
Certificates for US securities laws purposes. Separate 

classes of EETCs are issued to bondholders representing 
tiered secured claims on multiple underlying aircraft, 
in accordance with intercreditor arrangements in the 
transaction documents. This effectively underpins credit 
quality for senior tranche holders, pushing first loss risk 
down to subordinated classes.

EETCs have grown in popularity since the 1990s, fuelled 
primarily by use amongst US airlines able to access the 
well-established, creditor-friendly US bankruptcy regime 

(“Section 1110 US Bankruptcy Code” 
or “Section 1110”) in these structures. 
Commercial banks traditionally formed the 
financing mainstay for the aviation market, 
however, the development of capital market 
products enticed new market entrants, as 
evidenced by the burgeoning number of 
asset-backed securitisation transactions and 
EETC issuances over the last few years. 

EETCs offer airlines access to a lower cost form 
of finance, and are balanced in attractiveness 
to investors, offering predictability in 
recoverability in a default scenario (there is 
a high degree of collateral coverage and 
recovery expectations are good even in 
circumstances where the aircraft pool is 
severely stressed and aircraft are rejected 
early in the airline bankruptcy), more attractive 
rates of returns on investments and shorter 
term commitments. EETCs are also well suited 
to repeat issuances, allowing carriers with 
established histories in the market to achieve 
more attractive terms on subsequent issuances.

In this article, we will examine some of the 
key features underpinning the success and 
popularity of EETCs. We will consider in 
particular the applicability and attractiveness 
of these features to non-US investors and 
airlines and how Cayman Islands and Irish 
structures are well placed to be utilised in 
these transactions. 

EETCs: A VIABLE FINANCING OPTION  
FOR US AND NON-US AIRLINES ALIKE?    
BY MARY O’NEILL, SHARI MCFIELD AND WANDA EBANKS, 
MAPLES AND CALDER

Table 1: Basic US EETC structure
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EETC market
Recent notable EETCs include:
•   Air Canada EETC (February 2017) – three tranches 

of EETCs: four B787-9s and nine B737 MAX8s. Very 
competitive rates achieved, the lowest of the four EETCs for 
Air Canada issued over the previous four and a half years.

•   Spirit US$421m (November 2017) - this was notable in that 
the Spirit EETC priced above initial expectations by one 
quarter of a percentage point (in 3% range). Interest rate 
was only 2.5 bps wider than American Airlines US$545m 
AA Notes issued in July 2017. This was particularly 
significant given that Spirit is a smaller and less well known 
airline, and it achieving such competitive rates may point to 
further EETC opportunities for such airlines.

•   Turkish Airlines (March 2015) – Japanese yen 
denominated with an increased number of alternative 
currencies expected. However, aircraft are typically 
purchased and sold in US dollars thus creating currency 
mismatch (with full currency hedge required for a full 
rating by the credit agencies). 

KEY FEATURES OF AN EETC 
Quick access to collateral
EETC structures are specifically designed to survive an 
airline bankruptcy, mitigating the risk of a payment default 
and ensuring prompt and predictable access to aircraft 
equipment. While an airline bankruptcy filing represents an 

indenture event of default with respect to equipment notes 
held by the trust, the bankruptcy itself does not trigger a 
default for the trust certificates. 

Via the application of Section 1110, the associated airline 
has 60 days to affirm its aircraft obligations and cure all 
past defaults or relinquish the aircraft to the trustees for 
disposition. Extensions may be requested but are not 
typically entertained. In all scenarios, creditors retain 
considerable leverage in the bankruptcy process. EETC 
holders (particularly senior tranche investors) have 
considerable flexibility to address the need to remarket and 
monetise aircraft with sufficient time to avoid default. EETC 
holders have a right to act where others would be subject 
to automatic stay, a key credit advantage compared with 
typical corporate debt securities. 

Over-collateralisation (OC) / cross-default / cross-
collateralisation
EETC transactions are structured to provide significant OC 
to safeguard against declines in aircraft values throughout 
the life of the deal. 

With initial EETCs, cross-default provisions were not included 
which enabled carriers to be selective as to which aircraft 
financings and leases to retain or reject in a reorganisation. 
Thus, certificate holders were subject to increased risk of an 
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Table 2: EETC advantages and disadvantages

EETC Advantages
•   Exist in a reasonably liquid market
•   Section 1110 / Alternative A certainty around timeframes for repossession and remarketing
•   Aircraft are strategically important to the airlines as central to their business
•   Assets are inherently mobile (so sales not restricted by geography)
•   Newer production models are relatively resilient to market stress
•   Availability of repossession/remarketing agents
•   Even at end of life, value in the parts
•   Part of a highly regulated industry
•   Existing operating processes and safety frameworks

EETC Disadvantages
•   Depreciation, difficulty in selling certain models
•   Market subject to sudden shocks (e.g. 2011)
•   Significant maintenance requirements for older aircraft
•   Risk that bankruptcy filed at time when maintenance costs are at their highest meaning significant cost 

implication for preparing aircraft for remarketing.  Repossession and remarketing costs can be large 
(between 5% and 10% of the market value of an aircraft).  There are risks associated with the condition and 
maintenance status of pool aircraft

equipment note default and a potential shortfall post-rejection 
for a particular aircraft. The inclusion of cross-default provisions 
limits an airline’s ability to choose which aircraft financings and 
leases to retain or reject in a bankruptcy scenario. 

With earlier EETCs, cross-collateralisation provisions were 
not included, meaning that any excess proceeds from 
disposition of a particular aircraft could be retained by 
the airline, even in scenarios where the aircraft in the pool 
were disposed of at a loss to the bondholder. The inclusion 
of cross-collateralisation provisions means that if an 
airline defaults on an underlying equipment note or lease 
obligation, any excess proceeds from the disposition of the 
associated aircraft is held for the benefit of holders of that 
particular EETC in support of recovery. 

Liquidity Facility (LF)
The presence of a LF is a significant favourable element of 
the EETC structure, providing the investor with breathing 
space upon a payment default prior to an event of default 
being called (pass-through certificate documents generally 
define default as occurring when an interest payment is 
missed after expiry of the LF (or full principal is not paid at 
legal final maturity)). 

For US EETCs, the LF is typically sized to 18 months of 
interest coverage (a significant cushion over the 60-day 
collateral access period provided by Section 1110 in most 
cases). It ensures 18 months’ worth of interest payments will 
be made before debt service stops altogether. In the case 
of non-US EETCs, the LFs have been significantly larger to 
account for a potentially long reorganisation process (e.g. 
the Doric / Emirates EETCs). 

Rating
EETCs are often rated which improves pricing and liquidity. 
The principal considerations for the rating agencies include 

asset quality, business risk, diversity (both geographic and 
revenue), and regimes supportive of creditor rights. 

Also relevant is the lessor’s legal jurisdiction, the reliability of its 
legal system, confidence in its country’s bureaucracy to enforce 
the legal framework, existence of legal precedent and political 
factors. All can impact the ability of lenders to repossess and 
deregister the aircraft and fly it out of the country if an airline 
rejects aircraft after entering administration. 

Non-US EETCs and brief overview of LATAM EETC structure 
Traditionally, the criticism of non-US EETC issuances is that 
creditors are not afforded the same level of certainty and 
predictability in terms of recourse to the aircraft equipment 
as with its US counterpart.

Successful non-US EETC transactions have however utilised 
alternative means to allow for quick access to the collateral 
following an airline insolvency. Alternative A of Article XI of 
the Protocol to the Cape Town Convention (“CTC”) serves as 
a notable alternative, giving creditors a substantially similar 
protection regime to Section 1110. These are however 
issues such as the lack of clarity and predictability around 
the legal protections and the timelines for repossession of 
aircraft equipment (given the variances in the ratification 
and implementation process of the CTC from country to 
country) and insufficient testing in the courts, which limits 
the acceptance of Alternative A of the CTC as a fully viable 
alternative. 

LATAM Airlines Group S.A. (LATAM) is the only airline in 
Latin America to successfully complete an EETC transaction.1

The proceeds of the equipment notes issued by each SPV 
were used to fund the acquisition of the relevant aircraft for 
such SPV. 

The deal was structured so that each aircraft would on 
delivery be leased (and in some instances subleased) 
within the LATAM network on terms by which the rental 
payments under each relevant lease would be sufficient to 
cover all amounts required to be paid by the SPV in respect 
of the corresponding equipment notes. The equipment 
notes issued in respect of each aircraft were secured by a 
mortgage granted by the relevant SPV over the relevant 
aircraft and an assignment of such SPV’s rights under the 
lease agreement. Each equipment note was issued under a 
separate indenture for each aircraft. 

With respect to aircraft that were registered in Brazil, and 
subject to subleases with the airline, the loan trustees for the 
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Note:  1Maples and Calder acted as Cayman Islands counsel to the four Cayman Islands SPVs established by LATAM to issue the equipment notes. MaplesFS Limited acted as share 
trustee and provided the Independent Director to the board of each SPV.   

LATAM is the only airline in Latin America to successfully complete an EETC transaction.
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not included, meaning that any excess proceeds from 
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factors. All can impact the ability of lenders to repossess and 
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Traditionally, the criticism of non-US EETC issuances is that 
creditors are not afforded the same level of certainty and 
predictability in terms of recourse to the aircraft equipment 
as with its US counterpart.

Successful non-US EETC transactions have however utilised 
alternative means to allow for quick access to the collateral 
following an airline insolvency. Alternative A of Article XI of 
the Protocol to the Cape Town Convention (“CTC”) serves as 
a notable alternative, giving creditors a substantially similar 
protection regime to Section 1110. These are however 
issues such as the lack of clarity and predictability around 
the legal protections and the timelines for repossession of 
aircraft equipment (given the variances in the ratification 
and implementation process of the CTC from country to 
country) and insufficient testing in the courts, which limits 
the acceptance of Alternative A of the CTC as a fully viable 
alternative. 

LATAM Airlines Group S.A. (LATAM) is the only airline in 
Latin America to successfully complete an EETC transaction.1

The proceeds of the equipment notes issued by each SPV 
were used to fund the acquisition of the relevant aircraft for 
such SPV. 

The deal was structured so that each aircraft would on 
delivery be leased (and in some instances subleased) 
within the LATAM network on terms by which the rental 
payments under each relevant lease would be sufficient to 
cover all amounts required to be paid by the SPV in respect 
of the corresponding equipment notes. The equipment 
notes issued in respect of each aircraft were secured by a 
mortgage granted by the relevant SPV over the relevant 
aircraft and an assignment of such SPV’s rights under the 
lease agreement. Each equipment note was issued under a 
separate indenture for each aircraft. 

With respect to aircraft that were registered in Brazil, and 
subject to subleases with the airline, the loan trustees for the 
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issuance at very competitive rates will be a harbinger of a new 
class of low-cost carriers accessing the EETC market.

In terms of other previous users of EETCs, IAG is expected 
to continue to rely on leases and JOLCOs in 2018. Likewise, 
Avianca appears to be pursuing JOLCOs and its 2018 
deliveries are already financed. LATAM is expected to 
choose to keep a mixture of leases and debt for 2019 which 
makes a 2018 EETC less likely. 

EETC Structures and use of Cayco/Ireco SPVs
A Cayman incorporated SPV/Irish tax resident structure 
(commonly referred to as a “Section 110 Company”) can be 
utilised to undertake an EETC Transaction. Cayman Islands 
exempted companies (Caycos) are highly flexible, making 
them a popular choice for use in structured finance, asset 
finance and leasing transactions. Aside from maintaining a 
registered office and certain registers in the Cayman Islands, 
the ongoing statutory requirements under Cayman Islands 
law applicable to Caycos are simple and cost-effective and 
allow Caycos to, among other things:
•   financially assist the acquisition of their own shares 

(provided the directors ensure that the transaction is in 
the best interests of the company and is carried out for 
proper purposes);

•   migrate out of the Cayman Islands into any other 
jurisdiction that allows migration inwards;

•   merge with a company from any other jurisdiction that 
allows mergers without needing to be the surviving entity; 

•   take advantage of a creditor friendly insolvency regime, 
including express provisions for the recognition of non-
petition covenants to prevent a bankruptcy-remote SPV 
being put into liquidation by an aggrieved party, as well 
as express recognition of the ability of a secured party to 
enforce their security interest outside of any liquidation 
and no form of bankruptcy moratorium or stay on 
enforcement of a security interest;

•   appoint auditors located anywhere and adopt IFRS, US 
GAAP or any other appropriate accounting standard; 

•   dispense with annual general meetings and the need 
for directors or officers to be resident in or meet in the 
Cayman Islands;

•   dispense with the need to prepare or file audited annual 
accounts or financial statements;

•   use share premium to fund dividends, share repurchases 
and share redemptions; and

•   maintain the share register and minute books outside of 
the Cayman Islands.

Caycos can be established quickly and efficiently - 
incorporation can be concluded on an express basis in as little 
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equipment notes related to such aircraft were entitled to the 
benefit of the CTC and Alternative A in exercise of its remedies.

One key requirement of the rating agencies was the 
appointment of an independent director to the board of 
each SPV. Certain reserved matters termed “significant 
actions or proceedings of the SPV” were specifically reserved 
as requiring unanimous approval of all directors. These 
reserved matters include commencement of insolvency 
proceedings, the winding up or dissolution of the relevant 
SPV, amendments to the SPV’s constitutional documents, 
amalgamation or merger or sale of any of the assets of the 
SPV (other than the disposition of any engine or aircraft 
of part thereof that is permitted under the transaction 
documents). The independent director was defined to be 
a person who, at any time during such person’s tenure as a 
director or during the five years preceding his appointment 
as a director did not have, or was not committed to acquire 
any direct or indirect financial, legal or beneficial interest in 
the relevant SPV and had no affiliation with the airline. 

The deal terms also included enhanced provisions of the 
latest EETC transactions, including cross-collateralisation, 
equipment note guarantees and cross default provisions 
among all indentures.

Outlook
An upsurge in non-US EETCs has been predicted for several 
years but progress in this space has been slow. 

Until the Spirit EETC reissuance in November 2017, only 
American Airlines had used EETCs in 2017. While EETCs have 
traditionally been a reliable source of capital for a select group 
of carriers, the easy availability of cheap alternative sources of 
funds has diminished the attractiveness of EETCs for many.

There has, however, been a growing cadre of non-US 
investors, with investment banks and manufacturers 
engaging in active outreach efforts. In 2014-16, investors for 
nine countries bought public EETC paper for the first time 
(comprising 5.8% to 8.3% of investors). It is expected that 
this trend will continue. In addition, Boeing Capital has been 
exploring EETCs opportunities in the sukuk market.

However, currently, 2018 is looking quiet for EETC issuances. 
Air Canada has announced the pricing of a private offering 
of two tranches of EETCs with a combined aggregate face 
amount of approximately C$301m and a weighted average 
interest rate of 3.76% (Class A and Class B Certificates). United 
Continental has stated that it plans to use the EETC market 
to finance 2018’s deliveries and it may be that the 2017 Spirit 
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as 24 hours. In addition, as there is no direct taxation in the 
Cayman Islands, a Cayco will not be liable to pay any tax on 
income, capital gains or withholdings in the Cayman Islands, 
although stamp duty may be payable on original documents 
executed in, or subsequently brought into, the Cayman Islands.

While many of the benefits of Caycos set out above are not 
available to Irish incorporated companies (“Irecos”), Ireland 
is internationally recognised as a leading location for aircraft 
finance and leasing activities. There are a number of reasons 
for Ireland’s pre-eminent reputation in the aviation industry, 
not least of which is the Irish tax regime. The tax rate on 
trading profits is 12.5% which, coupled with beneficial tax 
depreciation and interest deductibility rules, can often reduce 
Irish corporation tax to a minimal amount provided the lessor 
has some substance in Ireland. Alternatively, it is possible 
to avail of the Irish “section 110” regime which allows for 
corporation tax neutral treatment for an Irish special purpose 
company which holds and/or manages aircraft and engines.

An important additional tax benefit for Irish tax residents is 
the large and ever-growing international network of double 
tax treaties (Irish DTTs) to which Ireland is a party. There are 73 
Irish DTTs currently in effect, including with the US, many Asian 
countries and countries in the Gulf region. The treaties protect 
an Irish based lessor from double tax in their international 
operations and in particular often allow a foreign lessee make 
lease rental payments to an Irish lessor free from foreign 
withholding tax. This ability to eliminate or reduce foreign 
withholding tax on lease rentals is critical to the commercial 
success of a lessor leasing to multiple jurisdictions. 

To fall within the Irish tax regime and benefit from Ireland’s 
treaties, a company must be resident in Ireland for tax 
purposes. Tax residency is primarily determined by the “central 
management and control test” which relates to the decisions 
of strategic importance to the business of the company as 
opposed to the day to day administration. In practice, the test 
can be satisfied by the board of directors meeting regularly in 
Ireland, and ideally the majority of them being Irish resident. 

Conclusion
EETCs are an important feature of the aviation financing 
market but to date has proved most attractive to the larger 
US airlines. There is an expectation that use will increase 
among non-US issuers (using Alternative A or certain local 
law regimes) and potentially among lower-cost carriers. 
In the current financing environment, however, with easy 
availability of super-competitive financing across the 
spectrum of borrowers, one should not expect a significant 
upsurge in issuances in the short to medium term.

Very competitive rates achieved, the lowest of the four EETCs 
for Air Canada issued over the previous four and a half years.
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issuance at very competitive rates will be a harbinger of a new 
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equipment notes related to such aircraft were entitled to the 
benefit of the CTC and Alternative A in exercise of its remedies.

One key requirement of the rating agencies was the 
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each SPV. Certain reserved matters termed “significant 
actions or proceedings of the SPV” were specifically reserved 
as requiring unanimous approval of all directors. These 
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any direct or indirect financial, legal or beneficial interest in 
the relevant SPV and had no affiliation with the airline. 

The deal terms also included enhanced provisions of the 
latest EETC transactions, including cross-collateralisation, 
equipment note guarantees and cross default provisions 
among all indentures.

Outlook
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years but progress in this space has been slow. 
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American Airlines had used EETCs in 2017. While EETCs have 
traditionally been a reliable source of capital for a select group 
of carriers, the easy availability of cheap alternative sources of 
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engaging in active outreach efforts. In 2014-16, investors for 
nine countries bought public EETC paper for the first time 
(comprising 5.8% to 8.3% of investors). It is expected that 
this trend will continue. In addition, Boeing Capital has been 
exploring EETCs opportunities in the sukuk market.

However, currently, 2018 is looking quiet for EETC issuances. 
Air Canada has announced the pricing of a private offering 
of two tranches of EETCs with a combined aggregate face 
amount of approximately C$301m and a weighted average 
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as 24 hours. In addition, as there is no direct taxation in the 
Cayman Islands, a Cayco will not be liable to pay any tax on 
income, capital gains or withholdings in the Cayman Islands, 
although stamp duty may be payable on original documents 
executed in, or subsequently brought into, the Cayman Islands.

While many of the benefits of Caycos set out above are not 
available to Irish incorporated companies (“Irecos”), Ireland 
is internationally recognised as a leading location for aircraft 
finance and leasing activities. There are a number of reasons 
for Ireland’s pre-eminent reputation in the aviation industry, 
not least of which is the Irish tax regime. The tax rate on 
trading profits is 12.5% which, coupled with beneficial tax 
depreciation and interest deductibility rules, can often reduce 
Irish corporation tax to a minimal amount provided the lessor 
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Conclusion
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Very competitive rates achieved, the lowest of the four EETCs 
for Air Canada issued over the previous four and a half years.
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BOEING’S 2018 CURRENT AIRCRAFT FINANCE MARKET 
OUTLOOK (CAFMO) forecasts another year of stable 
growth and funding diversification. The aviation industry has 
shown an exceptional level of resiliency in an environment 
of continued geopolitical and economic uncertainty, 
demonstrating the strength and value of air travel. 

For the eighth straight year, passenger traffic saw above-
trend growth with historically high load factors and aircraft 
utilisation rates. This consistent demand growth, along with 
the resurgence of air cargo, is attracting new capital and 
innovative ways to access new financing markets.

Now in its 10th year, the annual CAFMO evaluates and 
forecasts the sources of financing for new commercial 
airplane deliveries in the coming year and the industry’s 
overall delivery financing requirements for the next five years. 
The CAFMO also explores the trends within major funding 
sources and the potential impact on the broader market. 

In review, 2017 saw domestic export credit remain largely 
untapped by the major manufacturers due to various obstacles. 
Against the backdrop of healthy commercial markets, aircraft 
finance evolved, creating new, incremental capacity through 

the insurance market and the selected use of global export 
credit agencies. In the years ahead, these new sources are 
expected to mature into integral aircraft financing solutions. 

Despite macro-economic and geopolitical concerns, the 
aviation industry has continued to deliver exceptional results 
and adjust to external dynamics. For 2018, Boeing forecasts 
strong and efficient liquidity from diverse markets and ready 
access by investors to support record new aircraft deliveries.
 “Financiers and investors continue to be attracted to 
the aircraft market, and part of that appeal is because it’s 
a growth business with stable returns,” said Tim Myers, 
President of Boeing Capital Corporation. “We’ve remained 
in a robust market for some time now along with consistently 
increasing growth in global diversity of passenger travel, 
and this has also spurred a steady increase in the number of 
lessors entering the industry worldwide.”

Much of the strength in the aircraft finance market comes 
from the recent year-over-year growth of new airplane 
deliveries across the industry. As the global aviation industry 
updates its fleet and adds capacity to meet growing demand, 
we expect the funding requirement for new aircraft deliveries 
to increase from US$122bn in 2017 to US$189bn in 2022. 

STABLE GROWTH AND  
FUNDING DIVERSIFICATION  
FOR FINANCING IN 2018  
BY BOEING CAPITAL CORPORATION

Table 1: Strong aircraft financing environment
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In 2018, the commercial bank debt market will likely finance 
the largest share of deliveries as rates continue to compete 
with capital markets due to new market entrants and the 
increasing stability of the industry. Export credit is expected 
to gain modest market share as ECAs return as a source of 
financing; also, the insurance market is predicted to grow as 
it further establishes itself over the next several years.

Myers added that this growth in need for aircraft financing is 
expected to be met in a variety of ways. 

“Looking ahead to 2018, traditional funding means like 
commercial banks and capital markets will continue to be 
the largest sources of financing,” Myers said. “Yet we know 
customer needs vary. So we’re also seeing innovations in 
new markets, like insurance and global export credit, to 
help meet those delivery funding needs. It’s important to 
note these innovations are complementary to the critical 
role permanent access to domestic export credit plays, 
especially in times of poor market performance.”

Highlights of the 2018 CAFMO include:

•   Commercial bank debt is likely to again finance the largest 
share of Boeing deliveries. Further, commercial bank debt 
is also expected to continue its resurgence in 2018 as new 
global banking regulations drift further into the future. This 
delay has generated additional liquidity with attractive terms. 
Looking at the growth of bank participants, former regional 
banks from Australia, Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Singapore 
are now serving an important role in global aircraft finance.

•   Capital markets and cash should remain viable sources of 
financing. However, capital markets saw an overall decline 
in activity in 2017, partly due to airlines deleveraging 
risk and greater access to bank debt. Lessors accounted 
for 70% of the volume as they accessed capital markets 
for unsecured debt and ABS issuances to finance their 
portfolios. We anticipate that 2018 will see an upward 
trend in capital markets volume as lessors continue to use 
the space as their primary source of financing. We expect 
new institutional investors entering the market to further 
stimulate the use of capital markets and EETCs.

•   Export credit is expected to regain modest market share 
as export credit agencies around the globe are used as a 
selective source of financing. With markets remaining healthy 
and numerous financing options available, export credit 
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Commercial bank debt is likely to finance the largest share of Boeing deliveries in 2018.
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volume saw another year of decreased use. In addition, 
both major manufacturers lacked access to their domestic 
export credit agencies in 2017; 2018 should more than 
likely see renewed use. Boeing has taken a global approach, 
developing agreements to finance new aircraft deliveries via 
ECAs in countries where Boeing has a supply base. Across 
the industry, ECA volume will likely increase from historical 
lows to more stable levels in 2018, though it is expected to 
remain a marginal share of aircraft financing as we anticipate 
commercial markets will remain healthy and resilient.

•   Innovations in aircraft finance like the newly created 
Aircraft Finance Insurance Consortium non-payment 
insurance market is expected to grow in 2018. As part 
of its charter to find the most efficient aircraft financing 
solutions for customers, BCC engaged in new market 
development to bring insurance risk capital to aircraft 
finance. BCC collaborated with Marsh to facilitate the 
creation of this new market in 2017. AFIC currently 
consists of four insurers (Allianz, Axis Capital, Endurance/
Sompo International and Fidelis) that issue an AFIC non-
payment insurance policy (ANPI) to cover a lender’s credit, 
aircraft residual and jurisdiction risks. Marsh manages and 
administers the ANPI platform from business origination. 
Due to the strength of the insurance companies, AFIC 
is an efficient source of financing that complements 
other new aircraft funding markets for Boeing. More 
than US$1bn of new airplane deliveries in 2017 were 
supported by AFIC; given the early success of this new 
market, stable growth is projected over the years to come.

BOEING CAPITAL CORPORATION  
PO Box 3707 MC 20-68 Seattle, WA 98124-2207, US

Tel: +1 425 965 4057
Email: bcc@boeing.com
Website: www.boeing.com/cafmo

The 2018 CAFMO is available at www.boeing.com/CAFMO, 
which includes additional data on regional-specific financing 
trends as well as more information on global financing 
markets. 

In addition to the 10th year of the CAFMO, 2018 marks 50 
years of leadership in aircraft financing for Boeing Capital 
Corporation. Founded as McDonnell Douglas Finance 
Corporation in 1968, we celebrate the intrepid spirit that has 
empowered us to lead the development of the infrastructure 
for global aircraft financing while facilitating the availability 
of efficient financing for our customers. 

BCC paved the way for the emergence of modern operating 
lessors and banks by developing innovative financing 
structures and spearheading industry standards such as the 
Cape Town Treaty. Into Boeing’s second century, BCC will 
continue to build on this legacy of innovation by providing 
industry leadership that helps shape the future of aircraft 
financing.
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2018 IS LIKELY TO BE A REPEAT OF 2017 in terms of  
the number of aircraft entering the “lease end” phase. So, 
what does that mean for the lessors, financiers and the 
broader market?

In general terms (and ‘general’ can of course be a 
dangerous starting point, as with most things in life, the devil 
is in the detail), GDPs are heading the right way, that creates 
air traffic demand, oil price is reasonably/relatively low with 
no immediate sign of huge increases, therefore it is more 
likely that leases will be extended this year than terminated. 
This does raise a few key points.

The airlines are in a strong negotiating position. Why? They 
have options:
1.   Offers of new aircraft from the OEMs and the lessors.
2.   Lessors of the current leased aircraft will be keen to 

extend rather than manage a redelivery and need to 
place the aircraft.

3.   It is inevitable that the airlines will be able to achieve 
reductions from the current lease rental but also be 
able to negotiate reductions in redelivery conditions 
and/or contributions towards upgrades/cabin refit 

and/or resetting of maintenance reserves/end of lease 
compensation. 

4.   Aircraft redeliveries do have a cost (often not considered 
by the lessee). IBA research suggests that a narrowbody 
redelivery adds almost US$2m to the cash outlay as there 
is often a mismatch between how an aircraft has been 
operated and maintained compared to the redelivery 
conditions that are imposed by the lessor. This can 
often create earlier than expected/required component 
changes (including expensive engine shop work) per the 
lessee maintenance programme versus the OEM MPD. 
Repair reviews and modification certification are also 
areas that require additional work from the lessee. 

5.   However, point 4 above is often balanced by the lessor 
also needing to apply resource to manage the redelivery 
and transaction to the next lessee.

There may be reasons why an airline will not want to extend 
irrespective of the above benefits:
•   The aircraft may be too old or in need of such significant 

investment that it is not deemed a good economic case.
•   Newer aircraft incoming from earlier orders to reduce the 

fleet age profile.

REMARKETING OF AIRCRAFT 
COMING OFF LEASE    
BY PHIL SEYMOUR, IBA

For some aircraft, such as the B737NG and A320 family, the advent of Passenger to Freighter programmes provides a further opportunity to re-invest in older equipment.
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And, of course, the lessor may have options, such as:
1.   A preference not to extend an older aircraft that has 

high value in either cash reserves or end of lease 
compensation. This can be realised as profit rather than 

being re-invested into maintenance checks and shop 
visits that may not create long-term payback.

2.   There may be an opportunity to benefit from a relatively 
higher lease rental from another airline that cannot 
access newer aircraft and the lessor determines that with 
robust asset management that the potential higher risk is 
worth taking for a higher lease rental / longer new lease.

3.   For some aircraft, such as the B737NG and A320 family, 
the advent of Passenger to Freighter (So called “P2F”) 
programmes provides a further opportunity to re-invest 
in older equipment. Some lessors have already secured 
conversion slots for the coming years.

Whilst the above points are ‘general’, there will be 
differences between aircraft types and the lessee’s status.

A lessor that has been accruing maintenance reserves,  
either in cash or “condition”, will have much more flexibility 
than relying purely upon redelivery condition. There is an 
increasing trend in leases with fewer cash reserves, however, 
that is partly due to some countries/lessees having sufficient 
credit quality and or guarantees that allow the lessee to be 
comfortable in taking that risk.

This leads to a ‘general’ fact that fewer leased widebody 
aircraft are paying cash reserves. In ‘general’, the widebody 
fleets are operated by flag carriers with strong government 
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support, therefore the lessors will be reliant upon the 
redelivery conditions to be strong enough to allow 
remarketing to be simple. However, it can be the opposite 
situation with the flag carriers negotiating relatively weak 
redelivery conditions (in the favour of the lessee) and this 
gives the lessor the added issue of a lack of cash accruals 
for maintenance “re-lifing” coupled with low standard “as-is” 
condition aircraft.

Coupled with most widebody aircraft being enrolled in 
term-based engine support programmes which expire at 
aircraft redelivery, the costs to move the aircraft from lessee 
A to lessee B can become a multi-million dollar exercise with 
an associated downtime of at least six months.

2018 looks to be a busy year for the lessors and airlines
We have identified a total of 1,300 lease returns and 
extensions for the market to address. The accompanying 
charts analyse this activity by aircraft type, lessor and lessee. 
Naturally the A320-200 and B737-800 take the crown, 
accounting for almost half of all transitions, whilst the B767-
300ER and A330-200 lead the pack for the widebodies. 

If fuel remains static, then a handful of the widebodies 
may well stay where they are too. The market will remain 
particularly interested in the B777-300ERs, and the few 
A380s that are expected to transition that did not quite 
make the chart. Younger A320s, B737-800s and A321s 
should stay where they are. 

So how are the redeliveries split by lessor?
There is an obvious correlation between the size of the 
lessors’ fleet and the expected extensions and redeliveries 
in the coming year. Aercap, GECAS and Avolon lead the 
way. For many of the newer entrants they will benefit from 
relatively fewer redeliveries this year, but they will slowly 
but surely move up the table. A key action point for many 
of those new lessors is that they have to rapidly build up 
expertise or outsource the redelivery function well ahead of 
the lease end date. 
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coming years. Similarly, as mentioned above, many airlines 
still do not take the redelivery phase as seriously as they 
should. We have seen several instances in the last year 
where a lack of resource at the airline has resulted in late 
redeliveries. Most leases have a late delivery clause that can 
mean additional rentals are due – ranging from 125% to 
200% of the normal lease rental if the airline fails to meet the 
redelivery conditions in a timely fashion. 
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And what about the most exposed airlines?
From the lessee perspective, IndiGo, AA, Air Canada, United 
and Alitalia are highlighted as the top five. There are many 
here that we expect to see selling to the operator or remain 
for another period, but a good number will return.

The bulk of the returns or extensions will come from mid-
life aircraft – the 10—20-year olds – whilst only around 200 
aircraft below 10 years old will be available. IBA suggests 
some of the oldest will head for retirement, whilst a number 
of the mid-life narrowbodies may find their way into a 
conversion programme. 

The redelivery process should commence around 15 
months prior to the lease expiry date. Leases will vary, 
ranging from those which provide the airline with the 
option to extend, to those which remain silent on any such 
arrangement leaving it down to a negotiation. 

Whilst the prospect of remarketing aircraft coming off lease 
may seem to be a formidable prospect, it is all part of the 
“day job” for most lessors, but there are still many smaller 
lessors and funds that have such a liability to face in the 

Table 4: 2018 lease returns and extensions – aircraft ages
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AIRCRAFT SIZING, and specifically narrowbody versus 
widebody aircraft selection, are critically important to aircraft 
lessor and lender investment decisions. 

This article analyses US transcontinental non-stop schedules, 
with a focus on:
•  route, frequency and carrier fragmentation; and
•   aircraft sizing, as smaller aircraft have become more 

range-capable.

Why focus specifically on transcontinental non-stops? 
Because these markets are:
•   among the largest in the US, with over 300 daily 

frequencies in summer 2017;
•    a key component of domestic air travel capacity, currently 

serving: 
– a total of 11 US states; 
– close to half the US population;

•   the longest range US domestic routes, with no surface 
travel substitutability;

•   linking prime coastal metropolitan centres.  

Transcontinental routes are also interesting because:
•   they are not much shorter in distance than transatlantic 

routes;
•   what happens on transcon routes often later happens to 

transatlantic routes which are the global industry’s largest 
long-haul region pair.

Methodologically, non-stop transcontinental markets have 
these advantages: 
•   they are analytically discrete; 

– airports are either on a coast, or not; 
– routes are either non-stop, or not;

•   transcons carry a large percentage of origin-and-
destination traffic; and

•   they are relatively [although not entirely] immune from 
hub strategy vicissitudes. 

The article deploys Airline/Aircraft Projects Inc. 
transcontinental route and airplane module data at five-
year snapshot intervals, starting in 1982, shortly after 
deregulation. The data will be used to measure transcon 

fragmentation versus consolidation trends along these three 
key axes:
1.  Number of transcon airport pairs
2.  Average frequency per transcon airport pair
3.  Transcon carrier market share concentration.

From 1982 to 2017, transcontinental non-stop capacity 
growth was accommodated mainly by expansion in:
•   new non-stop airport pairs; 
•      more non-stop frequencies on existing routes; 
•      not by larger aircraft, with aircraft size to the contrary 

falling precipitously.

Evolution of aircraft types on transcontinental daily non-
stop routes 1982-2017
From 1982 through to 2017, transcontinental aircraft size 
consistently declined as seen in Table 1.

Widebody frequency share was 100% in 1982, when no 
narrowbody type had transcon range. Widebody frequency 
had declined to only 6% of the transcon total in 2017.

B757s peaked at 76 daily non-stop transcon frequencies in 
2007 with 32% of frequencies; 57 daily non-stop transcon 
frequencies in 2012 with 21% of frequencies; and 46 daily non-
stop transcon frequencies in 2017 with 14% of frequencies. 
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A320 and B737 family equipment featured in 70% of 2012 
daily frequencies, and 80% of 2017 daily frequencies. They 
were the main engine of transcon growth in 2012 and again 
in 2017. 
  
From 2007 to 2012, there was a “bunching” trend towards 
150 seats, with both the larger and smaller airplane sizes 
losing:
•   B777s, B767s and B757s were down from 102 frequencies 

in 2007 to 82 in 2012;
•   B737-900s and A321s increased marginally from seven to 

nine frequencies;
•   B737-800s and A320s increased sharply from 98 to 152, 

including 34 new Virgin America daily frequencies;
•   smaller B737-700 and A319 frequencies marginally 

declined from 31 to 28.

It is also noteworthy that in 2012 and 2017, most B757 
and B767 transcon deployment were in low density seat 
configuration, with United and American operating dedicated 
lie-flat transcon B757-200s and B767-200s respectively in 2012. 

In 2017 United still had low density transcon B757-200s, 
with Delta the only other B757 operator. American had 
replaced its transcon B767-200s with A321s, and extensively 
deployed B737-800s. A321s with flat beds were now also 
deployed by JetBlue. Alaska Airlines operated B737s and 
legacy Virgin America A320s. A total of 145 A320 family 
were deployed, vs. 111 B737 family.

Transcontinental non-stop frequencies and airport pairs 
1982-2017
Both the number of transcon airport pairs and frequency per 
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2017
B777-
200*

B764- 
A333**

B767-
300

B767-
200

B757-
200*

B737-
900

B737-
800

B737-
700

A321 A320 A319 TOTAL

United 8 27 22 13 3 7 80

American 1 20 40 2 3 66

Alaska + Virgin 12 17 2 34 65

JetBlue 29 19 48

Delta 2 8 19 3 7 39

Southwest 8 6 14

Spirit 1 5 6

Frontier 2 1 3

Total 9 2 8 nil 46 37 65 9 71 65 9 321

Table 2: Transcontinental non-stop frequencies by airline and aircraft type in 2017

*Note: B757s mostly B757-200 with United operating two daily frequencies with B757-300s (just as in 2012). About 14 of the United B757 flights are in  
low-density 142-seat configuration. One daily United B777 frequency is operated with a B777-300ER. 

Table 1: Evolution of aircraft types on transcontinental daily non-stop routes 1982-2017

DAILY
FREQ.

B747
MISC. LEGACY 
LARGE TYPES*

B777-
200*

B764
A333

B767-
300

B767-
200

B757*
B737-
900

B737-
800

B73G/
B733*

A321 A320 A319 TOTAL
WIDE-
BODY

1982 12 39 2 53 100%

1987 8 27 20 4 2 61 90%

1992 3 36 24 40 7 110 57%

1997 3 15 1 12 31 73 4 19 158 39%

2002 7 16 35 43 15 9 4 32 12 173 34%

2007 2 10 14 76 1 38 12 4 40 19 238 11%

2012 3 3 15 57 1 55 11 8 97 17 271 8%

2017 *9 2 8 46 37 65 9 71 65 9 321 6%

* Notes: Misc. legacy large types – MD-11, DC-10, L-1011, A300, A310, DC-8-61. 
B757 – mostly B757-200, with up to two daily B757-300s some years.  
B73G/B737 – B737-700 from late 1990s, with some B737-300 earlier years. 
B777-200 – One daily 2017 freq. operated [by United] with B777-300ER.  

airport pair increased in every year surveyed up to 2002 
[except for a dip in frequency per pair in 1992]. 

In 2007 frequency per route significantly declined for 
the first time in the series, while in 2012 frequency per 
route resumed growth but the number of airport pairs 
declined, for the first time. Thus in 2007 and 2012, 
transcon markets were still fragmenting: albeit less than 
in the past.

In 2017, both the number of airport pairs and the average 
daily frequency per airport pair substantially grew.

Highest frequency routes in 2012 and 2017 
United SFO to EWR and IAD hub-to-hub routes had the 
highest frequencies, in both 2012 and 2017. United LAX 
to EWR and IAD [again hub-to-hub] also had among the 
highest frequencies.

From 2012 to 2017 the main changes were United 
ceasing to operate JFK-SFO [it also dropped LAX-SFO, 
focusing all New York transcons on EWR] while JetBlue’s 
JFK-LAX enters the list. 

Carrier-by-carrier market shares 1982-2017 evolution 
Carrier-specific capacity can usefully be analysed as the 
third axis of fragmentation, alongside the number of 
routes, and the frequency per route. How many carriers 
participate in a market, and their market shares, is a 
key driver of whether that market has become more 
consolidated and therefore less competitive over time. 

The transcon capacity data is interesting in defying the 
received wisdom, to the effect that the US airline industry 

has become more consolidated and less competitive. For 
this key market sector, no such trend is evident. This is true 
of all of the key data metrics.

A caveat: this study quantifies transcontinental frequencies, 
rather than seats. But frequencies are arguably the key test 
of market presence, and the prime driver of business traffic 

TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE TRENDS 

YEAR DAILY NON-STOPS AIRPORT PAIRS AVERAGE DAILY PER AIRPORT PAIR

1982 53 16 3.31

1987 61 14 4.35

1992 110 26 4.23

1997 158 34 4.64

2002 173 37 4.67

2007 238 58 4.10

2012 271  *54 5.01

2017 321 63 5.08

*Note: The number of airport pairs would have decreased more, but for DoT authorisation of three new Washington DCA to W. Coast non-stops [SAN-DCA by US 
Airways, SFO-DCA by Virgin America, PDX-DCA by Alaska Airlines].

Table 3: Transcontinental non-stop frequencies and airport-pairs 1982-2017

With its Virgin America merger, Alaska catapults up to the third largest slot with a 20%-plus share.
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[except for a dip in frequency per pair in 1992]. 

In 2007 frequency per route significantly declined for 
the first time in the series, while in 2012 frequency per 
route resumed growth but the number of airport pairs 
declined, for the first time. Thus in 2007 and 2012, 
transcon markets were still fragmenting: albeit less than 
in the past.

In 2017, both the number of airport pairs and the average 
daily frequency per airport pair substantially grew.
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United SFO to EWR and IAD hub-to-hub routes had the 
highest frequencies, in both 2012 and 2017. United LAX 
to EWR and IAD [again hub-to-hub] also had among the 
highest frequencies.

From 2012 to 2017 the main changes were United 
ceasing to operate JFK-SFO [it also dropped LAX-SFO, 
focusing all New York transcons on EWR] while JetBlue’s 
JFK-LAX enters the list. 
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third axis of fragmentation, alongside the number of 
routes, and the frequency per route. How many carriers 
participate in a market, and their market shares, is a 
key driver of whether that market has become more 
consolidated and therefore less competitive over time. 
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Table 5: Top airline market shares 1982-2017

YEAR
FREQUENT 
PER DAY

TOTAL 
CARRIERS

1982 53
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
16 
30.2%

AA 
11 
20.8%

TW 
11 
20.8%

PA 
6 
11.3%

EA 
5 
9.4%

WO 
2 
3.8%

8

1987 61
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
19
31.1%

AA 
15
24.6%

TW 
10
16.4%

EA
7
11.5%

PA
6
9.8%

CO
4
6.6%

7

1992 110
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
38
34.9%

AA 
35
32.1%

US 
12
11.0%

TW 
9
8.3%

DL
8
7.3%

CO
6
5.5%

7

1997 158
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
65
41.1%

AA 
35
22.2%

CO 
18
11.4%

US
16
10.1%

DL
10
6.3%

TW
5
3.2%

9

2002 173
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
64
37.0%

AA 
47
27.2%

CO 
21 
12.1%

US
17
9.8%

B6
13
7.5%

DL
11
6.4%

7

2007 238
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
62
21.1%

B6
47
19.7%

AA 
44
18.5%

CO
31
13.0%

DL
20
8.4%

US
14
5.9%

10

2012 271
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
95
35.1%

B6
40
14.8%

AA 
38 
14.0%

VX
34
12.5%

DL
24
8.9%

US
19
7.0%

10

2017 321
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
80
24.9%

AA
66
20.6%

AS+VX 
65 
20.2%

B6
48
15.0%

DL
39
12.2%

WN
14
4.3%

8

TRANSCONTINENTAL FREQUENCY AND THE FREQUENCY 
SHARE OF THE SIX LARGEST CARRIERS

TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE TRENDS 

[which is the reason why United has a low-density high-
frequency B757 transcon operation].

Taking the frequency share obtained by the largest 
participant, this is now at the lowest point of the eight five-
yearly snapshots in this study. United retains frequency share 
leadership throughout the 35-year period. But its share in 
2017 was only 24.9% compared to its 1997 peak of 41.1%. 

How many transcon carriers obtained at least 10%  
frequency share? From 1982 to 2012, it was always four 
carriers that obtained at least 10%. But in 2017, a fifth  
carrier met that criterion. 

What about total number of participating carriers? This was 
at eight carriers in 2017. While down from the ten carriers in 
both 2007 and 2012, the eight in 2017 was higher than the 
average number of transcon participants from 1982 through 
to 2002. 

The data analysis herein drills down to the sixth largest 
participant: what share did that sixth largest participant 
obtain, over time? In 2017 the sixth participant was 
Southwest, with a 4.3% frequency share. This was marginally 

lower than the average over the 1982-2017 span: the 
highest was the 7.0% obtained by US Airways in 2012. 

Large carriers have exited certain transcon markets. American 
exited both IAD-SFO and BOS-SFO between 2007 and 2012. 
More recently, United eliminated all its JFK transcons.

Haven’t industry mergers also resulted in transcon 
consolidation? The answer: apparently not. 

Table 4: Highest frequency routes in 2012 and 2017 

TOP 8 ROUTES CARRIER 
DAILY 
FREQUENCY 
2012

DAILY 
FREQUENCY 
2017

EWR-SFO
IAD-SFO

UA
UA

11x
11x

13x
9x

JFK-LAX AA 10x 12x

EWR-LAX
IAD-LAX

UA
UA

9x
9x

8x
7.4x

MIA-LAX
JFK-SFO
JFK-LAX
JFK-LAX

AA
UA
DL
B6

8x
8x
8x
not in top 8

8x
not operated
8.5x
9.5x

TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE TRENDS 
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Moreover the 2016 merger between Alaska Airlines and 
Virgin America has been decidedly pro-competitive on 
transcons. Virgin America [VX] was already an important 
transcon participant in 2012, with 34 daily frequencies. It was 
playing a vital role in enhancing transcon competition, at a 
time of extensive industry mergers-and-acquisitions. With 
its Virgin America merger, Alaska catapults up to the third 
largest slot, and in 2017 for the first time in the data sample 
since 1982, the third largest carrier has a 20%-plus share. 

The other “insurgent” carrier, JetBlue, has not had large 
frequency gains since the 2007 snapshot. However, it has 
strengthened its position by upping equipment size from 
the A320 to the A321, with the greater capacity being used 
to offer flat beds [the Mint product] instead of more seats.

Outlook for 2018 and beyond
Schedules for summer of 2018 are not showing significant 
transcon capacity changes compared with 2017.
One noteworthy change: Delta will add lie-flat business-
class seating on more transcon routes: two of three daily 
Boston-Los Angeles flights, two of four daily JFK-Seattle 
flights and one of three daily JFK-San Diego.

Beyond 2018, publicly available information on carrier 
intentions suggests that the fragmentation bandwagon will 
not be slowing down.

Southwest now operates only 14 daily transcon flights, 
mostly to/from BWI airport. It could substantially boost its 
transcon presence [see for example: Aviation Week, Oct. 1 
2017, p. 36 – Southwest plans to compete with United and 
Alaska between Newark and both San Diego and Oakland]. 

High growth Spirit and Frontier could likewise substantially 
boost their transcon operations. Alaska Airlines could add 
more west coast “focus cities” from which transcons would 
be logical. 

The FAA’s La Guardia [LGA] perimeter rule, limiting 
LGA non-stops to no further than Denver, is likely to be 
eliminated, when the current terminal reconstruction project 
is completed in about 2020. This would likely unleash a 
flurry of LGA-West Coast additions. 

About the author:
Craig Jenks is founding President of New York City-based 
Airline/Aircraft Projects. The consultancy monitors, interprets 
and influences airline strategies in the US and globally for 
its diverse client base, which includes airlines, airports, 
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in the US, Europe, Latin America & Asia. The work often 
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perspectives or interests. Jenks has a Ph.D. from the London 
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Business Administration certificate from New York University.

JetBlue has strengthened its position by upping equipment size from the A320 to the A321.
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Table 5: Top airline market shares 1982-2017
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34.9%

AA 
35
32.1%

US 
12
11.0%

TW 
9
8.3%

DL
8
7.3%

CO
6
5.5%
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1997 158
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
65
41.1%

AA 
35
22.2%

CO 
18
11.4%

US
16
10.1%

DL
10
6.3%

TW
5
3.2%
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2002 173
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
64
37.0%

AA 
47
27.2%

CO 
21 
12.1%

US
17
9.8%

B6
13
7.5%

DL
11
6.4%

7

2007 238
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
62
21.1%

B6
47
19.7%

AA 
44
18.5%

CO
31
13.0%

DL
20
8.4%

US
14
5.9%
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2012 271
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
95
35.1%

B6
40
14.8%

AA 
38 
14.0%

VX
34
12.5%

DL
24
8.9%

US
19
7.0%

10

2017 321
Carrier 
Daily non-stops 
Freq. share

UA 
80
24.9%

AA
66
20.6%

AS+VX 
65 
20.2%

B6
48
15.0%

DL
39
12.2%

WN
14
4.3%

8

TRANSCONTINENTAL FREQUENCY AND THE FREQUENCY 
SHARE OF THE SIX LARGEST CARRIERS

TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE TRENDS 

[which is the reason why United has a low-density high-
frequency B757 transcon operation].

Taking the frequency share obtained by the largest 
participant, this is now at the lowest point of the eight five-
yearly snapshots in this study. United retains frequency share 
leadership throughout the 35-year period. But its share in 
2017 was only 24.9% compared to its 1997 peak of 41.1%. 

How many transcon carriers obtained at least 10%  
frequency share? From 1982 to 2012, it was always four 
carriers that obtained at least 10%. But in 2017, a fifth  
carrier met that criterion. 

What about total number of participating carriers? This was 
at eight carriers in 2017. While down from the ten carriers in 
both 2007 and 2012, the eight in 2017 was higher than the 
average number of transcon participants from 1982 through 
to 2002. 

The data analysis herein drills down to the sixth largest 
participant: what share did that sixth largest participant 
obtain, over time? In 2017 the sixth participant was 
Southwest, with a 4.3% frequency share. This was marginally 

lower than the average over the 1982-2017 span: the 
highest was the 7.0% obtained by US Airways in 2012. 

Large carriers have exited certain transcon markets. American 
exited both IAD-SFO and BOS-SFO between 2007 and 2012. 
More recently, United eliminated all its JFK transcons.

Haven’t industry mergers also resulted in transcon 
consolidation? The answer: apparently not. 

Table 4: Highest frequency routes in 2012 and 2017 

TOP 8 ROUTES CARRIER 
DAILY 
FREQUENCY 
2012

DAILY 
FREQUENCY 
2017

EWR-SFO
IAD-SFO

UA
UA

11x
11x

13x
9x

JFK-LAX AA 10x 12x

EWR-LAX
IAD-LAX

UA
UA

9x
9x

8x
7.4x

MIA-LAX
JFK-SFO
JFK-LAX
JFK-LAX

AA
UA
DL
B6

8x
8x
8x
not in top 8

8x
not operated
8.5x
9.5x

TRANSCONTINENTAL ROUTE TRENDS 
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Moreover the 2016 merger between Alaska Airlines and 
Virgin America has been decidedly pro-competitive on 
transcons. Virgin America [VX] was already an important 
transcon participant in 2012, with 34 daily frequencies. It was 
playing a vital role in enhancing transcon competition, at a 
time of extensive industry mergers-and-acquisitions. With 
its Virgin America merger, Alaska catapults up to the third 
largest slot, and in 2017 for the first time in the data sample 
since 1982, the third largest carrier has a 20%-plus share. 

The other “insurgent” carrier, JetBlue, has not had large 
frequency gains since the 2007 snapshot. However, it has 
strengthened its position by upping equipment size from 
the A320 to the A321, with the greater capacity being used 
to offer flat beds [the Mint product] instead of more seats.

Outlook for 2018 and beyond
Schedules for summer of 2018 are not showing significant 
transcon capacity changes compared with 2017.
One noteworthy change: Delta will add lie-flat business-
class seating on more transcon routes: two of three daily 
Boston-Los Angeles flights, two of four daily JFK-Seattle 
flights and one of three daily JFK-San Diego.

Beyond 2018, publicly available information on carrier 
intentions suggests that the fragmentation bandwagon will 
not be slowing down.

Southwest now operates only 14 daily transcon flights, 
mostly to/from BWI airport. It could substantially boost its 
transcon presence [see for example: Aviation Week, Oct. 1 
2017, p. 36 – Southwest plans to compete with United and 
Alaska between Newark and both San Diego and Oakland]. 

High growth Spirit and Frontier could likewise substantially 
boost their transcon operations. Alaska Airlines could add 
more west coast “focus cities” from which transcons would 
be logical. 

The FAA’s La Guardia [LGA] perimeter rule, limiting 
LGA non-stops to no further than Denver, is likely to be 
eliminated, when the current terminal reconstruction project 
is completed in about 2020. This would likely unleash a 
flurry of LGA-West Coast additions. 

About the author:
Craig Jenks is founding President of New York City-based 
Airline/Aircraft Projects. The consultancy monitors, interprets 
and influences airline strategies in the US and globally for 
its diverse client base, which includes airlines, airports, 
governmental entities, manufacturers, investors and aircraft 

financiers. Airline/Aircraft Projects undertakes assignments 
in the US, Europe, Latin America & Asia. The work often 
requires mediating and/or linking between US and non-US 
perspectives or interests. Jenks has a Ph.D. from the London 
School of Economics, a B.A. from Cambridge University and a 
Business Administration certificate from New York University.

JetBlue has strengthened its position by upping equipment size from the A320 to the A321.
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THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE looks at the current and future 
production types of the commercial jet market.

Single-aisle market
The single-aisle sector is the largest market segment for 
new deliveries, with forecast demand over the next 20 
years comprising 64% of total deliveries and 48% of overall 
delivery value in the 2017 Flight Fleet Forecast.  This equates 
to over 28,000 new aircraft, representing a very significant 
financing opportunity.

Airbus and Boeing, with their respective Airbus A320 and 
Boeing B737 families, currently dominate the sector. They 
are transitioning from the A320ceo and B737NG to re-
engined variants: the A320neo which entered service in 
2016 and the B737 Max that followed in mid-2017.  

The main driver for these developments is engine 
technology, where the most cost savings can be  
generated.

The sector also faces significant new competition, with 
the Bombardier CSeries family of 110- to 135-seat aircraft 
now in service. This is being followed by Comac with the 
C919 family and Irkut with the MC-21, both now in flight 
test, so that by the early years of the next decade the three 
manufacturers in this sector will have increased to five.

The Airbus A320 and its sisters the A319 and A321 make up 
a family in the 125- to 230-seat class, with the A320 originally 
being first in 1988. The original production variants, now 
termed Ceo (“current engine option”), are offered with an 
engine choice of the CFM56-5 and IAE V2500.

THE COMMERCIAL JET MARKET –  
PRODUCTION TYPES REVIEW  
BY CHRIS SEYMOUR, FLIGHT ASCEND CONSULTANCY

Table 1: Commercial jet and turboprop airliners – numbers in-service and on-order 

CATEGORY MANUFACTURER AIRCRAFT TYPE/FAMILY NUMBER IN-SERVICE NUMBER ON ORDER

Regional Jet Antonov An-148 family 17 14
Regional Jet Bombardier CRJ700/1000 Family 767 43
Regional Jet Comac ARJ21 4 196
Regional Jet Embraer EJet 1,302 155
Regional Jet Embraer EJet E2 0 280
Regional Jet Mitsubishi MRJ 0 233
Regional Jet Sukhoi Superjet 100 88 45
Single-Aisle Airbus A320ceo family 6,892 397
Single-Aisle Airbus A320neo family 246 5,733
Single-Aisle Boeing B737 (NG) 6,165 422
Single-Aisle Boeing B737 (Max) 70 4,214
Single-Aisle Bombardier CSeries 24 347
Single-Aisle Comac C919 0 287
Single-Aisle Irkut MC-21 0 175
Twin-Aisle Airbus A330 1,234 79
Twin-Aisle Airbus A330neo 0 220
Twin-Aisle Airbus A350 139 711
Twin-Aisle Airbus A380 218 95
Twin-Aisle Boeing B747-8 111 12
Twin-Aisle Boeing B767 731 60
Twin-Aisle Boeing B777 1,388 100
Twin-Aisle Boeing B777X 0 326
Twin-Aisle Boeing B787 621 657

Source: FlightGlobal’s Fleet Analyzer at Decem
ber 31, 2017.

Data: Airline fleet of in-production types or families.

Growth of low-cost carriers who seek to maximise seating 
has driven higher seat counts, helped by development 
of slimline seats and large overhead bins to take more 
rollerbags.  Airbus now offers an increased number of 
seats, having redesigned the aft cabin layouts, terming 
these as Space-Flex options. This has increased maximum 
seating from 180 to 189 in the A320, 156 to 160 on the 
A319 and 220 to 230 on the A321.  During the next five 
years, production will wind down in favour of the neo.

In December 2010, Airbus announced the launch of 
re-engined variants of the A320 family, now termed the 
neo (“new engine option”). Utilising Pratt & Whitney 
PW1100G-JM geared turbofan (GTF) or CFM Leap-1A 
engines, the A320neo began deliveries in January 2016. 
The first A321neo was delivered in 2017, with the A319neo 
beginning flight tests in March 2017.

Besides increased range, Airbus is also combining Space-
Flex with additional doors on the A321neo to give a 240-
seat option from 2018 onwards, compared to 230 today.  

Another development in the sector is putting single-aisles 
on longer, thin routes, including transatlantic. Airbus is 
developing the A321LR variant of the A321neo in 2019. 
This uses a third additional centre fuel tank, with a higher 
97t MTOW and higher-thrust PW1100G engines, to boost 
range to 4,000nm.

Boeing’s B737NG (Next Generation) family was introduced 
in 1997 and five variants were developed, the B737-
600/700/800/900/900ER, featuring passenger capacities 
of between 108 and 220 seats.  The baseline aircraft is the 
160-seat B737-800 and this has proven to be one of the 
most successful and liquid single-aisles ever built, offering 
slightly more capacity than its main rival, the A320.

Similar to Airbus, Boeing is now in transition, having 
launched the CFM Leap-1B re-engined B737 Max family in 
August 2011.  The aircraft family will now have four main 
variants, the Max 7, 8, 9 and recently launched Max 10. The 
Max 8 and 9 feature similar fuselage lengths and passenger 
capacity to the existing B737-800 and 900ER. During 2016 
the Max 7 design was stretched to add 12 more seats over 
the -700 and also offer more range and better hot-and-high 
performance.

Then in 2017 the Max 10 was launched, featuring a further 
stretch of the Max 9, an auxiliary centre fuel tank, and 
seating for up to 230 passengers.  This was in response to 
the Airbus success with higher seat counts on the A321.

Boeing delivered the first Max 8 aircraft in mid-2017. The 
Max 9 will follow in 2018, the Max 7 in 2019 and Max 10 in 
2020. Boeing has also launched a higher capacity Max 8-200 
variant in late 2014. This is a version of the Max 8 with a new 
mid-exit door, allowing up to 11 more seats. Ryanair is the 
launch customer, in a 197-seat configuration, with deliveries 
commencing in 2019.

The market is expected to focus on the larger variants, 
preferring their optimised performance and economics. 

The first new entrant in the single-aisle market is the 
Bombardier CSeries, an all-new 110- to 160-seat single-aisle 
aircraft family powered by the PW1500G geared turbofan 
(GTF) engine. The family features two variants, the 110-seat 
CS100 and the 135-seat CS300. The latter variant can offer up 
to 160 seats in a high-density single-class configuration.  Both 
variants entered service in 2016 and the family has won key 
orders from Delta and Air Canada.  CSeries is optimised in the 
smaller SA market, where other options are stretched large 
RJs (E195 E2) or shrink types (e.g. A319neo).  In October 
2017, Airbus announced it plans to acquire a majority stake in 
the CSeries programme during 2018, subject to approvals.

Both the other competitors are developing A320neo and 
B737 Max 8 sized products and they both flew in 2017. The 
Comac C919 has significant international content including 
the CFM Leap-1C powerplant.  Irkut’s MC-21 is also an 
international programme and has the Pratt & Whitney 
PW1400G (as launch engine) and a Russian PD-14 engine 
option to follow later. It features a composite high-aspect 
ratio wing and a wider fuselage than its rivals.  It remains to 
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majority stake in the Bombardier CSeries programme.
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THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE looks at the current and future 
production types of the commercial jet market.

Single-aisle market
The single-aisle sector is the largest market segment for 
new deliveries, with forecast demand over the next 20 
years comprising 64% of total deliveries and 48% of overall 
delivery value in the 2017 Flight Fleet Forecast.  This equates 
to over 28,000 new aircraft, representing a very significant 
financing opportunity.

Airbus and Boeing, with their respective Airbus A320 and 
Boeing B737 families, currently dominate the sector. They 
are transitioning from the A320ceo and B737NG to re-
engined variants: the A320neo which entered service in 
2016 and the B737 Max that followed in mid-2017.  

The main driver for these developments is engine 
technology, where the most cost savings can be  
generated.

The sector also faces significant new competition, with 
the Bombardier CSeries family of 110- to 135-seat aircraft 
now in service. This is being followed by Comac with the 
C919 family and Irkut with the MC-21, both now in flight 
test, so that by the early years of the next decade the three 
manufacturers in this sector will have increased to five.

The Airbus A320 and its sisters the A319 and A321 make up 
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Single-Aisle Boeing B737 (NG) 6,165 422
Single-Aisle Boeing B737 (Max) 70 4,214
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Single-Aisle Irkut MC-21 0 175
Twin-Aisle Airbus A330 1,234 79
Twin-Aisle Airbus A330neo 0 220
Twin-Aisle Airbus A350 139 711
Twin-Aisle Airbus A380 218 95
Twin-Aisle Boeing B747-8 111 12
Twin-Aisle Boeing B767 731 60
Twin-Aisle Boeing B777 1,388 100
Twin-Aisle Boeing B777X 0 326
Twin-Aisle Boeing B787 621 657

Source: FlightGlobal’s Fleet Analyzer at Decem
ber 31, 2017.

Data: Airline fleet of in-production types or families.

Growth of low-cost carriers who seek to maximise seating 
has driven higher seat counts, helped by development 
of slimline seats and large overhead bins to take more 
rollerbags.  Airbus now offers an increased number of 
seats, having redesigned the aft cabin layouts, terming 
these as Space-Flex options. This has increased maximum 
seating from 180 to 189 in the A320, 156 to 160 on the 
A319 and 220 to 230 on the A321.  During the next five 
years, production will wind down in favour of the neo.

In December 2010, Airbus announced the launch of 
re-engined variants of the A320 family, now termed the 
neo (“new engine option”). Utilising Pratt & Whitney 
PW1100G-JM geared turbofan (GTF) or CFM Leap-1A 
engines, the A320neo began deliveries in January 2016. 
The first A321neo was delivered in 2017, with the A319neo 
beginning flight tests in March 2017.

Besides increased range, Airbus is also combining Space-
Flex with additional doors on the A321neo to give a 240-
seat option from 2018 onwards, compared to 230 today.  

Another development in the sector is putting single-aisles 
on longer, thin routes, including transatlantic. Airbus is 
developing the A321LR variant of the A321neo in 2019. 
This uses a third additional centre fuel tank, with a higher 
97t MTOW and higher-thrust PW1100G engines, to boost 
range to 4,000nm.

Boeing’s B737NG (Next Generation) family was introduced 
in 1997 and five variants were developed, the B737-
600/700/800/900/900ER, featuring passenger capacities 
of between 108 and 220 seats.  The baseline aircraft is the 
160-seat B737-800 and this has proven to be one of the 
most successful and liquid single-aisles ever built, offering 
slightly more capacity than its main rival, the A320.

Similar to Airbus, Boeing is now in transition, having 
launched the CFM Leap-1B re-engined B737 Max family in 
August 2011.  The aircraft family will now have four main 
variants, the Max 7, 8, 9 and recently launched Max 10. The 
Max 8 and 9 feature similar fuselage lengths and passenger 
capacity to the existing B737-800 and 900ER. During 2016 
the Max 7 design was stretched to add 12 more seats over 
the -700 and also offer more range and better hot-and-high 
performance.

Then in 2017 the Max 10 was launched, featuring a further 
stretch of the Max 9, an auxiliary centre fuel tank, and 
seating for up to 230 passengers.  This was in response to 
the Airbus success with higher seat counts on the A321.

Boeing delivered the first Max 8 aircraft in mid-2017. The 
Max 9 will follow in 2018, the Max 7 in 2019 and Max 10 in 
2020. Boeing has also launched a higher capacity Max 8-200 
variant in late 2014. This is a version of the Max 8 with a new 
mid-exit door, allowing up to 11 more seats. Ryanair is the 
launch customer, in a 197-seat configuration, with deliveries 
commencing in 2019.

The market is expected to focus on the larger variants, 
preferring their optimised performance and economics. 

The first new entrant in the single-aisle market is the 
Bombardier CSeries, an all-new 110- to 160-seat single-aisle 
aircraft family powered by the PW1500G geared turbofan 
(GTF) engine. The family features two variants, the 110-seat 
CS100 and the 135-seat CS300. The latter variant can offer up 
to 160 seats in a high-density single-class configuration.  Both 
variants entered service in 2016 and the family has won key 
orders from Delta and Air Canada.  CSeries is optimised in the 
smaller SA market, where other options are stretched large 
RJs (E195 E2) or shrink types (e.g. A319neo).  In October 
2017, Airbus announced it plans to acquire a majority stake in 
the CSeries programme during 2018, subject to approvals.

Both the other competitors are developing A320neo and 
B737 Max 8 sized products and they both flew in 2017. The 
Comac C919 has significant international content including 
the CFM Leap-1C powerplant.  Irkut’s MC-21 is also an 
international programme and has the Pratt & Whitney 
PW1400G (as launch engine) and a Russian PD-14 engine 
option to follow later. It features a composite high-aspect 
ratio wing and a wider fuselage than its rivals.  It remains to 
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be seen how long the certification programme will take for 
both these new products.

Twin-aisle market
The main battle in the twin-aisle market between Airbus 
and Boeing is in the segments with nominally between 
250 and 350 seats, although high density versions of the 
larger aircraft in this segment can go above 400 seats. 
More than 90% of twin aisle deliveries over the next 20 
years are forecast to be these segments, which adds up to 
US$1,125bn in 2017 delivery values.

Attention in the medium twin-aisle sector is now firmly 
focused on the new generation, composite fuselage and wing 
design Boeing B787 and Airbus A350XWB programmes. 

The B787 ‘Dreamliner’ was the first to enter service, with 
the 242-seat B787-8 delivered to ANA in September 2011. 
The B787 is offered with two engine options, the GE GEnx 
and Rolls-Royce Trent 1000. A stretched 290-seat B787-9 
began deliveries in June 2014 and with its range capability 
in excess of 7,600nm is proving popular on transpacific and 
longer transatlantic routes. It is also opening new very long 
sectors, including Perth to London non-stop in 2018.

Boeing is further stretching the B787 into the 330-seat / 
6,400nm -10, which will enter the market in 2018.  This 
is designed as a simple stretch of the -9, which although 
sacrificing range, has the capacity to replace the B777-
200ER, a programme now 20 years old.  Boeing plans to 
increase production of the B787 from a current 12 per 
month to 14 per month by the end of the decade.

Airbus has developed the A350XWB family to compete 
with Boeing’s B787 and B777 families.  It features a new 
all-composite fuselage, slightly wider than the B787’s and 
a composite wing, and is powered by the Rolls-Royce 
Trent XWB engine. The first 315-seat/7,600nm A350-900 
deliveries began in Q4 2014.  Airbus is also offering a lower-
weight Regional version, as well as the A350-900ULR ultra-
long-range variant, to enable 8,700nm sectors.

A stretched version, the 366-seat/7,900nm A350-1000 starts 
delivery in early 2018; this project was delayed by two years 
to enable higher thrust engines and increased weights to 
be offered.  It is designed to replace A340-600s and B777-
300ERs.

The 335-seat A330-300 has proved popular on medium 
to extended-range routes up to 6,400nm including 
transatlantic, intra-Asia/Pacific and Europe-Middle East-Asia.  
It is complemented by the shorter fuselage A330-200 and 
Airbus also began delivery of the Freighter version in 2010.

Airbus is also developing its successful A330, which has 
already amassed over 1,300 deliveries, into the A330neo.
This is a relatively simple development, with the same 
242t MTOW as current A330-300s, but using new Trent 
7000 engines.  It is due to enter service in mid-2018.  Two 
passenger versions are planned, the 257-seat -800neo and 
287-seat -900neo.  It will have around 400nm longer range 
than the A330ceo.

In the 350-400 seater long-range market, the GE90-powered 
Boeing B777-300ER has proven to be very successful, 
with range capability up to 7,370nm and with good cargo 
capacity.  It has replaced many B747-400s and also has an 
ultra-long-range sister, the 305 seat B777-200LR, although 
this has proved to have a very niche market. Boeing also 
produces the B777 Freighter version, based on the -200LR.  
Boeing also continues to build B767-300 Freighters, 
principally to fulfil demand from FedEx.

Boeing is now developing the 350-400 seat B777-X 
programme for service entry in 2020-22, to replace the 300ER 
in production.  This will have longer, all-composite wings 
wing with folding wingtips and new GE9X engines, enabling 
lower fuel burn and longer range.  The B777-9 will have a 7ft 
stretch over the -300ER, seat around 400-425 in a 10-abreast 
economy layout and a range of 7,600nm. The -8 will be 14ft 
shorter and have around 350-375 seats and 8,700nm range.

In the high capacity market, both Airbus and Boeing 
have reduced production, as the demand has been more 
focussed on smaller twin-engined types.
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In 2018, the B787 is opening new very long sectors, including Perth to London non-stop.
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Table 2: Commercial jet airliners in production or development 

CATEGORY MANUFACTURER TYPE TYPICAL SEATS
APPROX. 
RANGE (nm)

NO. OF 
ENGINES

ENGINE MANUFACTURER(S)

Regional Jet Bombardier CRJ700 70 1400 2 GE

Regional Jet Bombardier CRJ900 76 1550 2 GE

Regional Jet Bombardier CRJ1000 100 1650 2 GE

Regional Jet COMAC ARJ21 78 2000 2 GE

Regional Jet Embraer E170/175 70/76 2000 2 GE

Regional Jet Embraer E190/195 98/108 2200/2100 2 GE

Regional Jet Embraer E175/190/195 E2 80/98/120 1900-2800 2 PW PurePower

Regional Jet Mitsubishi MRJ 76 2040 2 PW PurePower

Regional Jet Sukhoi Superjet 100 98 2470 2 PowerJet

Single-Aisle Airbus A319 124 3750 2 CFM; IAE 

Single-Aisle Airbus A320 150 3300 2 CFM; IAE 

Single-Aisle Airbus A321 185 3200 2 CFM; IAE 

Single-Aisle Airbus A319neo 140 3750 2 CFM LEAP; PW PurePower

Single-Aisle Airbus A320neo 165 3500 2 CFM LEAP; PW PurePower

Single-Aisle Airbus A321neo 206 4000 2 CFM LEAP; PW PurePower

Single-Aisle Boeing B737-700 126 3010 2 CFM

Single-Aisle Boeing B737-800 162 2935 2 CFM

Single-Aisle Boeing B737-900ER 178 2950 2 CFM

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 7 138 3825 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 8 162 3515 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 8-200 200 2700 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 9 178 3515 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 10 188 3215 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Bombardier CS100 108 3100 2 PW PurePower

Single-Aisle Bombardier CS300 130 3300 2 PW PurePower

Single-Aisle COMAC C919 156 3000 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Irkut MC-21 132-163 2700 2 PW PurePower; PD-14

Twin-Aisle Airbus A330-200 247/F 7250/4000 2 GE; PW; RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A330-300 277 6350 2 GE; PW; RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A330-800neo 257 7500 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A330-900neo 287 6650 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A350-800 276 8245 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A350-900 325 8100 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A350-1000 366 7950 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A380-800 544 8200 4 RR; GE/PW

Twin-Aisle Boeing B747-8 410/F 7730/4100 4 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B767-300F F 3255 2 GE; PW

Twin-Aisle Boeing B777-200F F 4970 2 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B777-300ER 396 7370 2 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B777-8 350 8700 2 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B777-9 400 7600 2 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B787-8 242 7355 2 GE; RR

Twin-Aisle Boeing B787-9 280 7635 2 GE; RR

Twin-Aisle Boeing B787-10 330 6430 2 GE; RR

Twin-Aisle Comac/UAC CR929 250-320 5400-7500 2 TBD

Source: Flight Ascend Consultancy, FlightGlobal.

Notes: F = Freighter versions also available new.
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be seen how long the certification programme will take for 
both these new products.

Twin-aisle market
The main battle in the twin-aisle market between Airbus 
and Boeing is in the segments with nominally between 
250 and 350 seats, although high density versions of the 
larger aircraft in this segment can go above 400 seats. 
More than 90% of twin aisle deliveries over the next 20 
years are forecast to be these segments, which adds up to 
US$1,125bn in 2017 delivery values.

Attention in the medium twin-aisle sector is now firmly 
focused on the new generation, composite fuselage and wing 
design Boeing B787 and Airbus A350XWB programmes. 

The B787 ‘Dreamliner’ was the first to enter service, with 
the 242-seat B787-8 delivered to ANA in September 2011. 
The B787 is offered with two engine options, the GE GEnx 
and Rolls-Royce Trent 1000. A stretched 290-seat B787-9 
began deliveries in June 2014 and with its range capability 
in excess of 7,600nm is proving popular on transpacific and 
longer transatlantic routes. It is also opening new very long 
sectors, including Perth to London non-stop in 2018.

Boeing is further stretching the B787 into the 330-seat / 
6,400nm -10, which will enter the market in 2018.  This 
is designed as a simple stretch of the -9, which although 
sacrificing range, has the capacity to replace the B777-
200ER, a programme now 20 years old.  Boeing plans to 
increase production of the B787 from a current 12 per 
month to 14 per month by the end of the decade.

Airbus has developed the A350XWB family to compete 
with Boeing’s B787 and B777 families.  It features a new 
all-composite fuselage, slightly wider than the B787’s and 
a composite wing, and is powered by the Rolls-Royce 
Trent XWB engine. The first 315-seat/7,600nm A350-900 
deliveries began in Q4 2014.  Airbus is also offering a lower-
weight Regional version, as well as the A350-900ULR ultra-
long-range variant, to enable 8,700nm sectors.

A stretched version, the 366-seat/7,900nm A350-1000 starts 
delivery in early 2018; this project was delayed by two years 
to enable higher thrust engines and increased weights to 
be offered.  It is designed to replace A340-600s and B777-
300ERs.

The 335-seat A330-300 has proved popular on medium 
to extended-range routes up to 6,400nm including 
transatlantic, intra-Asia/Pacific and Europe-Middle East-Asia.  
It is complemented by the shorter fuselage A330-200 and 
Airbus also began delivery of the Freighter version in 2010.

Airbus is also developing its successful A330, which has 
already amassed over 1,300 deliveries, into the A330neo.
This is a relatively simple development, with the same 
242t MTOW as current A330-300s, but using new Trent 
7000 engines.  It is due to enter service in mid-2018.  Two 
passenger versions are planned, the 257-seat -800neo and 
287-seat -900neo.  It will have around 400nm longer range 
than the A330ceo.

In the 350-400 seater long-range market, the GE90-powered 
Boeing B777-300ER has proven to be very successful, 
with range capability up to 7,370nm and with good cargo 
capacity.  It has replaced many B747-400s and also has an 
ultra-long-range sister, the 305 seat B777-200LR, although 
this has proved to have a very niche market. Boeing also 
produces the B777 Freighter version, based on the -200LR.  
Boeing also continues to build B767-300 Freighters, 
principally to fulfil demand from FedEx.

Boeing is now developing the 350-400 seat B777-X 
programme for service entry in 2020-22, to replace the 300ER 
in production.  This will have longer, all-composite wings 
wing with folding wingtips and new GE9X engines, enabling 
lower fuel burn and longer range.  The B777-9 will have a 7ft 
stretch over the -300ER, seat around 400-425 in a 10-abreast 
economy layout and a range of 7,600nm. The -8 will be 14ft 
shorter and have around 350-375 seats and 8,700nm range.

In the high capacity market, both Airbus and Boeing 
have reduced production, as the demand has been more 
focussed on smaller twin-engined types.
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In 2018, the B787 is opening new very long sectors, including Perth to London non-stop.
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Table 2: Commercial jet airliners in production or development 

CATEGORY MANUFACTURER TYPE TYPICAL SEATS
APPROX. 
RANGE (nm)

NO. OF 
ENGINES

ENGINE MANUFACTURER(S)

Regional Jet Bombardier CRJ700 70 1400 2 GE

Regional Jet Bombardier CRJ900 76 1550 2 GE

Regional Jet Bombardier CRJ1000 100 1650 2 GE

Regional Jet COMAC ARJ21 78 2000 2 GE

Regional Jet Embraer E170/175 70/76 2000 2 GE

Regional Jet Embraer E190/195 98/108 2200/2100 2 GE

Regional Jet Embraer E175/190/195 E2 80/98/120 1900-2800 2 PW PurePower

Regional Jet Mitsubishi MRJ 76 2040 2 PW PurePower

Regional Jet Sukhoi Superjet 100 98 2470 2 PowerJet

Single-Aisle Airbus A319 124 3750 2 CFM; IAE 

Single-Aisle Airbus A320 150 3300 2 CFM; IAE 

Single-Aisle Airbus A321 185 3200 2 CFM; IAE 

Single-Aisle Airbus A319neo 140 3750 2 CFM LEAP; PW PurePower

Single-Aisle Airbus A320neo 165 3500 2 CFM LEAP; PW PurePower

Single-Aisle Airbus A321neo 206 4000 2 CFM LEAP; PW PurePower

Single-Aisle Boeing B737-700 126 3010 2 CFM

Single-Aisle Boeing B737-800 162 2935 2 CFM

Single-Aisle Boeing B737-900ER 178 2950 2 CFM

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 7 138 3825 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 8 162 3515 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 8-200 200 2700 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 9 178 3515 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Boeing B737 Max 10 188 3215 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Bombardier CS100 108 3100 2 PW PurePower

Single-Aisle Bombardier CS300 130 3300 2 PW PurePower

Single-Aisle COMAC C919 156 3000 2 CFM LEAP

Single-Aisle Irkut MC-21 132-163 2700 2 PW PurePower; PD-14

Twin-Aisle Airbus A330-200 247/F 7250/4000 2 GE; PW; RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A330-300 277 6350 2 GE; PW; RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A330-800neo 257 7500 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A330-900neo 287 6650 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A350-800 276 8245 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A350-900 325 8100 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A350-1000 366 7950 2 RR

Twin-Aisle Airbus A380-800 544 8200 4 RR; GE/PW

Twin-Aisle Boeing B747-8 410/F 7730/4100 4 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B767-300F F 3255 2 GE; PW

Twin-Aisle Boeing B777-200F F 4970 2 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B777-300ER 396 7370 2 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B777-8 350 8700 2 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B777-9 400 7600 2 GE

Twin-Aisle Boeing B787-8 242 7355 2 GE; RR

Twin-Aisle Boeing B787-9 280 7635 2 GE; RR

Twin-Aisle Boeing B787-10 330 6430 2 GE; RR

Twin-Aisle Comac/UAC CR929 250-320 5400-7500 2 TBD

Source: Flight Ascend Consultancy, FlightGlobal.

Notes: F = Freighter versions also available new.
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The 525-seat Airbus A380 has now been in service for 10 
years, with its major focus on high density routes between 
European, Middle East, Asian and US markets, especially to 
slot constrained airports.  Emirates is the largest operator, 
but new customers have been hard to find and the 
production rate will fall to eight a year in 2019.  It is offering 
an A380plus from 2020, which will include some wing 
optimisation and winglets, avionics upgrades, a higher 
MTOW and some cabin changes.  Whether it can stimulate 
extra demand remains to be seen.  

Boeing’s 450-seat B747-8i, with a stretched fuselage and 
the B787’s GEnx engines, entered service in 2012 but has 
gained just three commercial customers for 36 aircraft,  
with none on backlog (as at January 2018).  With lower 
demand for the Freighter version, production is reducing  
to six a year.

Despite the substantial barriers to entry in this sector, China 
(Comac) and Russia (UAC) are in the early stages of a joint 
programme to build a new CR929 twin-aisle design for the 
late 2020s.  It is planned to be a 250-320 seater in three 
sizes, with at least 50% composites and using Western and 
Chinese/Russian engines. 

There also continues to be significant discussion in the 
market about the potential for a new ‘Middle-of-the-Market’ 
aircraft, to fill a perceived gap between the larger single-
aisles and current twin-aisles.

Boeing in particular has indicated a market opportunity and 
suggested that it may launch a New Mid-market Airplane 
(NMA).  The proposed 230-270 seat aircraft would likely to 
have a range of between 4,500-5,000nm and is likely to be 
a small twin-aisle design.

Regional Jet market
The RJ sector is competitive with three OEMs –  
Bombardier, Embraer and Sukhoi – having aircraft in 
volume production. Comac delivered its first ARJ21 aircraft 
in December 2015, and has entered limited service. A 
fifth manufacturer, Mitsubishi, is developing the new MRJ 
although delivery is now delayed to 2020. The delays at 
both Comac and Mitsubishi highlight the difficulty for 
new entrant OEMs to manage a complex design and 
certification programme.

The Bombardier CRJ700/900/1000 are developments of 
the original 50-seat CRJ regional jet, offering broadly 70-, 
85- and 100-seat capacities.  A new Atmosphere cabin is 
being introduced on the CRJ900 in 2018.

Embraer’s E-Jet family presently comprises four in-
production aircraft models – the 70-seat E170, 76-seat E175, 
98-seat E190 and 108-seat E195. The OEM is transitioning 
to the E2 family powered by the Pratt & Whitney PurePower 
PW1000G geared fan family during 2018-2021.  This will 
have three models - the 80-seat E175-E2, 98-seat E190-E2 
and 120-seat E195-E2.  Boeing and Embraer began 
discussing some form of collaboration in late 2017.

Also competing in this sector is the 92-seater Sukhoi Superjet 
100, combining Russian and Western technology, which 
entered service in early 2011, with sales in Russia and some 
export markets, with plans for a shrink version post 2020.

Mitsubishi was the first to launch a next generation all-new 
regional jet family, the PW1200G geared fan engined MRJ, 
initially with an 88-seat (MRJ90) variant – although in a two-
class layout, it effectively competes at 76 seats in the North 
American market with types like the E175 and CRJ900.  The 
programme has suffered major delays. A first flight occurred 
in late 2015, but an element of redesign has been necessary, 
and entry into service will now be in 2020. A 70-seater 
version, the MRJ70, is also in development.

A major issue for the E175 E2 and MRJ90 is that currently 
they do not meet the current scope clause MTOW limits 
at the US Majors.  The next round of pilot negotiations, in 
2019-20, will be key to any weight relaxation, although the 
76-seat limit is likely to be retained.

Comac finally achieved certification in December 2014 
for the ARJ21, a 78-seat RJ powered by the GE CF34-
10A engine, but deliveries have been very slow and it is 
expected to be China-market focussed.  Antonov in Ukraine 
is also producing its An-148 family in small numbers.

2017 WILL BE REMEMBERED as an interesting year, 
displaying contradictory events which in previous cycles 
would probably have been interpreted very differently.

Overall it was a successful year, with demand growing in all 
economic areas and, generally, profitability being maintained. 
Most of the oil price fall has fully worked through, and the 
upturn to nearer US$60 per barrel has had some positive 
impacts rather than the negative issues usually associated 
with rising oil prices. Most notably there is likely to be a 
small premium on the Neo and Max narrow-bodies as their 
improved fuel efficiency is worth a real benefit.

Against this bright picture, in Europe we lost three well 
known and reasonably sized carriers – Monarch in the UK, 
Air Berlin in Germany and Alitalia in Italy. A few years ago, 
three such failures of well-known and respected carriers in 
less than 12 months would have caused panic, but in 2017 it 
barely raised an eyebrow.

While each failed for its own reasons, to an extent they 
all suffered from some common issues. Perhaps first and 
foremost they are medium sized, not focused on a high 
yielding niche sector, and not sufficiently large enough to 
gain the full benefits of size with all the economies of scale 
that the large carriers benefit from. They all suffered from 
insufficient capital, although for different reasons.

In the UK, Monarch had struggled since the restructuring a 
few years ago which led to many experienced staff leaving 
the airline. The airline’s subsequent sale left it with no clear 
market vision and was an easy target. Their position was not 
assisted by the problems in several of their markets, such as 
North Africa, Turkey and parts of Greece.

Some of the team at Monarch may regard the problems in 
Turkey and North Africa as a “Black swan” event but is that 
really true? I would suggest that while it may have hastened 
their demise, the financial structure that the new shareholders 
put in place coupled with the shifts that we have seen in the 
markets meant it was inevitable. Sadly, many loyal members 
of staff have suffered not simply by their redundancy but by 
the loss of much of their accumulated pension rights.

One wonders why the accountancy profession does not 
insist on pension deficits being recorded on the face of the 
balance sheet to better reflect the liabilities of the company. 
After all it has now changed the accounting standards by 
introducing IFRS 16 to record the liabilities of operating 
leases.

Sadly, Monarch had been founded over 50 years ago, 
and had a good operational record with high passenger 
satisfaction.

The market is split regarding the outcome of re-leasing 
their aircraft fleet; some believe that the mainly A321 fleet 
has been successfully re-leased, others believe it was only 
achieved with material discounts and other incentives.

Only Easyjet remains as a major UK airline with ownership 
fully within the UK, and quoted on the London Stock 
Exchange. There are smaller carriers, but these are focused 
on niche markets and are not of international importance. 
Some will prosper, some not.

Ryanair, while having a major UK presence is an Irish 
registered carrier, and British Airways, part of IAG, has a 
major Spanish shareholding.
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Only Easyjet remains as a major UK airline with ownership fully within the UK.
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The 525-seat Airbus A380 has now been in service for 10 
years, with its major focus on high density routes between 
European, Middle East, Asian and US markets, especially to 
slot constrained airports.  Emirates is the largest operator, 
but new customers have been hard to find and the 
production rate will fall to eight a year in 2019.  It is offering 
an A380plus from 2020, which will include some wing 
optimisation and winglets, avionics upgrades, a higher 
MTOW and some cabin changes.  Whether it can stimulate 
extra demand remains to be seen.  

Boeing’s 450-seat B747-8i, with a stretched fuselage and 
the B787’s GEnx engines, entered service in 2012 but has 
gained just three commercial customers for 36 aircraft,  
with none on backlog (as at January 2018).  With lower 
demand for the Freighter version, production is reducing  
to six a year.

Despite the substantial barriers to entry in this sector, China 
(Comac) and Russia (UAC) are in the early stages of a joint 
programme to build a new CR929 twin-aisle design for the 
late 2020s.  It is planned to be a 250-320 seater in three 
sizes, with at least 50% composites and using Western and 
Chinese/Russian engines. 

There also continues to be significant discussion in the 
market about the potential for a new ‘Middle-of-the-Market’ 
aircraft, to fill a perceived gap between the larger single-
aisles and current twin-aisles.

Boeing in particular has indicated a market opportunity and 
suggested that it may launch a New Mid-market Airplane 
(NMA).  The proposed 230-270 seat aircraft would likely to 
have a range of between 4,500-5,000nm and is likely to be 
a small twin-aisle design.

Regional Jet market
The RJ sector is competitive with three OEMs –  
Bombardier, Embraer and Sukhoi – having aircraft in 
volume production. Comac delivered its first ARJ21 aircraft 
in December 2015, and has entered limited service. A 
fifth manufacturer, Mitsubishi, is developing the new MRJ 
although delivery is now delayed to 2020. The delays at 
both Comac and Mitsubishi highlight the difficulty for 
new entrant OEMs to manage a complex design and 
certification programme.

The Bombardier CRJ700/900/1000 are developments of 
the original 50-seat CRJ regional jet, offering broadly 70-, 
85- and 100-seat capacities.  A new Atmosphere cabin is 
being introduced on the CRJ900 in 2018.

Embraer’s E-Jet family presently comprises four in-
production aircraft models – the 70-seat E170, 76-seat E175, 
98-seat E190 and 108-seat E195. The OEM is transitioning 
to the E2 family powered by the Pratt & Whitney PurePower 
PW1000G geared fan family during 2018-2021.  This will 
have three models - the 80-seat E175-E2, 98-seat E190-E2 
and 120-seat E195-E2.  Boeing and Embraer began 
discussing some form of collaboration in late 2017.

Also competing in this sector is the 92-seater Sukhoi Superjet 
100, combining Russian and Western technology, which 
entered service in early 2011, with sales in Russia and some 
export markets, with plans for a shrink version post 2020.

Mitsubishi was the first to launch a next generation all-new 
regional jet family, the PW1200G geared fan engined MRJ, 
initially with an 88-seat (MRJ90) variant – although in a two-
class layout, it effectively competes at 76 seats in the North 
American market with types like the E175 and CRJ900.  The 
programme has suffered major delays. A first flight occurred 
in late 2015, but an element of redesign has been necessary, 
and entry into service will now be in 2020. A 70-seater 
version, the MRJ70, is also in development.

A major issue for the E175 E2 and MRJ90 is that currently 
they do not meet the current scope clause MTOW limits 
at the US Majors.  The next round of pilot negotiations, in 
2019-20, will be key to any weight relaxation, although the 
76-seat limit is likely to be retained.

Comac finally achieved certification in December 2014 
for the ARJ21, a 78-seat RJ powered by the GE CF34-
10A engine, but deliveries have been very slow and it is 
expected to be China-market focussed.  Antonov in Ukraine 
is also producing its An-148 family in small numbers.

2017 WILL BE REMEMBERED as an interesting year, 
displaying contradictory events which in previous cycles 
would probably have been interpreted very differently.

Overall it was a successful year, with demand growing in all 
economic areas and, generally, profitability being maintained. 
Most of the oil price fall has fully worked through, and the 
upturn to nearer US$60 per barrel has had some positive 
impacts rather than the negative issues usually associated 
with rising oil prices. Most notably there is likely to be a 
small premium on the Neo and Max narrow-bodies as their 
improved fuel efficiency is worth a real benefit.

Against this bright picture, in Europe we lost three well 
known and reasonably sized carriers – Monarch in the UK, 
Air Berlin in Germany and Alitalia in Italy. A few years ago, 
three such failures of well-known and respected carriers in 
less than 12 months would have caused panic, but in 2017 it 
barely raised an eyebrow.

While each failed for its own reasons, to an extent they 
all suffered from some common issues. Perhaps first and 
foremost they are medium sized, not focused on a high 
yielding niche sector, and not sufficiently large enough to 
gain the full benefits of size with all the economies of scale 
that the large carriers benefit from. They all suffered from 
insufficient capital, although for different reasons.

In the UK, Monarch had struggled since the restructuring a 
few years ago which led to many experienced staff leaving 
the airline. The airline’s subsequent sale left it with no clear 
market vision and was an easy target. Their position was not 
assisted by the problems in several of their markets, such as 
North Africa, Turkey and parts of Greece.

Some of the team at Monarch may regard the problems in 
Turkey and North Africa as a “Black swan” event but is that 
really true? I would suggest that while it may have hastened 
their demise, the financial structure that the new shareholders 
put in place coupled with the shifts that we have seen in the 
markets meant it was inevitable. Sadly, many loyal members 
of staff have suffered not simply by their redundancy but by 
the loss of much of their accumulated pension rights.

One wonders why the accountancy profession does not 
insist on pension deficits being recorded on the face of the 
balance sheet to better reflect the liabilities of the company. 
After all it has now changed the accounting standards by 
introducing IFRS 16 to record the liabilities of operating 
leases.

Sadly, Monarch had been founded over 50 years ago, 
and had a good operational record with high passenger 
satisfaction.

The market is split regarding the outcome of re-leasing 
their aircraft fleet; some believe that the mainly A321 fleet 
has been successfully re-leased, others believe it was only 
achieved with material discounts and other incentives.

Only Easyjet remains as a major UK airline with ownership 
fully within the UK, and quoted on the London Stock 
Exchange. There are smaller carriers, but these are focused 
on niche markets and are not of international importance. 
Some will prosper, some not.

Ryanair, while having a major UK presence is an Irish 
registered carrier, and British Airways, part of IAG, has a 
major Spanish shareholding.
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If we turn to probably the biggest issue to affect UK aviation 
in the last few years it must be the decision by the UK 
government to leave the European Union, and the associated 
free trade area and customs union – known in the UK as Brexit.

In reality, can anyone see the EU saying to their carriers such 
as Ryanair, Lufthansa or Air France that they must stop flying 
to the UK as one or other agreement has lapsed? I do not 
think so.

If that were the case, consider the case of Dublin, Malta or 
some of the Spanish resort airports. These all depend on flights 
from the UK for profitable survival – in some cases flights from 
the UK account for over 30% of traffic and in one over 50%.

I am certain that the UK will not take any adverse action as it 
was, in the 1970s along with the Dutch government, the first 
to liberalise its air traffic rights.

The UK is one of very few European countries to allow 
overseas take-overs of airlines based in the UK, and it therefore 
seems extremely unlikely that it would stop such free trade.

It seems likely, whether planned or by a last minute “fudge”, 
that flights to and from Europe will continue after the UK 
leaves the EU.

The next area to consider are flights from the UK to non-EU 
countries where flying rights are governed by a central EU 
agreement as opposed to a UK direct agreement. 

Many of these should be relatively easy to replicate on a 
bilateral basis. With the UK leaving the EU, it is obviously 
a regret in retrospect that the UK abandoned its direct 
agreement with the US a few years ago and joined a central 
EU agreement.

Logically there is no reason why the former Bermuda 
2 agreement could not be dusted off and, with a few 
amendments, revalidated. However, it is not live, and 
undoubtedly in recreating it the UK will have to allow certain 
benefits to US groups which will not be reciprocated or be of 
little value to the UK, as we now have so few airlines that are 
UK registered and likely to fully benefit from any changes.

We can just watch this space. It is my opinion that non-EU 
agreements will be where some major issues arise, and I 
doubt that intra- European flying will be an issue.

The issues for the UK leaving the EU will arise in the other 
areas of aviation regulation, such as EASA and similar 

bodies. It is likely that the UK will stay involved but that 
will come at a price. To recreate similar bodies would be 
expensive and probably impractical, which is slightly strange 
as a large portion of the expertise that originally created 
these bodies was provided by the UK.

The other major issue that does not just affect UK airlines 
but will become prominent over the coming months is the 
impact of a change in accounting standards that will show 
the value of operating leases on the balance sheet. Both an 
asset and a liability will be shown. It is known as IFRS 16.

To a non-accountant this all sounds rather innocuous, 
and a bit nerdy – “why should I care about an accounting 
regulation”. However, all airline managements will care, 
unless they do not have or intend to use the operating lease 
product to acquire the use of aircraft.

It will affect most aspects of acquiring the use of an aircraft 
other than by a simple purchase and even that will change 
as a simple purchase using the airline’s equity plus debt will 
become more prevalent, and more structured products will 
enter the market.

The balance sheet of the airline will show an operating lease 
as both an asset and a liability. The value of the asset being 
the right to use the asset for a period of time. At the outset 
of the lease, the value of the asset is deemed to be the same 
as the liability. The liability is the present value of all the 
lease payments to be made. 

The concept behind the disclosure will be to show the assets 
and liabilities that the airline is using to pursue its business. 
One of the four basic concepts of accounting is that 
accounts are prepared on a “going concern” basis unless 
otherwise shown. It is assumed when preparing accounts 
that the business will continue trading for the following 
period, hence the desire to more fairly reflect the assets and 
liabilities consumed to generate the profit.

The introduction of this accounting standard has several 
impacts.

Immediately the increase in liabilities and assets, while 
leaving the same net worth or equity value on the balance 
sheet, impacts on every balance-sheet ratio. These ratios 
often form covenants in the borrowers’ loan documents, and 
other agreements. Therefore, if no action is taken, many will 
accidentally find themselves in breach of various covenants. 
While on an individual basis these may be possible 
to address, even a technical default can have serious 
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consequences for an airline or similar body for which there 
is significant regulation.

Again, in the profit-and-loss account there will be some 
significant changes, as currently the operating lease payments 
are shown as an operating expense, which is included in the 
calculation of EBIT/ EBITDA and similar ratios. In future the P+L 
charge will be split between depreciation and interest thus 
falling outside of the EBIT and similar calculations. Airlines with 
a significant part of their fleet provided via operating leases 
will see a material increase in EBITDA (across the industry it is 
suggested that there will be a 30% + increase), while carriers 
with a debt financed fleet will remain constant.

In the longer term many other issues arise with the changes. 
The method to calculate the asset and liability each year is 
not similar, which is likely to lead to the asset depreciating 
faster in the earlier years than the liability. For a new, or an 
expanding airline, or one suddenly increasing its leased 
fleet of aircraft, it will have a material adverse impact on 
reserves, which misrepresent the strength of the airline both 
in cash flow and profitability terms.

For airlines that account in a currency other than US dollars, 
the currency will become more of an issue. The majority 
of operating leases are denominated in US dollars. Future 
operating lease rentals now effectively fall into the pot to be 
revalued each year. While the “right to use” asset remains 
constant at the rate ruling at the time of acquisition, the 
future rentals (not yet due) fall into the pot to be revalued at 
each year end.

While it is difficult to predict with certainty the outcome of 
this change, as there are always unintended consequences, 
it is certain that changes in the current operating lease 
product will come about, and both airlines and lessors need 
to be thinking about them now.

It may lead to a demand by airlines for shorter leases. 
This potentially increases risk for both parties and may be 
unattractive for both airline and lessor, but would have the 
result of substantially reducing the balance-sheet impact. 
Perhaps an unintended consequence as while the balance 
sheet will be improved the risk has increased.

There may be a call for more leases to be written in local 
currencies, however while aircraft remain a US dollar 
denominated asset one party must either bear the currency 
risk or cover the risk at a cost. Admittedly with their large 
portfolios a lessor may be able to achieve a lower cost than 
an airline. I do not see this as a likely prospect.

One definite cost that the new standard creates is a double 
balance-sheet cost that I would expect major airlines to 
avoid by restructuring the operating lease product. This 
arises when lessors acquire aircraft which they usually 
finance with a mixture of debt and equity, which brings a 
cost included in the operating lease pricing.

Once the liability is also placed on the lessee’s balance 
sheet, lenders and equity providers will price their products 
on the strength or weakness of the airline’s balance sheet 
and inevitably include a risk price reflecting the balance 
sheet “as is” rather than after excluding operating lease 
rentals. There is no point in paying for debt twice. 

It should be noted that transactions that are service 
agreements will not be affected, and we may see a growth in 
such structures.

I believe that these changes will lead to a dis-intermediation 
of the operating lease product. The two main ingredients 
that operating lessors offer are the funding of an aircraft 
above the level ordinarily available to the airline, and the 
obligation to return the assets at a known point in time.

Against that there is the considerable inflexibility of 
the operating lease coupled with maintenance reserve 
payments and unknown and often high return costs, which 
weigh heavily on an airlines cash flow.

In conclusion, while the changes to the accounting regime 
are material, it may be decided that operating leases still 
provide a suitable route to acquire the use of aircraft. 
Currently operating lease rates are low; however, should 
rates rise towards the more traditional levels, coupled with 
the often adverse maintenance reserves, the unknown return 
costs and inflexibility inherent in an operating lease, it is 
probable that more airlines will opt for purchase structures 
in their decision-making process when considering how to 
acquire the use of an aircraft.
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If we turn to probably the biggest issue to affect UK aviation 
in the last few years it must be the decision by the UK 
government to leave the European Union, and the associated 
free trade area and customs union – known in the UK as Brexit.

In reality, can anyone see the EU saying to their carriers such 
as Ryanair, Lufthansa or Air France that they must stop flying 
to the UK as one or other agreement has lapsed? I do not 
think so.

If that were the case, consider the case of Dublin, Malta or 
some of the Spanish resort airports. These all depend on flights 
from the UK for profitable survival – in some cases flights from 
the UK account for over 30% of traffic and in one over 50%.

I am certain that the UK will not take any adverse action as it 
was, in the 1970s along with the Dutch government, the first 
to liberalise its air traffic rights.

The UK is one of very few European countries to allow 
overseas take-overs of airlines based in the UK, and it therefore 
seems extremely unlikely that it would stop such free trade.

It seems likely, whether planned or by a last minute “fudge”, 
that flights to and from Europe will continue after the UK 
leaves the EU.

The next area to consider are flights from the UK to non-EU 
countries where flying rights are governed by a central EU 
agreement as opposed to a UK direct agreement. 

Many of these should be relatively easy to replicate on a 
bilateral basis. With the UK leaving the EU, it is obviously 
a regret in retrospect that the UK abandoned its direct 
agreement with the US a few years ago and joined a central 
EU agreement.

Logically there is no reason why the former Bermuda 
2 agreement could not be dusted off and, with a few 
amendments, revalidated. However, it is not live, and 
undoubtedly in recreating it the UK will have to allow certain 
benefits to US groups which will not be reciprocated or be of 
little value to the UK, as we now have so few airlines that are 
UK registered and likely to fully benefit from any changes.

We can just watch this space. It is my opinion that non-EU 
agreements will be where some major issues arise, and I 
doubt that intra- European flying will be an issue.

The issues for the UK leaving the EU will arise in the other 
areas of aviation regulation, such as EASA and similar 

bodies. It is likely that the UK will stay involved but that 
will come at a price. To recreate similar bodies would be 
expensive and probably impractical, which is slightly strange 
as a large portion of the expertise that originally created 
these bodies was provided by the UK.

The other major issue that does not just affect UK airlines 
but will become prominent over the coming months is the 
impact of a change in accounting standards that will show 
the value of operating leases on the balance sheet. Both an 
asset and a liability will be shown. It is known as IFRS 16.

To a non-accountant this all sounds rather innocuous, 
and a bit nerdy – “why should I care about an accounting 
regulation”. However, all airline managements will care, 
unless they do not have or intend to use the operating lease 
product to acquire the use of aircraft.

It will affect most aspects of acquiring the use of an aircraft 
other than by a simple purchase and even that will change 
as a simple purchase using the airline’s equity plus debt will 
become more prevalent, and more structured products will 
enter the market.

The balance sheet of the airline will show an operating lease 
as both an asset and a liability. The value of the asset being 
the right to use the asset for a period of time. At the outset 
of the lease, the value of the asset is deemed to be the same 
as the liability. The liability is the present value of all the 
lease payments to be made. 

The concept behind the disclosure will be to show the assets 
and liabilities that the airline is using to pursue its business. 
One of the four basic concepts of accounting is that 
accounts are prepared on a “going concern” basis unless 
otherwise shown. It is assumed when preparing accounts 
that the business will continue trading for the following 
period, hence the desire to more fairly reflect the assets and 
liabilities consumed to generate the profit.

The introduction of this accounting standard has several 
impacts.

Immediately the increase in liabilities and assets, while 
leaving the same net worth or equity value on the balance 
sheet, impacts on every balance-sheet ratio. These ratios 
often form covenants in the borrowers’ loan documents, and 
other agreements. Therefore, if no action is taken, many will 
accidentally find themselves in breach of various covenants. 
While on an individual basis these may be possible 
to address, even a technical default can have serious 
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consequences for an airline or similar body for which there 
is significant regulation.
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sheet “as is” rather than after excluding operating lease 
rentals. There is no point in paying for debt twice. 

It should be noted that transactions that are service 
agreements will not be affected, and we may see a growth in 
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of the operating lease product. The two main ingredients 
that operating lessors offer are the funding of an aircraft 
above the level ordinarily available to the airline, and the 
obligation to return the assets at a known point in time.

Against that there is the considerable inflexibility of 
the operating lease coupled with maintenance reserve 
payments and unknown and often high return costs, which 
weigh heavily on an airlines cash flow.

In conclusion, while the changes to the accounting regime 
are material, it may be decided that operating leases still 
provide a suitable route to acquire the use of aircraft. 
Currently operating lease rates are low; however, should 
rates rise towards the more traditional levels, coupled with 
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THERE IS A SIGNIFICANT GROWTH OPPORTUNITY for the 
airline business in Argentina. Although it is the second largest 
country in South America, Argentinians travel by air far less 
than other neighbouring countries. 

According to the World Bank, the region is facing significant 
growth opportunities for the airline business, if we compare 
the growth of domestic passengers per country vis a vis their 
GDP.

In the last 15 years, Peru, Chile, Colombia and Brazil 
multiplied their passenger rate (pax per year/100 habitants) 
between +131% and +210%, while in Argentina it only grew 
31%. In other words, Argentina offers great potential for the 
airline business in general and for Aerolíneas in particular.

Soon after President Macri came to office in December 2015, 
an economic normalisation plan was launched as an initial 
step towards a country development strategy. The plan 
included FX control rate removal, a settlement with holdout 
creditors and a new monetary policy regime, among others, 
which is slowly translating into more foreign investment, tax 
burden reduction and consistent GDP growth. 

This promising background is fertile soil for an ambitious 
but obtainable goal for our sector: double the number 
of domestic passengers by 2019, through infrastructure 
investment and a global market pricing review to increase 
competitiveness and improved connectivity.

The 2016-19 government investment plan, commonly known 
as “the aviation revolution”, comprises US$1,400m, including 

airport infrastructure and air navigation systems. This quickly 
resulted in a 65% reduction in monthly flight delays and an 
increase of domestic passengers where Aerolíneas is the 
main player (75% domestic market share). 2017 saw a 15% 
increase compared with 2016 and a 22% increase compared 
with 2015. 

Aerolíneas Group strategy and results
The Aerolíneas Group strategy was redefined based on four 
main pillars: (i) economic sustainability; (ii) network growth; 
(iii) safety and service excellence; and (iv) a transparency and 
quality improvement in our processes. 

As a consequence, in April 2017, Aerolíneas launched a new 
hub in Córdoba, the second largest city in country. This allows 
passengers to take quick and seamless connections between 
the north and south provinces of Argentina, avoiding a 
stop-over in Buenos Aires. Aerolíneas also launched the 
Atlantic corridor, connecting major cities in the east coast 
of the country which, prior to these new flights, needed to 
connect with Buenos Aires to go from one to the other. As a 
result, intercity traffic grew steadily, representing 13% of total 
passengers at present.  

These tangible improvements in macroeconomic conditions 
and strong focus on aviation market growth resulted in 
consistent progress in Aerolíneas’ main operating KPIs: ASK, 
Pax, load factor, yield, on time performance and revenue 
show significant increases compared with 2016. 

At the same time, Aerolíneas has renewed and simplified to 
a more efficient fleet: wide-bodies (10 Airbus A330-200 and 
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two A340-300); narrow-bodies (43 Boeing B737-700/800 
and 26 Embraer E-190). Aerolíneas was the first Latin 
American company to receive the new Boeing B737 MAX 8 
in December 2017. The overall fleet strategy will account for a 
24% seat increase compared to 2014.

Aerolíneas’ new network focus on connectivity translated 
into 38 new routes in the last three years and a 54% growth 
on intercity flights (2017 vs. 2015). Available seat kilometers 
(ASK) show a +9% Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) 
and a +13% CAGR in passengers between 2017 and 2015. 

On the international network side, Aerolíneas recently 
celebrated five years in the SkyTeam alliance, and are 
increasingly focused on code-share agreements and routes 
performance to consolidate results. Aerolíneas have 11 code-
sharing partnerships that reach more than 100 destinations in 
all continents.  Code-share agreements with Etihad Airways 
and EL AL joined the Aerolíneas pool in the past couple of 
months. 

Financial performance
The Aerolíneas Group’s strong focus in revenue management 
and cost control is leading to an important loss reduction. 
2017 operating revenues were US$2,355m, which will reduce 
the net loss compared to previous years. After years of non-
compliance, Aerolíneas is working to standardise the Group’s 
financial reports: 2014 and 2015 balance sheets (BS) have 
been approved, 2016 and 2017 BS will be presented, on 
time, by May 2018.

Aerolíneas’ expenses strategy shows savings on critical 
items, such as aeronautical spare parts (US$16m per year), 
on-board catering (US$5m per year), parts pool (US$2.5m 
per year), engine maintenance (US$10m per year), crew 
hotels (US$1m per year), among others. Concomitantly, 
commercial expenses efficiency is steadily increasing, from 
up front (commission and over) to back end (incentives). 
The marketing and publicity investment strategy was deeply 
revisited too. This combination of factors translated into a 
direct sales increase, currently around 38%, and a decrease in 
commercial expenses, currently around US$7 per pax (75% 
less than in 2016). 

As a state-owned company, there has been a long-standing 
debate in Argentina around subsidies received by the 
Aerolíneas Group throughout the years. The improvement 
in all relevant performance KPIs already reviewed result 
in a significant reduction in funds received from the 
government compared to the average received over the 
last few years.  While the last decade average was around 

US$678m per year, it is estimated that in 2019 Aerolíneas will 
reach breakeven and government funds will no longer be 
needed. More importantly, this target will be reached without 
headcount reduction and with a transparency-based dialogue 
with unions. 

In less than two years, it has been shown that there is a clear 
path to sustainable growth for the Aerolíneas Group. The 
employee’s commitment at all levels is impressive, without 
which none of this could happen. Customers and the 
market, in general, are responding accordingly. Aerolíneas 
still has plenty to do, but the path is clear and the market 
opportunities are there to be taken. 

The Aerolíneas Group has the experience, a solid network, a 
modern fleet and a deep understanding of the market to be 
ready to compete with more players in a very attractive future 
domestic market.
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THE NEW AND USED NARROWBODY AIRCRAFT 
MARKET continues to be significantly larger than the 
widebody aircraft market in terms of both the number 
of operators, and aircraft volume (~600 operators flying 
~14,000 narrowbody aircraft compared with ~275 operators 
flying ~4,000 widebody aircraft). This limited market 
coupled with the current availability of next generation 
widebody aircraft from the main airframers contributes 
to a challenging second operator market – new aircraft 
competing with used for a limited number of customers. 

In addition, a number of the widebody aircraft types have 
been specifically designed for particular operations i.e. 
large passenger volume, extra-long haul, etc. This niche 
segmentation approach further limits the second operator 
opportunities as widebody aircraft tend to have less 
flexibility with regard to alternative operation and route 
structures.

Although the widebody market is smaller in volume, it is 
undergoing considerable growth – for example, Rolls-Royce 
had an installed engine fleet of 2,160 in 1995, 4,600 in 2015 
and reaching 7,450 by 2025.

An added dimension to this is an increasingly competitive 
market. With challenging economic factors and increasing 
consolidations across airlines, the pool of established airline 
operators capable of taking on new widebody aircraft has 
decreased. Thus we have started to see airframe OEMs 
selling new aircraft to operators that would traditionally be 
seen as good homes for used aircraft. This is great for new 
sales and lease placement opportunities, but not so good 
for transitioning aircraft.

As such, the opportunities for transitioning widebody 
aircraft have shifted to ‘non-traditional’ market spaces that 
can present additional challenges such as airlines having 
little experience with widebody operations, no pre-existing 
relationships, unknown credit risk profile of the airline, the 
business model of the airline that demands a certain type of 
service package and cash flow profile, support infrastructure 
such as spares pooling that need to be established etc. 
This adds complexity and risk to the proposition that all 

stakeholders need to be aware of and deal with accordingly. 
Although there are undoubtedly challenges, these markets 
also present a significant opportunity that will continue to 
grow.

A further challenge to the market demand for widebody 
aircraft is the significantly higher operating costs associated 
with a widebody aircraft compared to narrowbody. 
Therefore, the business case for operation of a widebody 
aircraft typically requires a far greater level of detail, financial 
commitment and risk mitigation by the lessor and operator. 

If the next operator is an existing widebody aircraft 
operator, then the decision-making process and business 
case evaluation requirements needed to acquire further 
widebody aircraft may be relatively well understood and 

MEETING THE TOP FIVE  
CHALLENGES FACING WIDEBODY  
AIRCRAFT TRANSITIONS  
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The Rolls Royce Trent 800.

lower risk. However, for new operators seeking to enter 
the widebody market there can be significant start-up 
challenges, including:
•   managing a different business model to narrowbody 

aircraft purchases e.g. airframe and engine original 
equipment manufacturer contracts are typically 
negotiated and administered separately;

•   significantly higher financial commitment, both upfront 
and through life operational cost;

•   specific aircraft types are better suited to certain route 
structures and operations, therefore widebody aircraft 
tend to offer less flexibility; and

•   potentially higher risk due to the multiple stakeholders 
and greater operational costs involved in operating a 
widebody aircraft fleet.

Reconfiguration costs
Typically, the second aircraft operator will require significant 
internal reconfiguration compared with the original 
operator’s configuration, which may include seating, class 
layout, in-flight entertainment (IFE), galleys and toilets. The 
airlines requirement to maintain a consistent fleet standard 
adds time, cost and complexity to a widebody transition. 

Costs can also vary considerably, with figures of US$10m 
recently quoted for an Airbus A330 internal reconfiguration. 
In addition, lead time of items such as seats and IFE can 
be significant if no forward demand signal is placed on 
the supply chain, particularly with the delivery demands 
the suppliers are under to ensure new original equipment 
aircraft supply rates are achieved.

Industry acceptance of a more standardised configuration 
approach would help reduce costs, lead times and ease 
future transitions. 

Understanding the aircraft and engine condition
Given that the engines on a used widebody aircraft can be up 
to 80% of the overall value, understanding the true condition 
of specific engines on a specific aircraft, particularly the 
life remaining within them, is a key input to any widebody 
business case. Understanding of flying hours remaining and 
subsequent shop visit maintenance costs is vital to support 
an informed decision. Historically regulatory requirements 
have not prioritised making engine records easily accessible, 
relying on an out dated manual job card process.

A common situation is that an individual aircraft can be offered 
to multiple prospect airlines before an MOU is signed. Along 
with the requests for data, records, airframe and engine 
conditions, etc., airlines want to know the likely cost of engine 
maintenance before they will sign the lease paperwork. 

Accordingly, the engine OEM is rightly asked to provide a 
firm indication of these costs. For a Rolls-Royce powered 
aircraft this would usually manifest itself as a TotalCare or 
SelectCare offer. There have been cases where maintenance 
cost data has been provided for circa 10 opportunities 
before the final placement was defined, and each of these 
opportunities had subtly different requirements and were in 
different business situations. 

For the OEM this means a considerable requirement for 
resource to evaluate, prepare, propose and explain the 
offer, carried out in isolation by regional customer teams. 
For the owner this can result in confusion around why 
different inputs are supplied and frustration in time waiting 
for answers. In a market where windows of opportunity can 
run to days rather than months this can make the difference 
between the airline pursuing the opportunity or not.

Rolls-Royce is rolling-out, initially to its wholly owned and 
joint venture refurbishment and overhaul shops, a digital 
engine record management system. This allows Rolls-Royce 
to capture, store and provide accurate engine condition 
reports to operators and lessors quickly, accurately and 
securely; supporting business case development, air 
worthiness requirements, and asset value retention.

Acquiring used aircraft can be significantly more 
complicated than purchasing new, where the process 
can be managed efficiently to suit the operators and the 
manufacturers’ timescales for the aircraft manufacture and 
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THE NEW AND USED NARROWBODY AIRCRAFT 
MARKET continues to be significantly larger than the 
widebody aircraft market in terms of both the number 
of operators, and aircraft volume (~600 operators flying 
~14,000 narrowbody aircraft compared with ~275 operators 
flying ~4,000 widebody aircraft). This limited market 
coupled with the current availability of next generation 
widebody aircraft from the main airframers contributes 
to a challenging second operator market – new aircraft 
competing with used for a limited number of customers. 

In addition, a number of the widebody aircraft types have 
been specifically designed for particular operations i.e. 
large passenger volume, extra-long haul, etc. This niche 
segmentation approach further limits the second operator 
opportunities as widebody aircraft tend to have less 
flexibility with regard to alternative operation and route 
structures.

Although the widebody market is smaller in volume, it is 
undergoing considerable growth – for example, Rolls-Royce 
had an installed engine fleet of 2,160 in 1995, 4,600 in 2015 
and reaching 7,450 by 2025.

An added dimension to this is an increasingly competitive 
market. With challenging economic factors and increasing 
consolidations across airlines, the pool of established airline 
operators capable of taking on new widebody aircraft has 
decreased. Thus we have started to see airframe OEMs 
selling new aircraft to operators that would traditionally be 
seen as good homes for used aircraft. This is great for new 
sales and lease placement opportunities, but not so good 
for transitioning aircraft.

As such, the opportunities for transitioning widebody 
aircraft have shifted to ‘non-traditional’ market spaces that 
can present additional challenges such as airlines having 
little experience with widebody operations, no pre-existing 
relationships, unknown credit risk profile of the airline, the 
business model of the airline that demands a certain type of 
service package and cash flow profile, support infrastructure 
such as spares pooling that need to be established etc. 
This adds complexity and risk to the proposition that all 

stakeholders need to be aware of and deal with accordingly. 
Although there are undoubtedly challenges, these markets 
also present a significant opportunity that will continue to 
grow.

A further challenge to the market demand for widebody 
aircraft is the significantly higher operating costs associated 
with a widebody aircraft compared to narrowbody. 
Therefore, the business case for operation of a widebody 
aircraft typically requires a far greater level of detail, financial 
commitment and risk mitigation by the lessor and operator. 

If the next operator is an existing widebody aircraft 
operator, then the decision-making process and business 
case evaluation requirements needed to acquire further 
widebody aircraft may be relatively well understood and 

MEETING THE TOP FIVE  
CHALLENGES FACING WIDEBODY  
AIRCRAFT TRANSITIONS  
BY ALASTAIR KNOX, ROLLS-ROYCE PLC 

The Rolls Royce Trent 800.

lower risk. However, for new operators seeking to enter 
the widebody market there can be significant start-up 
challenges, including:
•   managing a different business model to narrowbody 

aircraft purchases e.g. airframe and engine original 
equipment manufacturer contracts are typically 
negotiated and administered separately;

•   significantly higher financial commitment, both upfront 
and through life operational cost;

•   specific aircraft types are better suited to certain route 
structures and operations, therefore widebody aircraft 
tend to offer less flexibility; and

•   potentially higher risk due to the multiple stakeholders 
and greater operational costs involved in operating a 
widebody aircraft fleet.

Reconfiguration costs
Typically, the second aircraft operator will require significant 
internal reconfiguration compared with the original 
operator’s configuration, which may include seating, class 
layout, in-flight entertainment (IFE), galleys and toilets. The 
airlines requirement to maintain a consistent fleet standard 
adds time, cost and complexity to a widebody transition. 

Costs can also vary considerably, with figures of US$10m 
recently quoted for an Airbus A330 internal reconfiguration. 
In addition, lead time of items such as seats and IFE can 
be significant if no forward demand signal is placed on 
the supply chain, particularly with the delivery demands 
the suppliers are under to ensure new original equipment 
aircraft supply rates are achieved.

Industry acceptance of a more standardised configuration 
approach would help reduce costs, lead times and ease 
future transitions. 

Understanding the aircraft and engine condition
Given that the engines on a used widebody aircraft can be up 
to 80% of the overall value, understanding the true condition 
of specific engines on a specific aircraft, particularly the 
life remaining within them, is a key input to any widebody 
business case. Understanding of flying hours remaining and 
subsequent shop visit maintenance costs is vital to support 
an informed decision. Historically regulatory requirements 
have not prioritised making engine records easily accessible, 
relying on an out dated manual job card process.

A common situation is that an individual aircraft can be offered 
to multiple prospect airlines before an MOU is signed. Along 
with the requests for data, records, airframe and engine 
conditions, etc., airlines want to know the likely cost of engine 
maintenance before they will sign the lease paperwork. 

Accordingly, the engine OEM is rightly asked to provide a 
firm indication of these costs. For a Rolls-Royce powered 
aircraft this would usually manifest itself as a TotalCare or 
SelectCare offer. There have been cases where maintenance 
cost data has been provided for circa 10 opportunities 
before the final placement was defined, and each of these 
opportunities had subtly different requirements and were in 
different business situations. 

For the OEM this means a considerable requirement for 
resource to evaluate, prepare, propose and explain the 
offer, carried out in isolation by regional customer teams. 
For the owner this can result in confusion around why 
different inputs are supplied and frustration in time waiting 
for answers. In a market where windows of opportunity can 
run to days rather than months this can make the difference 
between the airline pursuing the opportunity or not.

Rolls-Royce is rolling-out, initially to its wholly owned and 
joint venture refurbishment and overhaul shops, a digital 
engine record management system. This allows Rolls-Royce 
to capture, store and provide accurate engine condition 
reports to operators and lessors quickly, accurately and 
securely; supporting business case development, air 
worthiness requirements, and asset value retention.

Acquiring used aircraft can be significantly more 
complicated than purchasing new, where the process 
can be managed efficiently to suit the operators and the 
manufacturers’ timescales for the aircraft manufacture and 
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delivery, the customers’ configuration requirements, and 
the contracting of aircraft support services. Much like the 
used car market you are dealing with a specific aircraft with 
specific configurations, airframe and engine conditions, and 
potentially multiple stakeholders – owner, operators, lessors, 
engine original equipment manufacturers etc. Management 
and administration of a used purchase (particularly if 
multiple aircraft) can be a significant cost and time burden 
on a new operator.

Rolls-Royce understands the complexity and has taken steps 
to make the remarketing phase of a transition more efficient, 
through the streamlining of its sales and remarketing 
processes it is now able to respond more quickly and 
efficiently to multiple used aircraft opportunities.

Service choice, flexibility and simplicity
Depending on the age and the planned operation by the 
second operator of the widebody aircraft, it may be that 
the intention is to fly the aircraft to retirement, fly for a 
fixed (lease) period and return/sell on, or simply assess the 
market following the short-term or seasonal need. Whatever 
the main driver for the aircraft, the second operator 
requires a choice of flexible services to manage the aircraft 
during its operation, a need that Rolls-Royce fulfils with its 
CareServices offering choice and flexibility across the full 
lifecycle of the aircraft.

Linked to, but by no means exclusive to the above is 
the issue of spare engine and parts provision. It is well 
understood in the industry that an airline requires a certain 

level of spares coverage to ensure that their operation is 
protected. But when considering a placement of an aircraft 
into an airline that does not currently have that aircraft or 
engine type, the traditional cost of acquisition of these 
spares can be considerable especially when a one-aircraft 
fleet has limited potential to take advantage of economies 
of scale. Rolls-Royce has services available within its 
portfolio to mitigate these issues, specifically spare engine 
services (sale, lease, emergency access etc), and Parts 
Availability Service which removes the need for upfront 
investment in Initial Provisioning (IP) parts by providing on-
site and remote access to critical spare parts. 

What is always clearly understood is that each party in the 
transaction needs to be profitable. What is not always clear 
however is how each party makes money from the asset and 
how their needs are met. In transitions where motivations have 
been well understood upfront, we were able to approach the 
activity with this in mind and tailor offerings accordingly. 

For example, does the owner see this as the last lease in the 
aircraft’s life, can the airline only commit to a short-term lease 
until the viability of the business model is confirmed, does 
the airline plan to satisfy maintenance needs by consuming 
green-time, is the direct collection of maintenance reserves a 
fundamental requirement of the lease, is there an opportunity 
to structure something direct with the lessor rather than with 
the airline, is there actually an opportunity to work together to 
extend the current lease? 

Where this has remained unknown it has resulted in friction 
and misunderstanding, causing wasted time and effort by all. 

Speed of response
Widebody aircraft transitions typically require involvement 
from multiple stakeholders – selling operator, buying 
operator, lessors, owners, engine original equipment 
manufacturer, landing gear original equipment manufacturer 
etc. The process required to agree a purchase can therefore 
often be viewed as slow and inefficient with multiple inputs 
required to complete a full widebody business case.

Rolls-Royce has recognised its part to play in the process 
as the engine original equipment manufacturer and has 
established a dedicated multi-disciplined Transitions 
team whose aim is to make the engine decision as simple, 
efficient and timely as possible. The team are focused on 
improving our products and services, processes and people 
to provide all the necessary information in a timely manner 
to support a lessor or operators decision making process 
and ultimately keep the Rolls-Royce powered aircraft flying. 

The Availability Centre that tracks all the Rolls-Royce engines.
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Conclusion – the Rolls-Royce response
Rolls-Royce, through its dedicated Transitions team, is 
focusing on transitioning aircraft, working with operators 
planning fleet exits, targeting potential customers and 
supporting the lessors and owners remarketing activity to 
minimise the period between operators.

Although the challenges described above can contribute 
to a complex transition of widebody aircraft, one mitigating 
factor continues to be fuel. Fuel makes up the largest 
portion of cost for most airlines, especially on widebody 
operations, so its continued low price over the past few 
years is a real positive for the used aircraft market, with 
several aircraft types continuing in economical service or 
even being brought out of long-term storage.

The demand for used widebody aircraft will continue to be 
dependent on the volume of operators’ appetite for the 
specific aircraft type, however greater standardisation of 
aircraft configuration is seen as a key benefit to the second 
tier market, along with easily accessible ‘back-to-birth’ 
electronic records, including engine records. Rolls-Royce 
has recognised the key role we as the engine original 
equipment manufacturer have to play and are committed 
to continue to invest time, effort and a dedicated team 
to the development, simplification and efficiency of 
class leading transition services for owners, lessors and 
operators.

The other significant development, in terms of service 
offering, has been the launch of LessorCare, which, is 
focused on the specific needs of lessor customers.

It comprises one single, comprehensive agreement for all 
Trent engine types, giving lessor customers access to all 
the services that they need throughout the engine lifecycle. 
It allows lessors to pay for what they want when they need 
it. The benefits are faster and easier service access, the 
incorporation of services today and for the future, and 
maximising possible return on investment. 

LessorCare services include:
•   Customer support – Rolls-Royce’s network of technical 

support, publications, and training to optimise 
responsiveness and keep aircraft earning revenue.

•   Transitions services – a range of maintenance and 
availability services, to ensure aircraft move faster and 
more efficiently between leases. Services include engine 
maintenance and remarketing support.

•   Asset management – a range of solutions that build on 
Rolls-Royce’s experience of working in close partnership 

with airlines worldwide to maximise engine values 
through their life-cycle. 

Rolls-Royce has always been at the forefront of lessor 
support through its OPERA (Operating Lessor Engine 
Restoration Agreement) that provides portability and 
liquidity for maintenance value. 

Under a traditional lease model, the airline would pay cash 
maintenance reserves to the lessor as security against hours 
consumed against major components including the engine. 
If Rolls-Royce provides maintenance under Foundation 
Services (time and material basis) the airline draws down on 
the reserve to fund such maintenance but is exposed to the 
frequency and cost of overhauls.

With an OPERA agreement in place between the lessor and 
Rolls-Royce it allows the operator to choose the value and 
benefits of a TotalCare Life agreement with Rolls-Royce; 
whilst ensuring the lessor has access to the maintenance 
reserve value at any time the aircraft is off lease, or 
importantly in the event of airline’s collapse. TotalCare Life 
ensures the engine is always fully reserved (reserves have 
been collected for the life consumed) and OPERA allows the 
access to and movement of this reserve between operators, 
or realised by the lessor in the form of OEM maintenance 
if the next operator does not take a long-term service 
agreement with Rolls-Royce.

OPERA has been hugely successful and aligns the needs 
of airline operators, lessors and engine OEM in a fair and 
efficient mechanism. As part of LessorCare, Rolls-Royce is 
preparing to take this service further with LifeKey which will 
be an enhanced form of OPERA.

Beyond these initial services, Rolls-Royce will continue to 
work with customers to develop LessorCare further, working 
towards even closer integration of aftermarket services and 
aircraft lease agreements.
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delivery, the customers’ configuration requirements, and 
the contracting of aircraft support services. Much like the 
used car market you are dealing with a specific aircraft with 
specific configurations, airframe and engine conditions, and 
potentially multiple stakeholders – owner, operators, lessors, 
engine original equipment manufacturers etc. Management 
and administration of a used purchase (particularly if 
multiple aircraft) can be a significant cost and time burden 
on a new operator.

Rolls-Royce understands the complexity and has taken steps 
to make the remarketing phase of a transition more efficient, 
through the streamlining of its sales and remarketing 
processes it is now able to respond more quickly and 
efficiently to multiple used aircraft opportunities.

Service choice, flexibility and simplicity
Depending on the age and the planned operation by the 
second operator of the widebody aircraft, it may be that 
the intention is to fly the aircraft to retirement, fly for a 
fixed (lease) period and return/sell on, or simply assess the 
market following the short-term or seasonal need. Whatever 
the main driver for the aircraft, the second operator 
requires a choice of flexible services to manage the aircraft 
during its operation, a need that Rolls-Royce fulfils with its 
CareServices offering choice and flexibility across the full 
lifecycle of the aircraft.

Linked to, but by no means exclusive to the above is 
the issue of spare engine and parts provision. It is well 
understood in the industry that an airline requires a certain 

level of spares coverage to ensure that their operation is 
protected. But when considering a placement of an aircraft 
into an airline that does not currently have that aircraft or 
engine type, the traditional cost of acquisition of these 
spares can be considerable especially when a one-aircraft 
fleet has limited potential to take advantage of economies 
of scale. Rolls-Royce has services available within its 
portfolio to mitigate these issues, specifically spare engine 
services (sale, lease, emergency access etc), and Parts 
Availability Service which removes the need for upfront 
investment in Initial Provisioning (IP) parts by providing on-
site and remote access to critical spare parts. 

What is always clearly understood is that each party in the 
transaction needs to be profitable. What is not always clear 
however is how each party makes money from the asset and 
how their needs are met. In transitions where motivations have 
been well understood upfront, we were able to approach the 
activity with this in mind and tailor offerings accordingly. 

For example, does the owner see this as the last lease in the 
aircraft’s life, can the airline only commit to a short-term lease 
until the viability of the business model is confirmed, does 
the airline plan to satisfy maintenance needs by consuming 
green-time, is the direct collection of maintenance reserves a 
fundamental requirement of the lease, is there an opportunity 
to structure something direct with the lessor rather than with 
the airline, is there actually an opportunity to work together to 
extend the current lease? 

Where this has remained unknown it has resulted in friction 
and misunderstanding, causing wasted time and effort by all. 

Speed of response
Widebody aircraft transitions typically require involvement 
from multiple stakeholders – selling operator, buying 
operator, lessors, owners, engine original equipment 
manufacturer, landing gear original equipment manufacturer 
etc. The process required to agree a purchase can therefore 
often be viewed as slow and inefficient with multiple inputs 
required to complete a full widebody business case.

Rolls-Royce has recognised its part to play in the process 
as the engine original equipment manufacturer and has 
established a dedicated multi-disciplined Transitions 
team whose aim is to make the engine decision as simple, 
efficient and timely as possible. The team are focused on 
improving our products and services, processes and people 
to provide all the necessary information in a timely manner 
to support a lessor or operators decision making process 
and ultimately keep the Rolls-Royce powered aircraft flying. 

The Availability Centre that tracks all the Rolls-Royce engines.
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Conclusion – the Rolls-Royce response
Rolls-Royce, through its dedicated Transitions team, is 
focusing on transitioning aircraft, working with operators 
planning fleet exits, targeting potential customers and 
supporting the lessors and owners remarketing activity to 
minimise the period between operators.

Although the challenges described above can contribute 
to a complex transition of widebody aircraft, one mitigating 
factor continues to be fuel. Fuel makes up the largest 
portion of cost for most airlines, especially on widebody 
operations, so its continued low price over the past few 
years is a real positive for the used aircraft market, with 
several aircraft types continuing in economical service or 
even being brought out of long-term storage.

The demand for used widebody aircraft will continue to be 
dependent on the volume of operators’ appetite for the 
specific aircraft type, however greater standardisation of 
aircraft configuration is seen as a key benefit to the second 
tier market, along with easily accessible ‘back-to-birth’ 
electronic records, including engine records. Rolls-Royce 
has recognised the key role we as the engine original 
equipment manufacturer have to play and are committed 
to continue to invest time, effort and a dedicated team 
to the development, simplification and efficiency of 
class leading transition services for owners, lessors and 
operators.

The other significant development, in terms of service 
offering, has been the launch of LessorCare, which, is 
focused on the specific needs of lessor customers.

It comprises one single, comprehensive agreement for all 
Trent engine types, giving lessor customers access to all 
the services that they need throughout the engine lifecycle. 
It allows lessors to pay for what they want when they need 
it. The benefits are faster and easier service access, the 
incorporation of services today and for the future, and 
maximising possible return on investment. 

LessorCare services include:
•   Customer support – Rolls-Royce’s network of technical 

support, publications, and training to optimise 
responsiveness and keep aircraft earning revenue.

•   Transitions services – a range of maintenance and 
availability services, to ensure aircraft move faster and 
more efficiently between leases. Services include engine 
maintenance and remarketing support.

•   Asset management – a range of solutions that build on 
Rolls-Royce’s experience of working in close partnership 

with airlines worldwide to maximise engine values 
through their life-cycle. 

Rolls-Royce has always been at the forefront of lessor 
support through its OPERA (Operating Lessor Engine 
Restoration Agreement) that provides portability and 
liquidity for maintenance value. 

Under a traditional lease model, the airline would pay cash 
maintenance reserves to the lessor as security against hours 
consumed against major components including the engine. 
If Rolls-Royce provides maintenance under Foundation 
Services (time and material basis) the airline draws down on 
the reserve to fund such maintenance but is exposed to the 
frequency and cost of overhauls.

With an OPERA agreement in place between the lessor and 
Rolls-Royce it allows the operator to choose the value and 
benefits of a TotalCare Life agreement with Rolls-Royce; 
whilst ensuring the lessor has access to the maintenance 
reserve value at any time the aircraft is off lease, or 
importantly in the event of airline’s collapse. TotalCare Life 
ensures the engine is always fully reserved (reserves have 
been collected for the life consumed) and OPERA allows the 
access to and movement of this reserve between operators, 
or realised by the lessor in the form of OEM maintenance 
if the next operator does not take a long-term service 
agreement with Rolls-Royce.

OPERA has been hugely successful and aligns the needs 
of airline operators, lessors and engine OEM in a fair and 
efficient mechanism. As part of LessorCare, Rolls-Royce is 
preparing to take this service further with LifeKey which will 
be an enhanced form of OPERA.

Beyond these initial services, Rolls-Royce will continue to 
work with customers to develop LessorCare further, working 
towards even closer integration of aftermarket services and 
aircraft lease agreements.
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BRAZIL IS A DEVELOPING COUNTRY that, despite its vast 
territory, does not have an efficient transportation system 
connecting its cities and its 26 states (and one district) – 
other than by air, there are very limited options. Given the 
strength of this industry in that region, it is understandable 
that Brazil catches the attention of financiers that want to 
invest in civil aviation. Whether their objectives are stated 
explicitly or implicitly, their utmost concern is to minimise 
risks and costs. 

The country of domicile of the operator is one of the most 
important factors taken into consideration by financiers, 
as whether a good deal is viable and in order to rate the 
financing capacity of the borrower. Having investigated 
and identified potential risks, financiers seek protection 
of their interests and, as creditors, the debtor’s insolvency 
represents one of the biggest issues that may jeopardise the 
success of a project. 

This is usually met by security, which rationale is aimed 
to safeguard the financier’s interests as a defensive 
resource, especially for asset-based finance. When allied to 
enforcement rights and coupled with rigorous covenants 
and events of default clauses, security gives the creditor the 
chance to control the debtor’s affairs at critical moments 
or to monitor how the company has been carried out. In 
common law jurisdictions security is an undefined term that 
can cover any arrangement that makes it more likely that a 
creditor will be paid. In Brazil, however, the characteristics 
that a security interest must have are provided by law.

Particularly over aircraft, the Brazilian Aeronautical Code 
(“BAC”) allows only two types of security: mortgages and 
“fiduciary assignments” (alienação fiduciária em garantia). 
Both are subject to certain requirements established in the 
BAC, but while the latter is not broadly used in practice, the 
former plays an important role in aircraft finance. 

Most of the time the funds to purchase an aircraft registered 
in Brazil are obtained through loans from an overseas 
lender. This means that aircraft financing in Brazil may 
involve complex transactions as they usually consist of a 
foreign entity providing funds to the owner, which is in many 

cases another foreign entity, resulting in a combination of 
leases, security agreements and mortgages.  

The BAC provides that rights in rem are governed by the 
law of an aircraft’s nationality. This essentially means that 
(i) mortgages over Brazilian-registered aircraft must be 
governed by Brazilian law and (ii) the security afforded 
by a Brazilian law mortgage is based on a right in rem. 
Nevertheless, as the Brazilian system is based on civil law, 
rights in rem do not entitle one to keep the asset in case the 
underlying obligation is not fulfilled. Any clause that permits 
the mortgagee to take the property in the case of default 
will be void under Brazilian law – and although Brazil has 
ratified the Cape Town Convention on Interests in Mobile 
Equipment (“CTC”), self-help remedies are generally not 
valid in Brazil.

AIRCRAFT MORTGAGE AND SECURITY 
UNDER BRAZILIAN LAW  
BY MARCELA CORREA AND JOAO PAULO SERVERA, FELSBERG ADVOGADOS

LATAM Airlines Group’s operating margin reached 9.2% in the third quarter of 
2017, an increase of 3.2 percentage points, mainly driven by an improvement in 
the financial results of LATAM’s Brazilian operations.

The mortgagee will only have the right to take the mortgaged 
asset from the mortgagor if previously consented by the 
operator pursuant to a separate instrument (usually, a notice 
and acknowledgement of assignment) and subsequently 
authorised by a court. Possessory rights can be obtained 
through security assignments and similar documents rather 
than a Brazilian law mortgage.

In Brazil a mortgage is considered an “extrajudicial 
instrument”, which means that the mortgagee has an 
automatic right to enforce its rights without previous 
acknowledgement (a judicial instrument) from a court 
confirming that such right is really valid. In this case the 
borrower will be summoned to pay the debt within a certain 
period of time. If the debtor either does not pay or is not 
found to be served with summons, the court officers will 
seize sufficient assets to cover payment of the principal 
debt, interest, and legal fees. 

Consequently, upon default of the mortgagor, the aircraft 
would have to be sold in a public auction, and only the local 
courts have power to effect a sale of a mortgaged aircraft. 
Mortgagees cannot apply for repossession of an asset 
pertaining to the borrower unless the mortgagee has the 
contractual right to “step into the shoes” of the mortgagor, 
which is usually granted through an acknowledgement of 
security assignment signed by the Brazilian operator as 
explained above. Otherwise, the attached aircraft will be 
appraised by an expert before being finally sold either at a 
private sale or public auction. Then, (i) the debtor may pay 
its debts and remain owner of the aircraft; (ii) a third party 

may acquire title to such asset for the best bid/proposal; or 
(iii) in the event the situations described in (i) or (ii) above 
do not occur, the judge may then authorise the creditor to 
become owner of the asset, in lieu of payment of a debtor’s 
claim. Any balance resulting from the sale of aircraft will be 
returned to debtor upon payment of its debt. On the other 
hand, should the proceeds be insufficient to cover the whole 
amount of the claim, the creditor may proceed with the 
execution by attaching any other assets of the debtor.

The registration of a Brazilian law mortgage (and any other 
interest over aircraft) with the Brazilian Aeronautical Registry 
(the “RAB”) makes it effective. The RAB is a department 
subordinated to the Brazilian Civil Aviation Agency (“ANAC”) 
and also works as an owner register in the sense that title 
is perfected only if the RAB registers a party as an aircraft’s 
owner. 

Evidence of ownership, mortgage interests and lease 
interests are reflected in a Certificate of Registration issued 
by the RAB. Such certificates identify an aircraft’s owner and 
the operator and are important to ensure that the authorities 
have properly understood the relative rights of each party. 
They may contain a reference that a registered mortgage 
exists over an aircraft; yet, the form of certificates now used 
by the RAB does not identify the mortgagee by name.

Overall, the registration of the security interest is also a 
relevant fact in relation to priorities. Once the mortgage has 
been filed and then registered with the RAB, the priority 
security interest created by the mortgage is protected and 

AIRCRAFT MORTGAGE AND SECURITY UNDER BRAZILIAN LAW

GOL recorded operating profit of R$327m and net income of R$328m for the third quarter of 2017.
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BRAZIL IS A DEVELOPING COUNTRY that, despite its vast 
territory, does not have an efficient transportation system 
connecting its cities and its 26 states (and one district) – 
other than by air, there are very limited options. Given the 
strength of this industry in that region, it is understandable 
that Brazil catches the attention of financiers that want to 
invest in civil aviation. Whether their objectives are stated 
explicitly or implicitly, their utmost concern is to minimise 
risks and costs. 

The country of domicile of the operator is one of the most 
important factors taken into consideration by financiers, 
as whether a good deal is viable and in order to rate the 
financing capacity of the borrower. Having investigated 
and identified potential risks, financiers seek protection 
of their interests and, as creditors, the debtor’s insolvency 
represents one of the biggest issues that may jeopardise the 
success of a project. 

This is usually met by security, which rationale is aimed 
to safeguard the financier’s interests as a defensive 
resource, especially for asset-based finance. When allied to 
enforcement rights and coupled with rigorous covenants 
and events of default clauses, security gives the creditor the 
chance to control the debtor’s affairs at critical moments 
or to monitor how the company has been carried out. In 
common law jurisdictions security is an undefined term that 
can cover any arrangement that makes it more likely that a 
creditor will be paid. In Brazil, however, the characteristics 
that a security interest must have are provided by law.

Particularly over aircraft, the Brazilian Aeronautical Code 
(“BAC”) allows only two types of security: mortgages and 
“fiduciary assignments” (alienação fiduciária em garantia). 
Both are subject to certain requirements established in the 
BAC, but while the latter is not broadly used in practice, the 
former plays an important role in aircraft finance. 

Most of the time the funds to purchase an aircraft registered 
in Brazil are obtained through loans from an overseas 
lender. This means that aircraft financing in Brazil may 
involve complex transactions as they usually consist of a 
foreign entity providing funds to the owner, which is in many 

cases another foreign entity, resulting in a combination of 
leases, security agreements and mortgages.  

The BAC provides that rights in rem are governed by the 
law of an aircraft’s nationality. This essentially means that 
(i) mortgages over Brazilian-registered aircraft must be 
governed by Brazilian law and (ii) the security afforded 
by a Brazilian law mortgage is based on a right in rem. 
Nevertheless, as the Brazilian system is based on civil law, 
rights in rem do not entitle one to keep the asset in case the 
underlying obligation is not fulfilled. Any clause that permits 
the mortgagee to take the property in the case of default 
will be void under Brazilian law – and although Brazil has 
ratified the Cape Town Convention on Interests in Mobile 
Equipment (“CTC”), self-help remedies are generally not 
valid in Brazil.
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LATAM Airlines Group’s operating margin reached 9.2% in the third quarter of 
2017, an increase of 3.2 percentage points, mainly driven by an improvement in 
the financial results of LATAM’s Brazilian operations.

The mortgagee will only have the right to take the mortgaged 
asset from the mortgagor if previously consented by the 
operator pursuant to a separate instrument (usually, a notice 
and acknowledgement of assignment) and subsequently 
authorised by a court. Possessory rights can be obtained 
through security assignments and similar documents rather 
than a Brazilian law mortgage.

In Brazil a mortgage is considered an “extrajudicial 
instrument”, which means that the mortgagee has an 
automatic right to enforce its rights without previous 
acknowledgement (a judicial instrument) from a court 
confirming that such right is really valid. In this case the 
borrower will be summoned to pay the debt within a certain 
period of time. If the debtor either does not pay or is not 
found to be served with summons, the court officers will 
seize sufficient assets to cover payment of the principal 
debt, interest, and legal fees. 

Consequently, upon default of the mortgagor, the aircraft 
would have to be sold in a public auction, and only the local 
courts have power to effect a sale of a mortgaged aircraft. 
Mortgagees cannot apply for repossession of an asset 
pertaining to the borrower unless the mortgagee has the 
contractual right to “step into the shoes” of the mortgagor, 
which is usually granted through an acknowledgement of 
security assignment signed by the Brazilian operator as 
explained above. Otherwise, the attached aircraft will be 
appraised by an expert before being finally sold either at a 
private sale or public auction. Then, (i) the debtor may pay 
its debts and remain owner of the aircraft; (ii) a third party 

may acquire title to such asset for the best bid/proposal; or 
(iii) in the event the situations described in (i) or (ii) above 
do not occur, the judge may then authorise the creditor to 
become owner of the asset, in lieu of payment of a debtor’s 
claim. Any balance resulting from the sale of aircraft will be 
returned to debtor upon payment of its debt. On the other 
hand, should the proceeds be insufficient to cover the whole 
amount of the claim, the creditor may proceed with the 
execution by attaching any other assets of the debtor.

The registration of a Brazilian law mortgage (and any other 
interest over aircraft) with the Brazilian Aeronautical Registry 
(the “RAB”) makes it effective. The RAB is a department 
subordinated to the Brazilian Civil Aviation Agency (“ANAC”) 
and also works as an owner register in the sense that title 
is perfected only if the RAB registers a party as an aircraft’s 
owner. 

Evidence of ownership, mortgage interests and lease 
interests are reflected in a Certificate of Registration issued 
by the RAB. Such certificates identify an aircraft’s owner and 
the operator and are important to ensure that the authorities 
have properly understood the relative rights of each party. 
They may contain a reference that a registered mortgage 
exists over an aircraft; yet, the form of certificates now used 
by the RAB does not identify the mortgagee by name.

Overall, the registration of the security interest is also a 
relevant fact in relation to priorities. Once the mortgage has 
been filed and then registered with the RAB, the priority 
security interest created by the mortgage is protected and 
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will prevail over any subsequently filed claims to the aircraft. 
The rationale behind the registration is to perfect the security 
interest by supplying constructive notice to present and 
prospective creditors and, therefore, providing publicity.

In addition, a Brazilian law mortgage must also contain 
the following information according to the BAC: name 
and address of the contracting parties, amount secured, 
applicable interest rate, date and place for repayment of the 
secured amount, indication of the insurance policies covering 
the aircraft, and the description of the aircraft. In practice, 
a Brazilian law mortgage usually reflects the conditions 
of a security agreement governed by a non-Brazilian law 
and between the lender and the borrower, but adjusted in 
accordance with those requirements from the BAC. 

It is worth noting that compared to the BAC the CTC 
offers less formal requirements in respect of constitution 
of international interests, such as mortgages; however, 
the RAB only completes the registration of a Brazilian law 
mortgage if it complies with the rules from the BAC. The 
BAC was released in 1986 and is expected to be amended 
in the near future, in order to reflect numerous practices that 
have changed in the aviation industry since the 1980s. The 
requirements concerning the form of Brazilian law mortgages 
may become relatively flexible after the BAC is amended. 

Brazilian law tends to present some obstacles to secured 
creditors given all the excessive requirements established 
by the legislation to create a security interest and, most 
important, enforce rights. From an international financier’s 
point of view, it is not very simple to accelerate claims 

in Brazil. However, Brazil has a lot of potential in the 
aviation industry. Apparently the financiers have not been 
completely scared away, but there is no doubt that changes 
in law to benefit security providers would attract more 
attention to the country and, therefore, develop the civil 
aviation sector to an extent never before experienced.

During 2017, Avianca Holding’s airlines transported more than 29.4 million passengers.

Source: Flight Ascend
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aviation industry. Apparently the financiers have not been 
completely scared away, but there is no doubt that changes 
in law to benefit security providers would attract more 
attention to the country and, therefore, develop the civil 
aviation sector to an extent never before experienced.

During 2017, Avianca Holding’s airlines transported more than 29.4 million passengers.
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Data: Airline fleet of western built jets; generic market half-life value.

TOP 50 AIRLINE FLEETS BY VALUE AND SIZE AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2017
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1 United States $98,063m 5970 $89,471m 6035 $86,434m 6159 $83,966m 6103 $82,136m 6100 $84,124m 6133 $90,705m 6284 $96,291m 6481 $101,528m 6632 $109,097m 6703

2 China $33,077m 1201 $35,552m 1371 $39,956m 1532 $47,094m 1688 $52,757m 1869 $62,598m 2092 $74,182m 2315 $83,043m 2598 $93,670m 2851 $105,452m 3173

3 United Arab Emirates $13,986m 197 $16,001m 224 $16,913m 249 $19,951m 281 $24,338m 323 $28,130m 363 $32,545m 409 $36,039m 444 $40,735m 476 $41,943m 490

4 Japan $14,228m 453 $13,833m 466 $13,346m 455 $13,935m 448 $16,163m 475 $18,145m 500 $19,749m 519 $20,075m 534 $22,172m 563 $22,462m 577

5 United Kingdom $20,559m 766 $18,481m 760 $17,048m 752 $16,995m 743 $16,801m 770 $17,783m 779 $19,945m 801 $20,734m 787 $22,892m 815 $22,162m 832

6 Turkey $5,730m 201 $6,494m 239 $8,250m 288 $9,977m 307 $10,332m 327 $11,312m 351 $12,770m 395 $15,103m 457 $17,546m 499 $16,613m 483

7 India $11,412m 327 $11,875m 340 $11,660m 339 $12,317m 355 $12,230m 348 $13,081m 358 $12,981m 358 $12,792m 382 $14,162m 433 $16,106m 500

8 Germany $16,116m 658 $14,930m 650 $15,026m 654 $16,101m 670 $16,039m 643 $15,910m 619 $16,692m 629 $16,553m 623 $16,404m 638 $14,866m 610

9 Russia $5,104m 281 $6,439m 335 $7,151m 400 $8,953m 494 $10,272m 569 $12,052m 634 $14,351m 690 $12,606m 634 $12,744m 619 $14,546m 683

10 Ireland $7,815m 288 $9,391m 346 $10,008m 365 $11,070m 384 $11,280m 410 $10,630m 398 $10,106m 378 $10,457m 421 $11,753m 463 $14,478m 549

11 Qatar $3,969m 61 $4,587m 69 $5,617m 85 $6,355m 97 $6,949m 111 $7,726m 120 $9,481m 134 $11,420m 159 $12,628m 173 $14,093m 190

12 South Korea $7,251m 167 $7,202m 181 $7,219m 187 $8,959m 208 $9,509m 229 $10,152m 241 $10,973m 257 $12,169m 285 $12,964m 303 $13,837m 331

13 Hong Kong $6,972m 137 $6,602m 136 $7,098m 150 $7,924m 155 $9,022m 171 $10,485m 182 $11,458m 195 $11,474m 201 $12,548m 217 $13,696m 230

14 Singapore $9,582m 142 $10,035m 151 $10,052m 159 $10,512m 167 $10,745m 175 $11,131m 183 $11,677m 205 $11,922m 198 $12,442m 204 $13,233m 213

15 Indonesia $2,957m 197 $4,401m 239 $5,093m 258 $5,856m 272 $7,695m 330 $10,053m 368 $11,861m 397 $12,713m 426 $13,062m 432 $13,171m 448

16 Canada $10,601m 445 $9,920m 455 $9,483m 456 $9,791m 494 $9,321m 489 $9,458m 501 $10,038m 525 $10,819m 542 $11,559m 561 $12,403m 579

17 Saudi Arabia $3,250m 137 $3,255m 146 $4,369m 152 $4,542m 156 $5,207m 154 $6,499m 164 $6,612m 172 $6,567m 178 $9,525m 210 $11,751m 239

18 Brazil $7,998m 280 $8,190m 319 $8,910m 358 $10,180m 409 $11,020m 434 $12,264m 442 $12,645m 450 $12,958m 475 $12,220m 430 $11,062m 409

19 Thailand $4,443m 133 $4,495m 140 $4,738m 145 $5,193m 161 $6,229m 184 $7,860m 214 $9,160m 246 $9,963m 275 $10,199m 291 $10,771m 304

20 Australia $8,798m 293 $9,087m 313 $9,782m 346 $11,548m 374 $11,629m 390 $12,429m 413 $12,207m 410 $11,713m 414 $10,842m 417 $10,354m 429

21 Taiwan $5,435m 116 $5,096m 113 $4,819m 112 $5,265m 119 $5,213m 125 $5,318m 133 $6,373m 145 $7,811m 167 $9,131m 169 $10,341m 172

22 France $12,458m 410 $12,078m 417 $11,832m 395 $12,415m 402 $12,497m 404 $12,256m 396 $11,514m 388 $10,719m 385 $10,510m 373 $9,988m 376

23 Malaysia $4,630m 131 $4,427m 138 $4,780m 160 $5,508m 173 $6,651m 179 $8,625m 210 $9,143m 210 $8,749m 212 $8,541m 223 $8,819m 231

24 Spain $9,212m 353 $7,947m 327 $7,166m 301 $6,862m 308 $5,967m 292 $6,438m 286 $7,086m 302 $7,482m 318 $8,515m 349 $8,548m 349

25 Mexico $4,765m 276 $4,266m 270 $3,466m 245 $3,777m 221 $4,126m 239 $4,700m 251 $5,676m 274 $6,281m 287 $7,583m 307 $8,139m 323

26 Vietnam $1,852m 48 $1,814m 51 $2,220m 64 $2,620m 75 $2,857m 83 $3,126m 88 $3,440m 97 $4,654m 117 $6,122m 144 $6,893m 150

27 Netherlands $4,986m 187 $5,158m 208 $4,891m 197 $5,424m 203 $5,795m 226 $5,894m 251 $6,177m 261 $6,098m 244 $7,171m 282 $6,779m 274

28 Norway $774m 68 $766m 49 $1,133m 58 $1,719m 62 $2,050m 71 $2,924m 86 $3,803m 101 $3,888m 105 $4,687m 115 $6,281m 140

29 Philippines $2,043m 69 $1,992m 69 $2,321m 81 $2,445m 89 $3,133m 109 $4,484m 131 $5,542m 135 $5,181m 134 $5,501m 141 $5,496m 149

30 Chile $1,974m 55 $1,748m 53 $1,752m 65 $2,062m 74 $3,112m 101 $3,145m 106 $3,632m 108 $4,297m 109 $4,941m 119 $5,135m 134

31 Ethiopia $635m 25 $675m 29 $936m 31 $1,341m 34 $1,750m 41 $2,059m 46 $2,614m 51 $3,116m 51 $3,411m 56 $4,217m 67

32 Switzerland $2,705m 110 $2,836m 123 $3,055m 132 $2,954m 132 $2,857m 131 $2,831m 130 $2,741m 134 $2,647m 137 $3,685m 141 $3,747m 133

33 Colombia $1,047m 74 $1,678m 84 $1,903m 85 $2,473m 97 $2,575m 98 $2,937m 109 $3,522m 116 $3,670m 124 $3,569m 111 $3,482m 113

34 New Zealand $2,209m 69 $1,917m 65 $1,822m 65 $2,456m 71 $2,295m 70 $2,263m 70 $2,852m 73 $2,898m 65 $3,159m 65 $3,100m 70

35 Multi-National (Scandinavia) $2,514m 134 $2,992m 169 $2,431m 146 $2,309m 147 $2,151m 147 $2,422m 151 $2,599m 146 $2,552m 145 $2,601m 154 $3,078m 159

36 Italy $5,706m 311 $5,317m 295 $5,077m 269 $5,241m 259 $5,238m 247 $4,808m 227 $4,142m 196 $3,330m 175 $3,125m 170 $3,029m 170

37 Hungary $1,123m 45 $1,200m 49 $1,318m 50 $1,448m 53 $1,143m 40 $1,250m 44 $1,756m 55 $2,059m 67 $2,375m 75 $2,844m 89

38 Finland $2,013m 82 $2,100m 87 $2,055m 81 $1,998m 84 $1,625m 69 $1,754m 69 $1,628m 70 $1,785m 65 $2,242m 65 $2,834m 68

39 Egypt $2,099m 66 $2,316m 84 $3,028m 97 $3,273m 93 $3,201m 101 $2,890m 95 $2,626m 93 $2,413m 96 $2,361m 99 $2,575m 109

40 Argentina $845m 74 $983m 81 $1,152m 92 $1,530m 106 $1,484m 93 $1,590m 87 $1,854m 92 $2,035m 99 $2,331m 107 $2,461m 110

41 Panama $1,108m 42 $1,036m 42 $1,197m 49 $1,570m 58 $1,911m 72 $2,100m 74 $2,316m 82 $2,446m 90 $2,405m 100 $2,328m 101

42 Oman $383m 13 $835m 19 $928m 21 $1,075m 25 $1,084m 28 $1,045m 29 $1,357m 34 $1,720m 41 $2,014m 49 $2,324m 52

43 Kuwait $700m 26 $811m 33 $718m 33 $398m 27 $376m 24 $402m 26 $455m 27 $1,089m 43 $1,191m 35 $2,266m 42

44 South Africa $2,563m 121 $2,377m 126 $2,088m 136 $2,364m 146 $2,284m 149 $2,080m 146 $2,124m 152 $1,995m 165 $2,110m 171 $2,168m 180

45 Austria $1,800m 92 $1,637m 93 $1,658m 89 $1,739m 92 $1,611m 92 $1,432m 88 $1,304m 84 $1,132m 83 $1,382m 85 $1,800m 99

46 Poland $656m 46 $611m 46 $673m 50 $750m 54 $1,044m 62 $1,261m 61 $1,377m 60 $1,156m 58 $1,208m 58 $1,640m 70

47 Morocco $1,158m 48 $1,326m 57 $1,302m 59 $1,439m 61 $1,271m 53 $1,195m 45 $1,337m 49 $1,376m 51 $1,647m 56 $1,637m 59

48 Portugal $1,940m 78 $1,997m 93 $1,969m 90 $1,760m 88 $1,582m 87 $1,497m 99 $1,464m 103 $1,440m 109 $1,463m 112 $1,621m 111

49 Pakistan $1,315m 43 $1,138m 39 $1,083m 36 $1,052m 35 $1,002m 43 $1,188m 59 $1,186m 57 $1,210m 60 $1,486m 59 $1,467m 67

50 Israel $1,284m 41 $1,145m 41 $1,173m 43 $1,164m 44 $1,089m 45 $1,106m 46 $1,103m 46 $1,048m 50 $1,210m 58 $1,373m 57

Source: Flight Fleets Analyzer and Flight Ascend Values Analyzer.
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1 United States $98,063m 5970 $89,471m 6035 $86,434m 6159 $83,966m 6103 $82,136m 6100 $84,124m 6133 $90,705m 6284 $96,291m 6481 $101,528m 6632 $109,097m 6703

2 China $33,077m 1201 $35,552m 1371 $39,956m 1532 $47,094m 1688 $52,757m 1869 $62,598m 2092 $74,182m 2315 $83,043m 2598 $93,670m 2851 $105,452m 3173

3 United Arab Emirates $13,986m 197 $16,001m 224 $16,913m 249 $19,951m 281 $24,338m 323 $28,130m 363 $32,545m 409 $36,039m 444 $40,735m 476 $41,943m 490

4 Japan $14,228m 453 $13,833m 466 $13,346m 455 $13,935m 448 $16,163m 475 $18,145m 500 $19,749m 519 $20,075m 534 $22,172m 563 $22,462m 577

5 United Kingdom $20,559m 766 $18,481m 760 $17,048m 752 $16,995m 743 $16,801m 770 $17,783m 779 $19,945m 801 $20,734m 787 $22,892m 815 $22,162m 832

6 Turkey $5,730m 201 $6,494m 239 $8,250m 288 $9,977m 307 $10,332m 327 $11,312m 351 $12,770m 395 $15,103m 457 $17,546m 499 $16,613m 483

7 India $11,412m 327 $11,875m 340 $11,660m 339 $12,317m 355 $12,230m 348 $13,081m 358 $12,981m 358 $12,792m 382 $14,162m 433 $16,106m 500

8 Germany $16,116m 658 $14,930m 650 $15,026m 654 $16,101m 670 $16,039m 643 $15,910m 619 $16,692m 629 $16,553m 623 $16,404m 638 $14,866m 610

9 Russia $5,104m 281 $6,439m 335 $7,151m 400 $8,953m 494 $10,272m 569 $12,052m 634 $14,351m 690 $12,606m 634 $12,744m 619 $14,546m 683

10 Ireland $7,815m 288 $9,391m 346 $10,008m 365 $11,070m 384 $11,280m 410 $10,630m 398 $10,106m 378 $10,457m 421 $11,753m 463 $14,478m 549

11 Qatar $3,969m 61 $4,587m 69 $5,617m 85 $6,355m 97 $6,949m 111 $7,726m 120 $9,481m 134 $11,420m 159 $12,628m 173 $14,093m 190

12 South Korea $7,251m 167 $7,202m 181 $7,219m 187 $8,959m 208 $9,509m 229 $10,152m 241 $10,973m 257 $12,169m 285 $12,964m 303 $13,837m 331

13 Hong Kong $6,972m 137 $6,602m 136 $7,098m 150 $7,924m 155 $9,022m 171 $10,485m 182 $11,458m 195 $11,474m 201 $12,548m 217 $13,696m 230

14 Singapore $9,582m 142 $10,035m 151 $10,052m 159 $10,512m 167 $10,745m 175 $11,131m 183 $11,677m 205 $11,922m 198 $12,442m 204 $13,233m 213

15 Indonesia $2,957m 197 $4,401m 239 $5,093m 258 $5,856m 272 $7,695m 330 $10,053m 368 $11,861m 397 $12,713m 426 $13,062m 432 $13,171m 448

16 Canada $10,601m 445 $9,920m 455 $9,483m 456 $9,791m 494 $9,321m 489 $9,458m 501 $10,038m 525 $10,819m 542 $11,559m 561 $12,403m 579

17 Saudi Arabia $3,250m 137 $3,255m 146 $4,369m 152 $4,542m 156 $5,207m 154 $6,499m 164 $6,612m 172 $6,567m 178 $9,525m 210 $11,751m 239

18 Brazil $7,998m 280 $8,190m 319 $8,910m 358 $10,180m 409 $11,020m 434 $12,264m 442 $12,645m 450 $12,958m 475 $12,220m 430 $11,062m 409

19 Thailand $4,443m 133 $4,495m 140 $4,738m 145 $5,193m 161 $6,229m 184 $7,860m 214 $9,160m 246 $9,963m 275 $10,199m 291 $10,771m 304

20 Australia $8,798m 293 $9,087m 313 $9,782m 346 $11,548m 374 $11,629m 390 $12,429m 413 $12,207m 410 $11,713m 414 $10,842m 417 $10,354m 429

21 Taiwan $5,435m 116 $5,096m 113 $4,819m 112 $5,265m 119 $5,213m 125 $5,318m 133 $6,373m 145 $7,811m 167 $9,131m 169 $10,341m 172

22 France $12,458m 410 $12,078m 417 $11,832m 395 $12,415m 402 $12,497m 404 $12,256m 396 $11,514m 388 $10,719m 385 $10,510m 373 $9,988m 376

23 Malaysia $4,630m 131 $4,427m 138 $4,780m 160 $5,508m 173 $6,651m 179 $8,625m 210 $9,143m 210 $8,749m 212 $8,541m 223 $8,819m 231

24 Spain $9,212m 353 $7,947m 327 $7,166m 301 $6,862m 308 $5,967m 292 $6,438m 286 $7,086m 302 $7,482m 318 $8,515m 349 $8,548m 349

25 Mexico $4,765m 276 $4,266m 270 $3,466m 245 $3,777m 221 $4,126m 239 $4,700m 251 $5,676m 274 $6,281m 287 $7,583m 307 $8,139m 323

26 Vietnam $1,852m 48 $1,814m 51 $2,220m 64 $2,620m 75 $2,857m 83 $3,126m 88 $3,440m 97 $4,654m 117 $6,122m 144 $6,893m 150

27 Netherlands $4,986m 187 $5,158m 208 $4,891m 197 $5,424m 203 $5,795m 226 $5,894m 251 $6,177m 261 $6,098m 244 $7,171m 282 $6,779m 274

28 Norway $774m 68 $766m 49 $1,133m 58 $1,719m 62 $2,050m 71 $2,924m 86 $3,803m 101 $3,888m 105 $4,687m 115 $6,281m 140

29 Philippines $2,043m 69 $1,992m 69 $2,321m 81 $2,445m 89 $3,133m 109 $4,484m 131 $5,542m 135 $5,181m 134 $5,501m 141 $5,496m 149

30 Chile $1,974m 55 $1,748m 53 $1,752m 65 $2,062m 74 $3,112m 101 $3,145m 106 $3,632m 108 $4,297m 109 $4,941m 119 $5,135m 134

31 Ethiopia $635m 25 $675m 29 $936m 31 $1,341m 34 $1,750m 41 $2,059m 46 $2,614m 51 $3,116m 51 $3,411m 56 $4,217m 67

32 Switzerland $2,705m 110 $2,836m 123 $3,055m 132 $2,954m 132 $2,857m 131 $2,831m 130 $2,741m 134 $2,647m 137 $3,685m 141 $3,747m 133

33 Colombia $1,047m 74 $1,678m 84 $1,903m 85 $2,473m 97 $2,575m 98 $2,937m 109 $3,522m 116 $3,670m 124 $3,569m 111 $3,482m 113

34 New Zealand $2,209m 69 $1,917m 65 $1,822m 65 $2,456m 71 $2,295m 70 $2,263m 70 $2,852m 73 $2,898m 65 $3,159m 65 $3,100m 70

35 Multi-National (Scandinavia) $2,514m 134 $2,992m 169 $2,431m 146 $2,309m 147 $2,151m 147 $2,422m 151 $2,599m 146 $2,552m 145 $2,601m 154 $3,078m 159

36 Italy $5,706m 311 $5,317m 295 $5,077m 269 $5,241m 259 $5,238m 247 $4,808m 227 $4,142m 196 $3,330m 175 $3,125m 170 $3,029m 170

37 Hungary $1,123m 45 $1,200m 49 $1,318m 50 $1,448m 53 $1,143m 40 $1,250m 44 $1,756m 55 $2,059m 67 $2,375m 75 $2,844m 89

38 Finland $2,013m 82 $2,100m 87 $2,055m 81 $1,998m 84 $1,625m 69 $1,754m 69 $1,628m 70 $1,785m 65 $2,242m 65 $2,834m 68

39 Egypt $2,099m 66 $2,316m 84 $3,028m 97 $3,273m 93 $3,201m 101 $2,890m 95 $2,626m 93 $2,413m 96 $2,361m 99 $2,575m 109

40 Argentina $845m 74 $983m 81 $1,152m 92 $1,530m 106 $1,484m 93 $1,590m 87 $1,854m 92 $2,035m 99 $2,331m 107 $2,461m 110

41 Panama $1,108m 42 $1,036m 42 $1,197m 49 $1,570m 58 $1,911m 72 $2,100m 74 $2,316m 82 $2,446m 90 $2,405m 100 $2,328m 101

42 Oman $383m 13 $835m 19 $928m 21 $1,075m 25 $1,084m 28 $1,045m 29 $1,357m 34 $1,720m 41 $2,014m 49 $2,324m 52

43 Kuwait $700m 26 $811m 33 $718m 33 $398m 27 $376m 24 $402m 26 $455m 27 $1,089m 43 $1,191m 35 $2,266m 42

44 South Africa $2,563m 121 $2,377m 126 $2,088m 136 $2,364m 146 $2,284m 149 $2,080m 146 $2,124m 152 $1,995m 165 $2,110m 171 $2,168m 180

45 Austria $1,800m 92 $1,637m 93 $1,658m 89 $1,739m 92 $1,611m 92 $1,432m 88 $1,304m 84 $1,132m 83 $1,382m 85 $1,800m 99

46 Poland $656m 46 $611m 46 $673m 50 $750m 54 $1,044m 62 $1,261m 61 $1,377m 60 $1,156m 58 $1,208m 58 $1,640m 70

47 Morocco $1,158m 48 $1,326m 57 $1,302m 59 $1,439m 61 $1,271m 53 $1,195m 45 $1,337m 49 $1,376m 51 $1,647m 56 $1,637m 59

48 Portugal $1,940m 78 $1,997m 93 $1,969m 90 $1,760m 88 $1,582m 87 $1,497m 99 $1,464m 103 $1,440m 109 $1,463m 112 $1,621m 111

49 Pakistan $1,315m 43 $1,138m 39 $1,083m 36 $1,052m 35 $1,002m 43 $1,188m 59 $1,186m 57 $1,210m 60 $1,486m 59 $1,467m 67

50 Israel $1,284m 41 $1,145m 41 $1,173m 43 $1,164m 44 $1,089m 45 $1,106m 46 $1,103m 46 $1,048m 50 $1,210m 58 $1,373m 57
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Data: Airline fleet of western built jets; generic market half-life value.

TOP 50 AIRLINE FLEETS BY VALUE AND SIZE AS AT DECEMBER 31, 2017

COUNTRY OR REGION
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1 United States $98,063m 5970 $89,471m 6035 $86,434m 6159 $83,966m 6103 $82,136m 6100 $84,124m 6133 $90,705m 6284 $96,291m 6481 $101,528m 6632 $109,097m 6703

2 China $33,077m 1201 $35,552m 1371 $39,956m 1532 $47,094m 1688 $52,757m 1869 $62,598m 2092 $74,182m 2315 $83,043m 2598 $93,670m 2851 $105,452m 3173

3 United Arab Emirates $13,986m 197 $16,001m 224 $16,913m 249 $19,951m 281 $24,338m 323 $28,130m 363 $32,545m 409 $36,039m 444 $40,735m 476 $41,943m 490

4 Japan $14,228m 453 $13,833m 466 $13,346m 455 $13,935m 448 $16,163m 475 $18,145m 500 $19,749m 519 $20,075m 534 $22,172m 563 $22,462m 577

5 United Kingdom $20,559m 766 $18,481m 760 $17,048m 752 $16,995m 743 $16,801m 770 $17,783m 779 $19,945m 801 $20,734m 787 $22,892m 815 $22,162m 832

6 Turkey $5,730m 201 $6,494m 239 $8,250m 288 $9,977m 307 $10,332m 327 $11,312m 351 $12,770m 395 $15,103m 457 $17,546m 499 $16,613m 483

7 India $11,412m 327 $11,875m 340 $11,660m 339 $12,317m 355 $12,230m 348 $13,081m 358 $12,981m 358 $12,792m 382 $14,162m 433 $16,106m 500

8 Germany $16,116m 658 $14,930m 650 $15,026m 654 $16,101m 670 $16,039m 643 $15,910m 619 $16,692m 629 $16,553m 623 $16,404m 638 $14,866m 610

9 Russia $5,104m 281 $6,439m 335 $7,151m 400 $8,953m 494 $10,272m 569 $12,052m 634 $14,351m 690 $12,606m 634 $12,744m 619 $14,546m 683

10 Ireland $7,815m 288 $9,391m 346 $10,008m 365 $11,070m 384 $11,280m 410 $10,630m 398 $10,106m 378 $10,457m 421 $11,753m 463 $14,478m 549

11 Qatar $3,969m 61 $4,587m 69 $5,617m 85 $6,355m 97 $6,949m 111 $7,726m 120 $9,481m 134 $11,420m 159 $12,628m 173 $14,093m 190

12 South Korea $7,251m 167 $7,202m 181 $7,219m 187 $8,959m 208 $9,509m 229 $10,152m 241 $10,973m 257 $12,169m 285 $12,964m 303 $13,837m 331

13 Hong Kong $6,972m 137 $6,602m 136 $7,098m 150 $7,924m 155 $9,022m 171 $10,485m 182 $11,458m 195 $11,474m 201 $12,548m 217 $13,696m 230

14 Singapore $9,582m 142 $10,035m 151 $10,052m 159 $10,512m 167 $10,745m 175 $11,131m 183 $11,677m 205 $11,922m 198 $12,442m 204 $13,233m 213

15 Indonesia $2,957m 197 $4,401m 239 $5,093m 258 $5,856m 272 $7,695m 330 $10,053m 368 $11,861m 397 $12,713m 426 $13,062m 432 $13,171m 448

16 Canada $10,601m 445 $9,920m 455 $9,483m 456 $9,791m 494 $9,321m 489 $9,458m 501 $10,038m 525 $10,819m 542 $11,559m 561 $12,403m 579

17 Saudi Arabia $3,250m 137 $3,255m 146 $4,369m 152 $4,542m 156 $5,207m 154 $6,499m 164 $6,612m 172 $6,567m 178 $9,525m 210 $11,751m 239

18 Brazil $7,998m 280 $8,190m 319 $8,910m 358 $10,180m 409 $11,020m 434 $12,264m 442 $12,645m 450 $12,958m 475 $12,220m 430 $11,062m 409

19 Thailand $4,443m 133 $4,495m 140 $4,738m 145 $5,193m 161 $6,229m 184 $7,860m 214 $9,160m 246 $9,963m 275 $10,199m 291 $10,771m 304

20 Australia $8,798m 293 $9,087m 313 $9,782m 346 $11,548m 374 $11,629m 390 $12,429m 413 $12,207m 410 $11,713m 414 $10,842m 417 $10,354m 429

21 Taiwan $5,435m 116 $5,096m 113 $4,819m 112 $5,265m 119 $5,213m 125 $5,318m 133 $6,373m 145 $7,811m 167 $9,131m 169 $10,341m 172

22 France $12,458m 410 $12,078m 417 $11,832m 395 $12,415m 402 $12,497m 404 $12,256m 396 $11,514m 388 $10,719m 385 $10,510m 373 $9,988m 376

23 Malaysia $4,630m 131 $4,427m 138 $4,780m 160 $5,508m 173 $6,651m 179 $8,625m 210 $9,143m 210 $8,749m 212 $8,541m 223 $8,819m 231

24 Spain $9,212m 353 $7,947m 327 $7,166m 301 $6,862m 308 $5,967m 292 $6,438m 286 $7,086m 302 $7,482m 318 $8,515m 349 $8,548m 349

25 Mexico $4,765m 276 $4,266m 270 $3,466m 245 $3,777m 221 $4,126m 239 $4,700m 251 $5,676m 274 $6,281m 287 $7,583m 307 $8,139m 323

26 Vietnam $1,852m 48 $1,814m 51 $2,220m 64 $2,620m 75 $2,857m 83 $3,126m 88 $3,440m 97 $4,654m 117 $6,122m 144 $6,893m 150

27 Netherlands $4,986m 187 $5,158m 208 $4,891m 197 $5,424m 203 $5,795m 226 $5,894m 251 $6,177m 261 $6,098m 244 $7,171m 282 $6,779m 274

28 Norway $774m 68 $766m 49 $1,133m 58 $1,719m 62 $2,050m 71 $2,924m 86 $3,803m 101 $3,888m 105 $4,687m 115 $6,281m 140

29 Philippines $2,043m 69 $1,992m 69 $2,321m 81 $2,445m 89 $3,133m 109 $4,484m 131 $5,542m 135 $5,181m 134 $5,501m 141 $5,496m 149

30 Chile $1,974m 55 $1,748m 53 $1,752m 65 $2,062m 74 $3,112m 101 $3,145m 106 $3,632m 108 $4,297m 109 $4,941m 119 $5,135m 134

31 Ethiopia $635m 25 $675m 29 $936m 31 $1,341m 34 $1,750m 41 $2,059m 46 $2,614m 51 $3,116m 51 $3,411m 56 $4,217m 67

32 Switzerland $2,705m 110 $2,836m 123 $3,055m 132 $2,954m 132 $2,857m 131 $2,831m 130 $2,741m 134 $2,647m 137 $3,685m 141 $3,747m 133

33 Colombia $1,047m 74 $1,678m 84 $1,903m 85 $2,473m 97 $2,575m 98 $2,937m 109 $3,522m 116 $3,670m 124 $3,569m 111 $3,482m 113

34 New Zealand $2,209m 69 $1,917m 65 $1,822m 65 $2,456m 71 $2,295m 70 $2,263m 70 $2,852m 73 $2,898m 65 $3,159m 65 $3,100m 70

35 Multi-National (Scandinavia) $2,514m 134 $2,992m 169 $2,431m 146 $2,309m 147 $2,151m 147 $2,422m 151 $2,599m 146 $2,552m 145 $2,601m 154 $3,078m 159

36 Italy $5,706m 311 $5,317m 295 $5,077m 269 $5,241m 259 $5,238m 247 $4,808m 227 $4,142m 196 $3,330m 175 $3,125m 170 $3,029m 170

37 Hungary $1,123m 45 $1,200m 49 $1,318m 50 $1,448m 53 $1,143m 40 $1,250m 44 $1,756m 55 $2,059m 67 $2,375m 75 $2,844m 89

38 Finland $2,013m 82 $2,100m 87 $2,055m 81 $1,998m 84 $1,625m 69 $1,754m 69 $1,628m 70 $1,785m 65 $2,242m 65 $2,834m 68

39 Egypt $2,099m 66 $2,316m 84 $3,028m 97 $3,273m 93 $3,201m 101 $2,890m 95 $2,626m 93 $2,413m 96 $2,361m 99 $2,575m 109

40 Argentina $845m 74 $983m 81 $1,152m 92 $1,530m 106 $1,484m 93 $1,590m 87 $1,854m 92 $2,035m 99 $2,331m 107 $2,461m 110

41 Panama $1,108m 42 $1,036m 42 $1,197m 49 $1,570m 58 $1,911m 72 $2,100m 74 $2,316m 82 $2,446m 90 $2,405m 100 $2,328m 101

42 Oman $383m 13 $835m 19 $928m 21 $1,075m 25 $1,084m 28 $1,045m 29 $1,357m 34 $1,720m 41 $2,014m 49 $2,324m 52

43 Kuwait $700m 26 $811m 33 $718m 33 $398m 27 $376m 24 $402m 26 $455m 27 $1,089m 43 $1,191m 35 $2,266m 42

44 South Africa $2,563m 121 $2,377m 126 $2,088m 136 $2,364m 146 $2,284m 149 $2,080m 146 $2,124m 152 $1,995m 165 $2,110m 171 $2,168m 180

45 Austria $1,800m 92 $1,637m 93 $1,658m 89 $1,739m 92 $1,611m 92 $1,432m 88 $1,304m 84 $1,132m 83 $1,382m 85 $1,800m 99

46 Poland $656m 46 $611m 46 $673m 50 $750m 54 $1,044m 62 $1,261m 61 $1,377m 60 $1,156m 58 $1,208m 58 $1,640m 70

47 Morocco $1,158m 48 $1,326m 57 $1,302m 59 $1,439m 61 $1,271m 53 $1,195m 45 $1,337m 49 $1,376m 51 $1,647m 56 $1,637m 59

48 Portugal $1,940m 78 $1,997m 93 $1,969m 90 $1,760m 88 $1,582m 87 $1,497m 99 $1,464m 103 $1,440m 109 $1,463m 112 $1,621m 111

49 Pakistan $1,315m 43 $1,138m 39 $1,083m 36 $1,052m 35 $1,002m 43 $1,188m 59 $1,186m 57 $1,210m 60 $1,486m 59 $1,467m 67

50 Israel $1,284m 41 $1,145m 41 $1,173m 43 $1,164m 44 $1,089m 45 $1,106m 46 $1,103m 46 $1,048m 50 $1,210m 58 $1,373m 57

Source: Flight Fleets Analyzer and Flight Ascend Values Analyzer.
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1 United States $98,063m 5970 $89,471m 6035 $86,434m 6159 $83,966m 6103 $82,136m 6100 $84,124m 6133 $90,705m 6284 $96,291m 6481 $101,528m 6632 $109,097m 6703

2 China $33,077m 1201 $35,552m 1371 $39,956m 1532 $47,094m 1688 $52,757m 1869 $62,598m 2092 $74,182m 2315 $83,043m 2598 $93,670m 2851 $105,452m 3173

3 United Arab Emirates $13,986m 197 $16,001m 224 $16,913m 249 $19,951m 281 $24,338m 323 $28,130m 363 $32,545m 409 $36,039m 444 $40,735m 476 $41,943m 490

4 Japan $14,228m 453 $13,833m 466 $13,346m 455 $13,935m 448 $16,163m 475 $18,145m 500 $19,749m 519 $20,075m 534 $22,172m 563 $22,462m 577

5 United Kingdom $20,559m 766 $18,481m 760 $17,048m 752 $16,995m 743 $16,801m 770 $17,783m 779 $19,945m 801 $20,734m 787 $22,892m 815 $22,162m 832

6 Turkey $5,730m 201 $6,494m 239 $8,250m 288 $9,977m 307 $10,332m 327 $11,312m 351 $12,770m 395 $15,103m 457 $17,546m 499 $16,613m 483

7 India $11,412m 327 $11,875m 340 $11,660m 339 $12,317m 355 $12,230m 348 $13,081m 358 $12,981m 358 $12,792m 382 $14,162m 433 $16,106m 500

8 Germany $16,116m 658 $14,930m 650 $15,026m 654 $16,101m 670 $16,039m 643 $15,910m 619 $16,692m 629 $16,553m 623 $16,404m 638 $14,866m 610

9 Russia $5,104m 281 $6,439m 335 $7,151m 400 $8,953m 494 $10,272m 569 $12,052m 634 $14,351m 690 $12,606m 634 $12,744m 619 $14,546m 683

10 Ireland $7,815m 288 $9,391m 346 $10,008m 365 $11,070m 384 $11,280m 410 $10,630m 398 $10,106m 378 $10,457m 421 $11,753m 463 $14,478m 549

11 Qatar $3,969m 61 $4,587m 69 $5,617m 85 $6,355m 97 $6,949m 111 $7,726m 120 $9,481m 134 $11,420m 159 $12,628m 173 $14,093m 190

12 South Korea $7,251m 167 $7,202m 181 $7,219m 187 $8,959m 208 $9,509m 229 $10,152m 241 $10,973m 257 $12,169m 285 $12,964m 303 $13,837m 331

13 Hong Kong $6,972m 137 $6,602m 136 $7,098m 150 $7,924m 155 $9,022m 171 $10,485m 182 $11,458m 195 $11,474m 201 $12,548m 217 $13,696m 230

14 Singapore $9,582m 142 $10,035m 151 $10,052m 159 $10,512m 167 $10,745m 175 $11,131m 183 $11,677m 205 $11,922m 198 $12,442m 204 $13,233m 213

15 Indonesia $2,957m 197 $4,401m 239 $5,093m 258 $5,856m 272 $7,695m 330 $10,053m 368 $11,861m 397 $12,713m 426 $13,062m 432 $13,171m 448

16 Canada $10,601m 445 $9,920m 455 $9,483m 456 $9,791m 494 $9,321m 489 $9,458m 501 $10,038m 525 $10,819m 542 $11,559m 561 $12,403m 579

17 Saudi Arabia $3,250m 137 $3,255m 146 $4,369m 152 $4,542m 156 $5,207m 154 $6,499m 164 $6,612m 172 $6,567m 178 $9,525m 210 $11,751m 239

18 Brazil $7,998m 280 $8,190m 319 $8,910m 358 $10,180m 409 $11,020m 434 $12,264m 442 $12,645m 450 $12,958m 475 $12,220m 430 $11,062m 409

19 Thailand $4,443m 133 $4,495m 140 $4,738m 145 $5,193m 161 $6,229m 184 $7,860m 214 $9,160m 246 $9,963m 275 $10,199m 291 $10,771m 304

20 Australia $8,798m 293 $9,087m 313 $9,782m 346 $11,548m 374 $11,629m 390 $12,429m 413 $12,207m 410 $11,713m 414 $10,842m 417 $10,354m 429

21 Taiwan $5,435m 116 $5,096m 113 $4,819m 112 $5,265m 119 $5,213m 125 $5,318m 133 $6,373m 145 $7,811m 167 $9,131m 169 $10,341m 172

22 France $12,458m 410 $12,078m 417 $11,832m 395 $12,415m 402 $12,497m 404 $12,256m 396 $11,514m 388 $10,719m 385 $10,510m 373 $9,988m 376

23 Malaysia $4,630m 131 $4,427m 138 $4,780m 160 $5,508m 173 $6,651m 179 $8,625m 210 $9,143m 210 $8,749m 212 $8,541m 223 $8,819m 231

24 Spain $9,212m 353 $7,947m 327 $7,166m 301 $6,862m 308 $5,967m 292 $6,438m 286 $7,086m 302 $7,482m 318 $8,515m 349 $8,548m 349

25 Mexico $4,765m 276 $4,266m 270 $3,466m 245 $3,777m 221 $4,126m 239 $4,700m 251 $5,676m 274 $6,281m 287 $7,583m 307 $8,139m 323

26 Vietnam $1,852m 48 $1,814m 51 $2,220m 64 $2,620m 75 $2,857m 83 $3,126m 88 $3,440m 97 $4,654m 117 $6,122m 144 $6,893m 150

27 Netherlands $4,986m 187 $5,158m 208 $4,891m 197 $5,424m 203 $5,795m 226 $5,894m 251 $6,177m 261 $6,098m 244 $7,171m 282 $6,779m 274

28 Norway $774m 68 $766m 49 $1,133m 58 $1,719m 62 $2,050m 71 $2,924m 86 $3,803m 101 $3,888m 105 $4,687m 115 $6,281m 140

29 Philippines $2,043m 69 $1,992m 69 $2,321m 81 $2,445m 89 $3,133m 109 $4,484m 131 $5,542m 135 $5,181m 134 $5,501m 141 $5,496m 149

30 Chile $1,974m 55 $1,748m 53 $1,752m 65 $2,062m 74 $3,112m 101 $3,145m 106 $3,632m 108 $4,297m 109 $4,941m 119 $5,135m 134

31 Ethiopia $635m 25 $675m 29 $936m 31 $1,341m 34 $1,750m 41 $2,059m 46 $2,614m 51 $3,116m 51 $3,411m 56 $4,217m 67

32 Switzerland $2,705m 110 $2,836m 123 $3,055m 132 $2,954m 132 $2,857m 131 $2,831m 130 $2,741m 134 $2,647m 137 $3,685m 141 $3,747m 133

33 Colombia $1,047m 74 $1,678m 84 $1,903m 85 $2,473m 97 $2,575m 98 $2,937m 109 $3,522m 116 $3,670m 124 $3,569m 111 $3,482m 113

34 New Zealand $2,209m 69 $1,917m 65 $1,822m 65 $2,456m 71 $2,295m 70 $2,263m 70 $2,852m 73 $2,898m 65 $3,159m 65 $3,100m 70

35 Multi-National (Scandinavia) $2,514m 134 $2,992m 169 $2,431m 146 $2,309m 147 $2,151m 147 $2,422m 151 $2,599m 146 $2,552m 145 $2,601m 154 $3,078m 159

36 Italy $5,706m 311 $5,317m 295 $5,077m 269 $5,241m 259 $5,238m 247 $4,808m 227 $4,142m 196 $3,330m 175 $3,125m 170 $3,029m 170

37 Hungary $1,123m 45 $1,200m 49 $1,318m 50 $1,448m 53 $1,143m 40 $1,250m 44 $1,756m 55 $2,059m 67 $2,375m 75 $2,844m 89

38 Finland $2,013m 82 $2,100m 87 $2,055m 81 $1,998m 84 $1,625m 69 $1,754m 69 $1,628m 70 $1,785m 65 $2,242m 65 $2,834m 68

39 Egypt $2,099m 66 $2,316m 84 $3,028m 97 $3,273m 93 $3,201m 101 $2,890m 95 $2,626m 93 $2,413m 96 $2,361m 99 $2,575m 109

40 Argentina $845m 74 $983m 81 $1,152m 92 $1,530m 106 $1,484m 93 $1,590m 87 $1,854m 92 $2,035m 99 $2,331m 107 $2,461m 110

41 Panama $1,108m 42 $1,036m 42 $1,197m 49 $1,570m 58 $1,911m 72 $2,100m 74 $2,316m 82 $2,446m 90 $2,405m 100 $2,328m 101

42 Oman $383m 13 $835m 19 $928m 21 $1,075m 25 $1,084m 28 $1,045m 29 $1,357m 34 $1,720m 41 $2,014m 49 $2,324m 52

43 Kuwait $700m 26 $811m 33 $718m 33 $398m 27 $376m 24 $402m 26 $455m 27 $1,089m 43 $1,191m 35 $2,266m 42

44 South Africa $2,563m 121 $2,377m 126 $2,088m 136 $2,364m 146 $2,284m 149 $2,080m 146 $2,124m 152 $1,995m 165 $2,110m 171 $2,168m 180

45 Austria $1,800m 92 $1,637m 93 $1,658m 89 $1,739m 92 $1,611m 92 $1,432m 88 $1,304m 84 $1,132m 83 $1,382m 85 $1,800m 99

46 Poland $656m 46 $611m 46 $673m 50 $750m 54 $1,044m 62 $1,261m 61 $1,377m 60 $1,156m 58 $1,208m 58 $1,640m 70

47 Morocco $1,158m 48 $1,326m 57 $1,302m 59 $1,439m 61 $1,271m 53 $1,195m 45 $1,337m 49 $1,376m 51 $1,647m 56 $1,637m 59

48 Portugal $1,940m 78 $1,997m 93 $1,969m 90 $1,760m 88 $1,582m 87 $1,497m 99 $1,464m 103 $1,440m 109 $1,463m 112 $1,621m 111

49 Pakistan $1,315m 43 $1,138m 39 $1,083m 36 $1,052m 35 $1,002m 43 $1,188m 59 $1,186m 57 $1,210m 60 $1,486m 59 $1,467m 67

50 Israel $1,284m 41 $1,145m 41 $1,173m 43 $1,164m 44 $1,089m 45 $1,106m 46 $1,103m 46 $1,048m 50 $1,210m 58 $1,373m 57
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VALUES AND LEASE RATES

Source: IBA.iQ
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Year CMV (US$m)
Low-high lease rate 
range (US$ 000)

2018  B787-8 120.79 882-1078

2016  B787-8 104.54 810-990

2014  B787-8 91.92 734-897

2012  B787-8 79.76 666-814

2018  B787-9 139.89 990-1210

2016  B787-9 120.03 927-1133

2014  B787-9 104.30 864-1056

Year CMV (US$m)
Low-high lease rate 
range (US$ 000)

2018 148.24 1035-1265

2016 128.39 918-1122

2014 112.12 810-990

Year CMV (US$m)
Low-high lease rate 
range (US$ 000)

2018 neo 49.90 315-385

2016 neo 44.44 302-369

2018 ceo 44.99 293-358

2016 ceo 39.83 271-331

2014 ceo 34.57 252-308

2012 ceo 29.55 234-286

2010 ceo 25.11 218-266

2008 ceo 21.08 201-245

2006 ceo 17.84 183-223

2004 ceo 14.97 167-204

2002 ceo 12.44 148-180

2000 ceo 10.45 130-158

1998 ceo 8.80 113-138

YEAR CMV (US$m)
LOW-HIGH LEASE RATE 
RANGE (US$ 000)

2018 MAX 8 51.30 333-407

2018 -800 47.91 311-380

2016 41.43 289-353

2014 36.55 270-330

2012 32.05 252-308

2010 28.21 236-288

2008 24.83 219-267

2006 21.53 201-245

2004 18.84 185-226

2002 16.17 166-202

2000 13.78 148-180

1998 11.38 131-160

Notes: Low-high lease rate values are a snap shot of lease rates. This example is taken in January 2018.
CMV is current market value

IBA – VALUES AND LEASE RATES

Boeing B737-800/MAX 8

Airbus A350-900

Boeing B787-8/9

Airbus A330-300

Airbus A320 neo/ceo

Year CMV (US$m)
Low-high lease rate 
range (US$ 000)

2018 102.11 608-822

2016 91.28 574-776

2014 79.33 531-719

2012 67.51 468-633

2010 57.65 408-552

2008 49.45 357-483

2006 41.91 306-414

2004 35.44 264-357

2002 29.91 230-311

2000 25.00 200-270

1998 (LGW) 14.79 161-217

1996 (LGW) 12.44 140-190

1994 (LGW) 10.91 139-189

Source: IBA.iQ – January 2018
Source: IBA.iQ – January 2018
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Year CMV (US$m)
Low-high lease rate 
range (US$ 000)

2018 90.25 578-782

2016 80.17 531-719

2014 70.07 485-656

2012 60.76 425-575

2010 52.11 366-495

2008 44.26 319-431

2006 37.28 276-374

2004 31.52 234-316

2002 26.26 204-276

2000 21.82 179-242

1998 17.80 162-219

IBA – VALUES AND LEASE RATES

Boeing B777-300ER Airbus A330-200

Engine values and lease rate

Source: IBA.iQ – January 2018
Source: IBA.iQ – January 2018
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Year CMV (US$m)
Low-high lease rate 
range (US$ 000)

2018 164.00 1170-1430

2016 141.11 1053-1287

2014 123.46 954-1166

2012 106.95 855-1045

2010 92.34 765-935

2008 78.84 684-836

2006 67.85 612-748

2004 59.40 540-660

Aircraft variant Engine variant CMV - Bare (US$m)
Low-high lease rate  
range (US$ 000)

E190/E195 CF34-10E6 5.00 55-65

E170/E175 CF34-8E5 3.00 38-50

B737-800 CFM56-7B26/3 5.65 60-65

A320-200 CFM56-5B4/3 5.70 60-70

A321-200 V2533-A5 S1 7.20 75-90

A330-300 CF6-80E1A3 9.58 110-125

A330-300 Trent 772B-60 7.70 100-120

A330-300 PW4168A 3.90 65-80

B787-9 GEnx-1B74/75 PIPII 16.65 230-270

B787-9 Trent-1000-J2 17.12 220-250

B777-300ER GE90-115BL1 23.90 230-260

B777-300ER GE90-115BL1-P 20.90 220-250

A380-800 GP7270 10.50 120-130
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